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ABSTRACT
Debriefing is a key component of simulation that promotes development of students’
reflective processes. Instructor-led debriefing (ILD) is considered the gold standard; however,
research conducted over the past decade demonstrates the negative effects of anxiety on student
reflection during ILD. Nursing students’ experiences with ILDs have been substantially
investigated; yet scant research explores students’ perceptions and experiences of more learnercentered debriefing formats that deemphasize the instructor role.
The purpose of this grounded theory study was to explore undergraduate nursing
students’ perceptions and experiences of a hybrid debriefing format consisting of peer-led
debriefing followed immediately by ILD. Specifically, I aimed to inductively develop a theory
grounded in the student experience to provide understanding of the actions and social processes
that occurred as students engaged in the combined debriefing format. I also sought to better
understand how associated social processes affect reflection during debriefing.
Straussian grounded theory informed all aspects of the study’s research plan, sampling
techniques, and data collection and analysis. I conducted the study at a public university in
Anchorage, Alaska. I used purposive sampling to identify an initial cohort of senior-level nursing
students enrolled in specific associate or bachelor’s degree nursing courses who possessed firsthand experience with the hybrid format. Thirty-four nursing students participated in the study.
Data were collected over 6 months during semistructured focus group interviews (2−6
participants per group) conducted separately by program. Focus group interviews were recorded
and transcribed. A demographic survey, completed by the participants, described the sample.
Field notes, observational notes, and memos provided supplemental secondary data.
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The core category that explicated the pervasive, fundamental patterned processes that
emerged from the data analysis was fluctuating cohesion. Fluctuating cohesion involved
students’ predominant sense of experiencing multiple transitions between states of collective
unity (“we-ness”) and individual separatism (“me-ness”) as they progressed through the two-part
debriefing format. The dichotomy between the informal collaborative environment of peer-led
debriefing and the instructor-driven nature of ILD resulted in fluctuations in group cohesion.
The multifaceted process of fluctuating cohesion was comprised of five related
categories: discovering the process, normalizing experiences, developing mutuality, dynamic
balancing, and engaging informal social connections. Discovering the process involved the
individual and collective actions of students upon encountering a debriefing format that
challenged the existing paradigm. Normalizing experiences encompassed students’ actions aimed
at simultaneously diffusing emotions and seeking validation and empathy. Through the process
of developing mutuality, students’ evolving sense of interdependence fostered a sense of
empowerment and collective unity. The process of dynamic balancing involved students
responding to the demands and incongruencies experienced upon encountering the shift from a
self-directed to an instructor-directed debriefing agenda. Lastly, by engaging informal social
connections, students turned to trusted relationships to retain a sense of togetherness, to continue
emotional processing, and to extend reflection in self-selected, nonthreatening settings.
The study findings indicated that augmenting ILD with peer-led debriefing promoted
psychological safety, facilitated the development of team behaviors, and enhanced reflective
thinking after simulation. The study findings provided a theory-based foundation for future
research and practice, including instrument development and educational strategies to optimize
debriefing effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Simulation is widely integrated into nursing curricula to prepare graduates for practice in
increasingly complex work environments (Decker et al., 2013; Mancini, 2016; Tutticci et al.,
2016). As a guided interactive educational strategy, simulation mimics real-life clinical
experiences by creating or replicating a set of conditions to resemble authentic situations
(International Nursing Association for Clinical Simulation and Learning [INACSL] Standards
Committee, 2016d). Thus, simulation provides learners the opportunity to analyze and respond to
clinical situations with no risk for harm to real patients (Jeffries, 2005).
Simulation-based education (SBE) incorporates a variety of modalities such as manikinbased, task trainers, standardized patients (i.e., trained individuals in patient roles), and virtual
simulations to create low- to high-fidelity simulated environments (Dufrene, 2013; INACSL
Standards Committee, 2016d). Fidelity in simulation refers to the ability to make simulations
seem real and believable. High-fidelity patient simulators with sophisticated computer controls
respond to real-time changes in physiologic parameters representing numerous pathologies;
hence, learners can assess for and base interventions on changes in the patient’s condition
(Bremner et al., 2006; Jeffries, 2005).
Ninety-six percent of accredited prelicensure registered nursing programs use simulation
pedagogy (Fey & Jenkins, 2015). Some programs now provide 30%−50% of clinical courses via
simulation (Kardong-Edgren et al., 2018). Nursing education’s substantial use of simulation is
fueled by advancements in technology, increasing complexity of patient-care situations, and the
need for strategies to improve safety and quality of patient care (Benner et al., 2010; Kohn et al.,
2000; Mancini, 2016). Other factors contributing to simulation’s growth are the challenge for
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programs to provide consistent high-quality clinical experiences (Forneris & Fey, 2016) and a
shortage of traditional clinical sites (Hayden et al., 2014). The National Council of State Boards
of Nursing’s decision that up to half of clinical experiences may be replaced by simulation
suggests that the use of simulation will continue to grow and drive change in nursing curricula
(Hayden et al., 2014).
Simulation is used as a teaching and learning strategy and an evaluative tool. Situated in
the context of practice (Forneris & Fey, 2016), simulation has been shown to build essential
nursing competencies such as critical thinking, subject matter knowledge, and individual and
team skills (Fey & Jenkins, 2015; Lapkin et al., 2010; Mancini, 2016; Poore et al., 2014). In
addition, simulation is used across educational environments to formatively assess student
improvement and learning (Cheng et al., 2014). Health care professionals are increasingly
focused on observed evidence of learning; thus, simulation is also used as a summative
evaluation tool to determine whether the student has met learning milestones and demonstrates
competency (Anson, 2015; Rudolph et al., 2014). SBE is underpinned by theories focused on
experiential learning, learner-centered practices, constructivism, and social-cultural collaboration
done in small groups (Jeffries & Rogers, 2012). Consequently, simulation provides fertile ground
from which social processes such as learning from each other, sharing ideas, and providing
reciprocal feedback from peers who have undergone the same simulation scenario can flourish
(Bland & Tobbell, 2016).
Background and Significance of Study
Annually, more than 150,000 U.S. nursing graduates enter a workforce that demands its
members to provide high-quality health care and function as reflective practitioners (U. S.
Department of Health and Human Services, Health Resources and Services Administration, &
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National Center for Health Workforce Analysis, 2014). Nurses who reflect on their clinical
experiences have a better understanding of their actions, improve their professional competence,
and provide enhanced patient care (Caldwell & Grobbel, 2013; Institute of Medicine [IOM],
2003). Nursing students prepare for future professional practice when they engage in reflection;
reflection is a skill that is taught, practiced, and assessed during simulation (Dreifuerst & Decker,
2012). Hence, nurse educators are committed to developing future graduates’ reflective thinking
processes through increased use of simulation-based nursing education (National League for
Nursing [NLN], 2015). Given the profession’s commitment to developing students’ capacity for
reflection and reflective thinking, simulation will likely remain an established part of nursing
education.
INACSL describes three phases of simulation: prebriefing, simulation scenario, and
debriefing (Meakim et al., 2013). The purpose of the prebriefing is to establish a safe learning
environment in which participants can achieve specific learning objectives (INACSL Standards
Committee, 2016c). During prebriefing, instructors review the expectation that participants will
perform at their optimal best and acknowledge that mistakes may be made (Rudolph et al.,
2008). Other prebriefing activities include orientation to the scenario, environment, equipment,
and roles, as well as time allotment and patient situation. The second phase, the simulation
scenario, involves the active engagement of participants in scenarios that are evidence-based,
realistic, and driven by clear learning objectives (INACSL Standards Committee, 2016c).
Debriefing, the third phase of simulation, is overwhelmingly viewed as a crucial element of SBE
(Decker et al., 2013; Sawyer et al., 2016). Debriefing is a structured period of reflective
discussion following a simulation experience in which instructors serve as facilitators to provide
feedback to guide and support participants to achieve the learning objectives (INACSL Standards
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Committee, 2016a; Palaganas et al., 2015). During debriefing, participants engage in reflection
to consciously consider the meaning and implication of their actions to connect past and present
learning in unique patient circumstances (Decker et al., 2013). Therefore, the purpose of
simulation debriefing is to facilitate the assimilation and accommodation of learning to future
situations (Meakim et al., 2013).
Debriefing, with its focus on reflection, has been recognized as the core of the simulation
experience (Fanning & Gaba, 2007; Rudolph et al., 2007). Debriefing is founded on the idea that
learning is dependent on the integration of experience and reflection (Decker et al., 2013;
Fanning & Gaba, 2007). Debriefing allows simulation learners to mentally revisit the scenario,
process emotional responses, and bridge the gap between experiencing an event and making
sense of it (Dreifuerst & Decker, 2012; Fanning & Gaba, 2007). Thus, debriefing provides
students with the opportunity to reflect upon personal and group performance so that lessons
learned may be transferred to future clinical situations (Dreifuerst, 2009; Fanning & Gaba,
2007).
Debriefing is generally structured around three stages: reactions, understanding and
analysis, and summary (Rudolph et al., 2007). The reactions stage is focused on giving
participants time to explore the emotional impact of the simulation. Thus, the reactions stage
provides an arena for emotional diffusion: the release of tension and anxiety arising from the
simulation (Reed, 2012). Facilitated emotional release can help redirect participants’ attention
towards reflective learning (Dreifuerst, 2009). The focus of the understanding and analysis stage
is on the participants’ comprehension of what happened during the simulation and the underlying
“frames,” or knowledge, assumptions, and feelings, that drove the students’ decision-making
(Rudolph et al., 2006). The summary stage distills lessons learned into a take-home message that
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can inform future practice (Reed, 2016). Constructive debriefing occurs when positive learning
behaviors are reinforced, misunderstandings are corrected, and cognitive frames that led to
incorrect decisions are clarified (Decker et al., 2013). Debriefing plays a crucial role in
simulation acquired learning; thus, the facilitator’s debriefing competency and ability to engage
participants is key to the optimization of learning (Fey & Jenkins, 2015).
Best practice guidelines put forth by INACSL specify that debriefing should occur
immediately after a simulated scenario and be facilitated by a formally trained instructor who
observed the students while they engaged in the simulation (INACSL Standards Committee,
2016b). In fact, instructor-led debriefing (ILD) that includes video playback is considered the
gold standard (Cantrell et al., 2017; Boet et al., 2016). Facilitators should be trained in methods
that promote deep reflection and be proficient in providing constructive and directed feedback on
performance through guided discussions (Decker et al., 2013). Feedback is described as timely,
one-way communication from the facilitator, the simulator, or peers that is relayed to a learner to
improve performance (Meakim et al., 2016). Cheng et al. (2014) argued that the bidirectional
reflective nature of facilitated discussion is the hallmark of debriefing. Instructors who facilitate
debriefing should be adept at creating an emotionally supportive learning milieu, skilled at
assessing learning, and able to optimize group processes (Decker et al., 2013). In addition,
proficient debriefers vary their method or theory-based framework of facilitation in accordance
with participants’ cultural and individual differences that could affect their knowledge, skills,
actions (Franklin et al., 2013).
Theoretically derived debriefing frameworks link the simulation with nursing knowledge
and link the desired student outcomes connected to patient care (Decker et al., 2013; Dreifuerst,
2010). Cheng et al. (2016) described three broad categories for debriefing frameworks: (a)
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promoting learner self-assessment, (b) guiding focused discussions to promote reflective
learning, and (c) providing information via directed feedback or focused teaching. Facilitators
can choose from numerous theory-based, evidence-based, and structured debriefing methods
within these categories, each with different design features, benefits and deficiencies (Cheng et
al., 2016; Reed, 2016). For example, Debriefing with Good Judgment is a framework with a 5phase structure whereby facilitators examine their own cognitive frames, or sense of external
reality to interpret observed clinical situations (Rudolph et al., 2006). Debriefing with Good
Judgment assumes that participants are doing their best and involves facilitators and participants
sharing personal points of view to identify old frames and create new frames. Another structured
debriefing method, debriefing for meaningful learning, uses Socratic questioning to guide a
reflective discussion that explicates thinking, decision-making, and resultant actions (Dreifeurst,
2010). Eppich and Cheng’s (2015) promoting excellence and reflective learning in simulation’s
blended debriefing approach is based on the purposeful merging of various debriefing methods
to fit discussion to learner needs and the learning context. Facilitators be trained and well-versed
in theory-based debriefing methods and educators who debrief simulation participants should
also undergo competency assessment (NLN, 2015).
The importance of ongoing facilitator training to promote reflection during debriefing is
explicated in INACSL’s best practice guidelines for debriefing facilitation (INACSL Standards
Committee, 2016b). The standard details specific simulation educational preparation for
facilitators, such as formal course work, continuing professional education offerings, and guided
work with an experienced mentor (Boese et al., 2013). Obtaining certification as a health care
simulation educator is one example of how simulation educators demonstrate that they possess
the appropriate knowledge, skills, and behaviors required to optimize learning (Palaganas et al.,
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2015). Other avenues for faculty development include conference workshops and simulation
educator courses (Cheng et al., 2016).
Debriefings are not always conducted by competent facilitators despite the known link
between knowledgeable facilitators and enhanced levels of reflection and learning outcomes
(Fey & Jenkins, 2014; NLN, 2015; Tannenbaum & Cerasoli, 2013). Fey and Jenkins’ (2015)
nationwide study of prelicensure nursing programs indicated that, although the majority of
responding programs (n = 484) used simulation, most facilitators had received neither formal
training nor competency assessment. Only one-third of the schools responding to the nationwide
survey reported using a guiding theory or model of debriefing. These findings are concerning
because deficits in facilitators’ training and competency assessments have been implicated as
contributing factors to the variability in methods and quality of debriefing within and between
educational programs (Cheng et al., 2016). Furthermore, the quality and effectiveness of
debriefing must be evaluated to ensure program outcomes are met and to increase confidence in
debriefing as a teaching methodology (NLN, 2015). Despite recommendations to evaluate
debriefing effectiveness, Ali and Musallam (2018) reported that few debriefing studies used at
least one debriefing assessment after simulation. The limited use of available debriefing
evaluation instruments is troublesome given the importance of improving debriefing practice to
maximize learning in SBE (Ali & Musallam, 2018).
Even with expert instructor facilitation, simulation and debriefing are demanding and
have the capacity to bring about both physiological and psychological manifestations of anxiety
in undergraduate nursing students before, during, and after high-fidelity simulation (Al-Ghareeb
et al., 2017, 2019; Cordeau, 2010; Najjar et al., 2015). Anxiety during simulation activities has
been associated with decreased performance (Nielsen & Harder, 2013), reduced ability to focus
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(Mills et al., 2016), and interference with memory and learning (Al-Ghareeb et al., 2017, 2019;
Yockey & Henry, 2019). Although some anxiety during high fidelity simulation may be healthy
(Ganley & Linnard-Palmer, 2012) and promote retention of learning (DeMaria et al., 2010), the
level of anxiety that optimizes performance remains under question (Al-Ghareeb et al., 2019).
Causes of elevated anxiety during debriefing stem from receiving feedback (Najjar et al., 2015),
self-critique and lack of debriefing experience (Cordeau, 2010), criticism from the instructor
(Cato, 2013; Duers & Brown, 2009), critique by peers, and the experience of making mistakes
(Shearer, 2016). It is clear the negative effects of simulation anxiety can exist during ILD
(Yockey & Henry, 2019). For these reasons, the use of learner-centered debriefing (LCD)
formats that deemphasize the role of the instructor should be explored as a strategy to mitigate
anxiety during debriefing.
Despite the widespread use of ILD, scholars have suggested that learner-centric
debriefing approaches more effectively facilitate participants’ engagement, self-direction, and
sense of responsibility for learning (Cheng et al., 2016). LCD occurs when instructors empower
participants to identify their learning needs and uncover how new knowledge can be applied to
future situations (Cheng et al., 2016). Salient to the proposed study is Cheng et al.’s (2016)
recommendation that, where appropriate, simulation educators should avoid the use of debriefing
approaches that give instructors unilateral control over the process and content of debriefing
discussions. Instead, educators should use LCD approaches to create a learning milieu that
enhances student engagement and autonomy. The use of debriefing formats that include peer
facilitation and the provision of peer support may provide the needed mechanism for instructors
to relinquish unilateral control of the debriefing process (Valler-Jones, 2014). Peer support is
founded on individuals of equal status agreeing on the principles of mutual respect, shared
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responsibility, and consensus on what is helpful (Mead et al., 2001). Alternative debriefing
formats that are facilitated by the learners themselves allow opportunities for students to provide
peer support, identify their learning needs, and discover new knowledge that can be transferred
to future practice (Cheng et al., 2016; Valler-Jones, 2014).
Alternatives to conventional ILD, such a peer-led debriefing (PLD), may shift power to
students and create a collaborative environment where students accept more responsibility for
learning (Cheng et al, 2016). The PLD format involves students conducting a group-level selfdebrief (SD) following simulation. Quantitative evidence suggests that PLD promotes reflection
and reflective thinking (Boet et al., 2011, 2013; Dumas et al., 2015; Oikawa et al., 2016; Tutticci
et al., 2017a). Prior literature has revealed a variety of debriefing formats that deemphasize
instructor’s presence, including self-led (Boet et al., 2011; Oikawa et al., 2016), peer-led team
(Ashmeade, 2016; Boet et al., 2013; Dumas et al., 2015; Roh et al., 2016), virtual (Verkuyl et al.,
2018a, 2018b), video-assisted (Roh et al., 2016), academic and student co-led (Tutticci et al.,
2017a), and combined formats (Kang & Yu, 2018; Verkuyl et al., 2019, 2020a, 2020b). These
formats have been investigated using qualitative (Verkuyl et al., 2020a, 2020b), quasiexperimental (Dumas et al., 2015; Kang & Yu, 2018; Roh et al., 2016; Tutticci et al., 2017a;
Verkuyl et al., 2019), experimental designs with randomized control (Boet et al., 2011, 2013;
Oikawa et al., 2016) and repeated measures (Boet et al., 2011, 2013; Roh et al., 2016). Data
suggest that these formats are as effective as ILD in studies that measured social and cognitive
skills such as teamwork and problem-solving (Boet et al., 2011; Kang & Yu, 2018; Oikawa et al.
2016), crisis management performance by interprofessional teams (Boet et al., 2013), debriefing
effectiveness and satisfaction (Dumas et al., 2015; Kang & Yu, 2018), and reflective thinking
and self-efficacy (Tutticci et al., 2017a). Departing from the “either/or” stance of previous
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research, emerging quantitative studies show that reflection may occur more readily when
students are included in the facilitation of debriefing and when partnerships between instructors
and students are forged (Cheng et al., 2016; Kang & Yu, 2018; Tutticci et al., 2017a; Verkuyl et
al., 2019, 2020a, 2020b).
While the bulk of debriefing studies use quantitative methods, qualitative data from three
nursing studies (Cato, 2013; Fey et al., 2014; Najjar et al., 2015) collectively point to the value of
peer feedback and group connection during debriefing. Peers in debriefing enhance selfconfidence (Cato, 2013) and normalization of feelings (Fey et al., 2014). Najjar et al. (2015) used
grounded theory (GT) to inductively derive a model that explicates the multidimensional student
experience throughout all phases of simulation, including ILD. The model proposes that
reflection and learning is enhanced when students use emotional processing to overcome anxiety
and fear. Najjar et al. also found that emotional diffusion can take several hours; however,
students who informally gather to continue debriefing days after the simulation conflict with
INACSL’s recommended practice of debriefing students immediately after simulation (INACSL
Standards Committee, 2016a).
Boet et al. (2016) aimed to understand the participant experience of PLD; however,
participants in Boet et al.’s Canadian study were medical residents and professional nurses. Boet
et al.’s exploratory case study design was not aimed at theory generation; rather, the study
provided descriptions of the content and topics that facilitated reflection among learners during
peer-led interprofessional debriefings. While nursing students were not included in the sample,
study findings still illuminated how PLDs enhance reflection and optimize learning
opportunities. Boet et al. provided important insight into health professionals’ experience with
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peer-facilitated debriefing; however, the social processes nursing students enact and share in
during PLD remain under investigated.
Statement of the Problem
Substantial research has focused on conventional ILD debriefing and insufficient focus
has been directed towards alternatives strategies for debriefing, such as peer-led or student-led
debriefing. Research conducted over the past decade demonstrates the negative effects of anxiety
on student reflection during ILD (Cordeau, 2010; Ganley & Linnard-Palmer, 2012; Nielson &
Harder, 2013; Yockey & Henry, 2019). Although the gold standard of practice had been ILD, a
growing body of literature indicates that instructor-focused formats may increase student anxiety
during debriefing and limit their capacity for reflection (Cantrell, 2008; Cordeau, 2010; Ganley
& Linnard-Palmer, 2012; Mills et al., 2016; Najjar et al., 2015; Yockey & Henry, 2019). This
problem is concerning because debriefing is considered a critical part of simulation learning and
builds foundational reflective skills. Students’ anxiety levels are elevated during ILD; this
anxiety may decrease the effectiveness of simulation as an educational tool and learning
opportunities may be lost (Al-Ghareeb et al., 2017). This phenomenon informs the need to
investigate PLD formats that may mitigate anxiety, focus students’ attention on reflection, and
foster self-directed learning.
Simulation educators need foundational theoretical evidence of how different debriefing
formats promote reflection, as well as an understanding of how students perceive these
approaches (Shearer, 2016). Nursing students from diverse cultural backgrounds can provide
insight to barriers and facilitators to effective health care. Previous studies examining
alternatives to ILD yield little knowledge about the content of the discussions and the social
interactions that occur during debriefings that are not guided by an instructor (Boet et al., 2016).
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Likewise, it is not known how these social processes relate to reflection from the student
perspective. Therefore, current studies on alternative debriefing formats are limited because little
theoretical basis exists for the integration of alternative debriefing formats into SBE. Qualitative
research that explores the processes of how students act and interact during PLD can provide
evidence-based understanding of how these formats contribute to reflection. The use of
simulation in nursing curricula has increased; thus, more research dedicated to fully examining
the student experience of debriefing from diverse perspectives is needed (Najjar et al., 2015;
Shearer, 2016).
Simulation creates a collaborative venue for increased dialogue and communication
amongst nursing students of diverse cultural and educational backgrounds (Brooks et al., 2010;
Smith, 2018). Simulation has been shown to increase the retention of culturally diverse nursing
students by reducing the likelihood of social isolation during students’ educational experience
(Clary-Muronda, 2015). Nevertheless, more simulation studies that include participants from
different cultural backgrounds are needed to provide unique and varied perspectives of culturally
diverse nursing students who are reflective of the population they will serve (Clary-Muronda,
2015). Similarly, few simulation studies include both associate (ADN) and baccalaureate (BS)
nursing students as research participants (Skrable & Fitzsimons, 2014); therefore, knowledge is
lacking regarding how educational preparation informs the debriefing experience.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this GT study was to explore undergraduate nursing students’ perceptions
and experiences of a hybrid debriefing format that consisted of structured PLD followed by ILD.
This combination debriefing format was designated as peer-led debrief plus instructor-led debrief
(PLD+ILD). The study findings were used to inductively develop a theory that is grounded in the
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experience of culturally and educationally diverse nursing students who participated in
PLD+ILD, thus providing an understanding of the associated social processes that occur when
students engage in a nonconventional debriefing format. In addition, the study was conducted to
gain insight into how those processes contribute to reflection during debriefing. The study
addressed the following gaps in the state of the science surrounding debriefing:
1. Lack of rigorous studies that explicate the social processes engaged in by students
when debriefings do not follow the conventional ILD template.
2. Lack of a theoretical basis for the integration of alternative debriefing formats in
SBE.
3. Need for increased sample diversity, such as racial and ethnic background and
nursing educational preparation.
Alternative debriefing formats are increasingly being implemented during SBE; however,
information is lacking regarding the theoretical explication of the actions and social processes
that culturally and educationally diverse nursing students experience and enact when alternative
debriefing approaches are used. This renders a need to explore the topic through GT
methodology. By addressing the gaps described above, study findings may assist simulation
educators in maximizing the effectiveness of debriefing and improving learning, future
performance, and ultimately patient outcomes.
Research Questions
The following are the research questions that guided this study:
RQ1. What social processes occur when nursing students experience and engage in the
combined debriefing format, PLD+ILD?
RQ2. How do these social processes contribute to reflection after a clinical simulation?
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Definitions
The science and lexicon of simulation are evolving; thus, best practice guidelines
developed by INACSL are living documents (INACSL Standards Committee, 2016d).
INACSL’s Standards of Best Practice: SimulationSM includes Standard 1-Terminology, which is
aimed at enhancing “understanding and communication among planners, participants, and others
involved in simulation experiences” (Meakim et al., 2013, p. S3). The INACSL Standards of
Best Practice: SimulationSM Simulation Glossary were subsequently developed to correspond
and explain the meaning of terms in the INACSL’s Standards of Best Practice (INACSL
Standards Committee, 2016d). INACSL terminology will be used in this study where possible to
provide consistency in the communication of knowledge and ideas.
Simulation: Simulation is an educational strategy in which a particular set of conditions
are created or replicated to resemble authentic situations that are possible in real life. Simulation
can incorporate one or more modalities to promote, improve, or validate a participant’s
performance (INACSL Standards Committee, 2016d).
Debriefing: Debriefing is a reflective process immediately following the simulationbased experience that is led by a trained facilitator using an evidence-based debriefing model.
Participants’ reflective thinking is encouraged and feedback on participants’ performance is
provided while various aspects of the completed simulation are discussed. Participants are
encouraged to explore emotions and question, reflect, and provide feedback to one another. The
purpose of debriefing is to move towards assimilation and accommodation to transfer learning to
future situations (INACSL Standards Committee, 2016d). ILD that incorporates video replay of
the learner’s performance is considered the gold standard (Boet et al., 2016; Levett-Jones &
Lapkin, 2014).
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Simulation-based learning experience: Simulation-based learning experiences are an
array of structured activities that represent actual or potential situations in education and practice
and allow participants to develop or enhance knowledge, skills, and attitudes or analyze and
respond to realistic situations in a simulated environment or through an unfolding case study
(Meakim et al., 2016).
Participant: A participant is one who engages in a simulation-based activity for the
purpose of gaining or demonstrating mastery of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes of
professional practice (INACSL Standards Committee, 2016d).
Reflection: Reflection is a cognitive and affective activity that requires active
engagement of the individual. Reflection is triggered by a perplexing situation that causes one to
examine their own responses, emotions, beliefs, and frames of reference to the situation
(Mezirow, 1998; Rodgers, 2002; Schön, 1983). Reflection can occur before, during, and after the
experience or situation (Schön, 1983). Reflection requires creativity and conscious selfevaluation to deal with unique patient situations (Meakim et al., 2016).
Reflective thinking: Reflective thinking is the engagement of self-monitoring that occurs
during or after a simulation experience. Reflective thinking is considered an essential component
of experiential learning because it promotes the discovery of new knowledge with the intent of
applying this knowledge to future situations. Reflective thinking is necessary for metacognitive
skill acquisition and clinical judgment and has the potential to decrease the gap between theory
and practice (INACSL Standards Committee, 2016d).
Safe learning environment: A safe learning environment is the emotional climate that is
created through the interaction among all participants (including facilitators). In this positive
emotional climate, all participants feel at ease taking risk, making mistakes, or extending
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themselves beyond their comfort zones. Awareness of the psychological aspects of learning, the
effects of unintentional bias, cultural differences, and attentiveness to one’s own state of mind
helps to effectively create a safe environment (INACSL Standards Committee, 2016d). Safe
learning environments include aspects of psychological and academic safety. Psychological
safety describes times when learners feel free to speak or to perform without fear of diminishing
their self-image or social standing. Academic safety depends on a supportive climate where
students feel free to learn and grow (Ganley & Linnard-Palmer, 2012).
Anxiety: Anxiety is defined as an emotion or subjective feeling of apprehension and fear
regarding an undefined future threat (Spielberger, 1979). Short-term or “state anxiety” is “a
temporary cognitive, behavioral, and physiological reaction to a threatening situation”
(Palethorpe & Wilson, 2011, p. 423).
Facilitation. Facilitation is a method and strategy that occurs throughout simulationbased learning experiences in which a person helps to bring about an outcome by providing
unobtrusive guidance (Meakim et al., 2013).
Feedback: Feedback is information given or dialog between participants, facilitator,
simulator, or peer with the intention of improving the understanding of concepts or aspects of
performance (INACSL Standards Committee, 2016c).
Alternative debriefing formats. Alternative debriefing formats are debriefing methods
beyond the traditional faculty facilitated format (Dufrene & Young, 2014).
Chapter Summary
Nursing students prepare for future professional practice when they engage in reflection;
reflection is a skill that is taught, practiced, and assessed during SBE (Dreifuerst & Decker,
2012; NLN, 2015). Debriefing, with its emphasis on reflection, is considered the key component
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of clinical simulation and ILD that includes video playback is considered the gold standard.
Despite these assumptions, study findings have revealed that ILD may increase the anxiety
students feel during debriefing, thus limiting students’ capacity for reflection. Therefore, LCD
approaches must be further investigated to help educators understand how learner-centric
debriefing formats contribute to reflection. This GT study explored undergraduate nursing
students’ perceptions and experiences with an alternative debriefing format that consisted of
PLD followed by ILD.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the current literature supporting the current study.
Findings from the reviewed studies are divided into five main areas. The first section synthesizes
the literature and provides an overview of debriefing effectiveness. The second section details
studies that focus on the evaluation of reflection and learning in SBE. The third section details
factors that influence reflection during debriefing. The fourth section presents the background
and framework for learner-centered debriefing (LCD). Lastly, the fifth section elaborates on the
use of alternative debriefing formats following simulation.
Peer-reviewed English language articles were sought through the Cumulative Index of
Nursing and Allied Health Literature, The Cochrane Library, Education Resources Information,
Google Scholar, ProQuest Dissertations and Theses, PsycINFO, and PubMed. Boolean searching
techniques (using “AND” and “OR”) included the following terms: research, nursing and health
professions students, reflection, simulation, debriefing, debriefing formats, alternative formats,
psychological safety, anxiety, peers, and facilitation. Search terms related to debriefing
facilitation included instructor-, self-, student-, peer- , group-, within-group-, within-team-,
written, combined, and virtual debriefing. The search for simulation studies was limited to
articles published between 2005 and 2020. Titles and abstracts were screened for relevance.
Overview of Debriefing Effectiveness
Debriefing, the reflective discussion led by a facilitator after simulation, is intended to
help learners examine the meanings and implications of their clinical decision-making (Decker et
al., 2013). Viewed as a form of reflective practice, reflection during debriefing provides a
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conduit for reflection-on-action in the process of continuous learning (Sawyer et al., 2016).
Dreifuerst (2009) examined the concept of simulation debriefing and identified reflection,
emotion, reception, and integration and assimilation as its defining attributes. Dreifuerst asserted
that integration and assimilation represent the essence of reflection and that reaching these goals
may set the stage for future competent practice. Nonetheless, questions remain regarding “how to
debrief, when to debrief, what to debrief, and whom to include in debriefing for the best student
learning” (Dreifuerst, 2009, p. 110). Research from the past decade confirms the need to better
describe the debriefing processes, approaches, and characteristics that impact learning (Cheng et
al., 2014; Levett-Jones & Lapkin, 2014; Raemer et al., 2011).
Systematic reviews of simulation literature have been conducted to examine the best
evidence of debriefing’s usefulness (Levett-Jones & Lapkin, 2014) and identify characteristics
associated with improved outcomes (Cheng et al., 2014). Outcome assessments reported by
Levett-Jones and Lapkin (2014) were technical (e.g., vital signs assessment and psychomotor
skills) and nontechnical (e.g., task management, teamwork, and situational awareness) skills
rather than reflection; however, debriefing significantly improved all measures regardless of the
format. Levett-Jones and Lapkin concluded that the reviewed randomized controlled trials did
not give enough detail to bolster findings. Similarly, Cheng et al.’s (2014) systematic review and
meta-analysis of debriefing literature indicated that key debriefing characteristics such as
instructor presence, duration, and timing were incompletely reported. Thus, evidence for
debriefing’s effectiveness remains unclear.
Sawyer et al.’s (2016) critical review of debriefing studies revealed that little empirical
evidence supports a specific debriefing method. Sawyer et al. identified and examined four topic
areas in health care debriefing. These topic areas included debriefing timing, methods of
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debriefing conversation facilitation (i.e. facilitator-guided versus self- or team-guided),
debriefing conversation structure, and debriefing process elements. Sawyer et al. concluded that
any of the reviewed debriefing methods could likely be effective when applied by well-trained
simulation facilitators (Sawyer et al., 2016). Sawyer et al. concluded that there is no one best
way to debrief and posited that a specific debriefing method may be less important than “the
simple act of debriefing itself” (p. 215). This finding supports earlier research indicating that
debriefing in any form compared to no debriefing has a positive impact on learning (Chronister
& Brown, 2012; Savoldelli et al., 2006).
Reflection and Learning in Debriefing
Learning in debriefing depends on the integration of experience and deliberate reflection
(Decker et al., 2013; Schön, 1983). Apropos of Kolb’s (1984) model of experiential learning,
scholars contend that debriefing integrates the cyclical stages of the learning process, namely
concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract conceptualization, and active
experimentation (Fanning & Gaba, 2007). Therefore, “learning cannot be attributed only to
debriefing, but instead to the overall simulation process” (Reed, 2016, p. 116).
Despite debriefing’s crucial place in the learning process (Reed, 2016; Sawyer et al.,
2016), the role of student reflection in debriefing remains unclear (Nagle & Foli, 2020). Nagle
and Foli (2020) examined the concept of student-centered reflection in debriefing. The concept’s
defining attributes were identified as (a) intentional, cyclic, metacognitive examination of
knowledge, skills, and attitudes, (b) dialogue and feedback with facilitators and peers gaining
different perspectives, (c) an introspective sense-making process, and (d) cognitive adjustment.
Noting that reflection includes both internal and external processes, Nagle and Foli urged
facilitators to encourage peer-to-peer interactions as a mechanism to enhance information
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processing and learning. Despite the centrality of learning in SBE and recent efforts to forward a
definition of student-centered reflection, few valid and reliable instruments remain to measure
reflection and learning in the context of debriefing (Reed, 2012; Tutticci et al., 2016).
Valid and reliable evaluation tools are needed to advance the science of simulation
(Mariani & Doolen, 2016). Reed (2012) used quantitative methods to develop a theoretically
grounded tool to objectively assess the student experience of instructor facilitated debriefing and
to move evidence-based teaching strategies forward. The 20-item Debriefing Experience Scale
was developed using a sample of baccalaureate nursing students (n = 100) who had each
experienced at least five previous simulations and debriefings. The instrument’s four subscales
represent essential elements of the student debriefing experience. The subscales are (a) analyzing
thoughts and feelings (b) learning and making connections, (c) facilitator skill in conducting the
debrief, and (d) appropriate facilitator guidance. Notably, the analyzing thoughts and feelings
subscale contained items connected to emotional, psychological, behavioral, and environmental
aspects of debriefing. These components matched Jeffries (2006) description of guided reflection
as a time for students to reflect on their experience, affective responses, and their clinical
competency.
Reed’s (2016) subsequent qualitative dissertation addressed the continued scarcity of
empirical evidence for learning acquired through debriefing and the lack of tools aimed at
measuring the phenomenon. Study findings derived from interviews with nurse educators
indicated that several events signify that reflection has occurred and that learning is being
acquired during debriefing. Connecting past and present learning, experiencing the “Ah-ha”
moment, and critically reflecting on decision-making were all perceived as evidence of student
learning. Sharing knowledge with peers also denoted that learning had taken place. Salient to the
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current study is Reed’s finding that simulation educators encourage student-led debriefing as an
activity to promote reflection and learning.
Tutticci et al. (2016) created the Reflective Thinking Instrument, aimed at measuring
reflective thinking of undergraduate nursing students in the simulation milieu. The new
instrument combined aspects of five other tools creating an instrument with four subscales;
reflection, self-efficacy, learning, and satisfaction. Although initial findings demonstrated the
instrument’s reliability, Tutticci et al. (2016) concluded that further modifications were needed to
establish validity. A second study by Tutticci et al. (2017b) used confirmatory factor analysis as
the initial step in the modification of the Reflective Thinking Instrument; however, these study
results revealed continuing validity concerns in the final model. Thus, further development via
exploratory factor analysis is needed to enhance the RTI’s relevance to simulation (Tutticci et al.,
2017b).
In effect, more valid and reliable tools are needed to measure reflection and learning in
debriefing across all debriefing methods and formats. However—without qualitative studies to
provide initial theoretical evidence of how debriefing contributes to reflection and learning—
future studies will lack the rigor and foundation necessary to move evidenced teaching practices
forward (Reed, 2016). In addition, the scarcity of these instruments is concerning given the
NLN’s vision for integrating debriefing across the curriculum (NLN, 2015).
Factors Influencing Reflection During Debriefing
Anxiety
Undergraduate health professions students experience anxiety during simulation (AlGhareeb et al., 2019; Cato, 2013; DeMaria et al, 2010; Mills et al., 2016; Yockey & Henry,
2019). Moreover, nursing students may experience more anxiety—particularly surrounding
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testing—than college students from other disciplines (Turner & McCarthy, 2017). According to
Spielberger, anxiety is an emotion or subjective feeling of apprehension and fear regarding an
undefined future threat (as cited in Al-Ghareeb et al., 2017). Short-term or state anxiety is “a
temporary cognitive, behavioral, and physiological reaction to a threatening situation”
(Palethorpe & Wilson, 2011, p. 423). Trait anxiety, on the other hand, stems from one’s
individual personality (Al-Ghareeb et al., 2017). Stress and anxiety are related (Cato, 2013), but
are differentiated by the source of the stimulus and type of response (Al-Ghareeb et al., 2017).
Al-Ghareeb et al. (2017) contended that stress is deemed as an objective response to an external
source, while anxiety is a more subjective response to an internal pressure (i.e. cognitive
appraisal). A full discussion of the stress response is outside the scope of this study; however,
Lazarus asserts that regardless of the stimulus, both stress and anxiety responses are
“transactional between individuals and the situation” (as cited in Al-Ghareeb et al., 2017, p.
479).
Effects of Anxiety on Cognition and Learning
Frameworks such as attentional control theory (Shearer, 2016), social evaluative stress
theory (Mills et al., 2016), and cognitive interference model (Nielson & Harder, 2013; Yockey &
Henry, 2019) can be used to explain the effects of anxiety on students’ cognitive function,
attention, and memory during SBE. These three theories provide an understanding of how
learners in SBE, while possessing adequate ability, may still display poor cognitive performance.
Shearer (2016) used the attentional control theory (Eysenck et al., 2007) to underpin a
state-of-the-science review on the effect of state anxiety on nursing students’ experience with
simulation. State anxiety inhibits one’s ability to perform cognitive tasks and limits the
temporary storage capacity of working memory (Eysenck et al., 2007). As anxiety increases,
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individuals turn their attention to threat-related stimuli and to decisions of how to respond to the
threat-provoking stimulus. As a result, anxiety impairs attentional control by weakening one’s
concentration, focus on the task at hand, and the use of working memory (Eysenck et al., 2007).
Mills et al. (2016) contended that the social evaluative stress theory (Dickerson et al.,
2008) explicates the deleterious influence of anxiety and stress experienced by students when
instructors are present during simulation. Social evaluative stress theory asserts that higher stress
occurs when a clear objective or goal requires specific attributes or skills to be evaluated.
Individuals who are motivated to preserve their social and physical self often monitor the
environment to attend to threats to their wellbeing (Dickerson et al., 2008). Hence, under
conditions of higher anxiety when some aspect of self could be negatively evaluated, a person’s
attention is diverted towards the source of the threat while cognitive attention to the work at hand
declines (LeBlanc, 2009). Social evaluative stress theory explains why anxious and flustered
students struggle with thinking and filtering out extraneous information (LeBlanc, 2009; Mills et
al., 2016).
Nielson and Harder (2013) and Yockey and Henry (2019) used the cognitive interference
model (Sarason et al., 1996) to explain how evaluative anxiety can reduce nursing students’
cognitive performance during simulation. The cognitive interference theory asserts that the
working memory provides both temporary storage and a processing center for complex cognitive
tasks via the central executive. The central executive functions as an attentional control center of
the working memory. Individuals who face evaluation or who have concerns about possible
failure become worried or anxious. In turn, these responses prompt negative self-talk that is
processed by the central executive (Sarason et al., 1996). These unwanted, task-irrelevant
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thoughts deplete working memory capacity, which leaves fewer resources available to attend to
the core task (Nielson & Harder, 2013).
Overly anxious students may not be able to reap the maximum learning benefits of SBE
(Cato, 2013; Al-Ghareeb et al., 2017, 2019). No specific guidelines exist regarding the optimal
level of anxiety in SBE (Neilson & Harder, 2013); however, Cato’s (2013) comfort-stretch-panic
model in simulation provides guidance to faculty who seek to provide students optimal learning
environments (Al-Ghareeb et al., 2017; Janzen et al., 2016). Cato’s model builds on earlier
versions of the inverted-U model (Palethorpe & Wilson, 2011; Yerkes & Dodson, 1908) that
explain how performance peaks when there is an optimal level of anxiety or challenge and
declines as anxiety increases. Students operate in one of three learning zones (Palethorpe &
Wilson, 2011; see Figure 1).

Figure 1
The Comfort–Stretch–Panic Model

Note. Reprinted from “Learning in the Panic Zone: Strategies for Managing Learner Anxiety,”
by R. Palethorpe and J. P. Wilson, 2011, Journal of European Industrial Training, 35, 420–438.
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Students in the comfort zone learn by chance because they are comfortable in their
surroundings. In the panic zone, learning is blocked by excessive negative emotions. Learning or
relearning takes place in the stretch zone, when emotions are at a moderate level. Extending this
theory into the simulation realm, Cato (2013) contended that students in the comfort zone may
disengage from the learning and focus on the simulation not being real. Students in the stretch
zone are fully engaged with an ideal level of anxiety that promotes learning and application of
knowledge (Cato, 2013), whereas students in the panic zone experience a level of distress that
impairs cognitive abilities.
Interest in understanding the impact of anxiety on learning continues to be found in
simulation literature. Al-Ghareeb et al.’s (2019) study results conflicted with Cato’s (2013)
comfort-stretch-panic model in simulation. Al-Ghareeb et al. investigated students’
psychological anxiety during simulation and examined physiological anxiety and its effect on
clinical performance. Al-Ghareeb et al.’s study was the first study in nursing education to use
heart rate variability (HRV) as the physiologic marker to test Yerkes and Dodson’s (1908)
inverted-U hypothesis. Working in teams by cohort, second-year and third-year nursing students,
detected and acted on clinical deterioration cues from standardized patients during two
consecutive scenarios. Throughout the simulation activities, each student was monitored for
HRV as a sign of physiological anxiety. Group-level performance was measured using an
objective structured clinical examination checklist. Schneider’s (2008) Stressor Appraisal Scale
was administered pre and postsimulation to measure psychological anxiety. HRV data indicated
that students were physiologically anxious at the start of the simulation and became more relaxed
by the end of the ILD. Clinical performance scores increased significantly between the first and
second scenarios; however, the association between clinical performance and physiological
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anxiety did not reach statistical significance. Counter to Cato’s stance that moderate levels of
anxiety optimize simulation performance and learning, Al-Ghareeb et al. concluded that low
levels of physiological anxiety optimize simulation performance at the group level. Moreover,
moderate to high levels of anxiety caused performance to decline. Equally striking, Al-Ghareeb
et al. found that, despite the decrease in physiological anxiety over time, students’ psychological
anxiety levels remained elevated even after ILD.
Anxiety During Simulation
Across disciplines, health professions students experience anxiety from multiple sources
during simulated scenarios and throughout the debriefing process (Al-Ghareeb, 2017; Cato,
2013; Cordeau, 2010; DeMaria et al., 2010; Horsley & Wombach, 2015; Mills et al., 2016;
Nielson & Harder, 2013; Shearer, 2016; Yockey & Henry, 2019). Shearer’s (2016) critical
review and synthesis of the literature uncovered three common themes related to sources of the
students’ anxiety during SBE. These themes were (a) the unknown, (b) critiques by peers and
faculty, and (c) experience of making mistakes. Students associated the theme of the unknown
with having a lack of experience (Beischel, 2013), lack of preparation (Cato, 2013; Paige &
Morin, 2013), and feeling minimally oriented to the simulated setting or manikin functions
(Cato, 2010). Conversely, some learners indicated that spending too much time preparing for
simulation increased perceptions of anxiety (Beischel, 2013; Najjar et al., 2015). Salient to the
current study was Cordeau’s (2010) finding that students’ feelings of not knowing what to expect
extended into debriefing. Critiques by peers and faculty also contributed to simulation anxiety,
regardless if the critiques were aimed at summative (i.e. focused on achievement of learning
outcomes) or formative (i.e. focused on learning) assessments (Beischel, 2013; Cordeau, 2010;
Paige & Morin, 2015). Receiving feedback (Najjar et al., 2015), criticism (even if constructive;
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Duers & Brown, 2009), and being observed by peers (Najjar et al., 2015) were also identified as
sources of anxiety during simulation. Fear of making mistakes can also escalate student anxiety
(Beischel, 2013; Cordeau, 2010; Cato, 2013; Najjar et al., 2015); however, students often
understand that making mistakes can lead to learning opportunities (Cordeau, 2010; Duers &
Brown, 2009).
Mills et al. (2016) sought to determine the impact of instructor presence during
simulation on paramedic students’ anxiety and task immersion. Participants (n = 31) completed
two clinical scenarios involving standardized patients; one with the presence of the instructor and
one without. Outcome measures were student-instructor interactions, students’ cardiovascular
reactivity, time-to-completion, and performance scores. Study results indicated that students
were more immersed, less distracted, and less anxious when the instructor was not present.
Further, no degradation of performance occurred when the instructor was absent. Data from
focus group interviews (FGIs) indicated that although a few students reported increased
motivation with the instructor’s presence, most participants reported an increase in scenario
ownership when the instructor was absent. Mills et al.’s study lends credence to Quick and Ross’
(2011) suggestion that high anxiety turns learners’ attention toward the source of the threat (i.e.
instructors making judgments on performance), thus diminishing focus on the task at hand. This
finding also aligns with Horsley and Wambach’s (2015) study, which indicated that
undergraduate nursing students’ anxiety levels were higher when faculty were present in the
simulation room compared to when faculty observed from a control room.
More recently, Yockey and Henry (2019) identified and ranked sources of nursing
students’ simulation-related anxiety that occurred during preparation, prebriefing, simulation,
and debriefing. Specific foci of anxiety matched findings of other studies, which indicated that
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instructor’s presence, being watched, being judged and critiqued, and uncertainty about what to
expect and how to prepare contributed to students’ anxiety (Cato, 2013; Cordeau, 2010; Mills et
al., 2016; Najjar et al., 2015). Yockey and Henry’s study data indicated no significant change in
students’ perceptions of heightened anxiety at two points (i.e. first and final semesters) in their
nursing program. Thus, this finding suggests that simulation-based anxiety is persistent across
the curriculum. Students ranked the primary nurse role to be the highest source of anxiety. This
data corresponded to results reported in earlier studies indicating students feel singled-out in the
primary nurse role (Lasater, 2007) and that this feeling persists into debriefing (Cordeau, 2010;
Lasater, 2007). Yockey and Henry’s study provided support for Shearer’s (2016) judgment that
excessive anxiety can limit learning and performance even in students who possess adequate
abilities. Hence, it is important to optimize learning by identifying specific sources of
simulation-based anxiety and developing strategies that decrease students’ feelings of
apprehension (Yockey, 2015).
Interventions to mitigate anxiety in SBE are not identified in prior literature (Shearer,
2016); however, anxiety reduction strategies can still be gleaned from the literature. Palethorpe
and Wilson (2011) asserted that anxiety can be idiosyncratic and strategies that work for one
may not work for all. Private viewing of simulation videos may decrease feelings of being
watched (Cato, 2013; Yockey & Henry, 2019). Scheduling a presimulation group planning time
may help decrease feelings of being put on the spot, especially for those in the primary nurse role
(Yockey, 2019). Faculty can implement the following strategies to diminish students’ anxiety:
limit presimulation preparation time to under an hour (Nielson & Harder, 2013), provide
opportunities for individual skills practice prior to the scenario (Paskins & Peile, 2010), describe
role expectations clearly (Yockey, 2015), prompt and provide opportunities for students to ask
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for help (Ganley & Linnard-Palmer, 2012), and develop students’ abilities to provide
constructive feedback (Arafeh et al., 2010). Simulation is physiologically and psychologically
demanding (Al-Ghareeb et al., 2019); therefore, educators should design and conduct all aspects
of SBE in ways that consider the vulnerabilities of learners (Gaba, 2013).
Psychological Safety
In the context of simulation, psychological safety results in an environment where
students participate and learn without fear of reprisal or embarrassment (Turner & Harder, 2018).
Students who feel psychologically safe and emotionally supported during debriefing are more
likely to engage in reflection, embrace being uncomfortable, and take more risks to facilitate
learning (Rudolph et al., 2014). Further, psychologically safe learning environments help
students avoid defensive behaviors (Rudolph et al., 2014) and feel empowered by their own
successes (Janzen et al., 2016). Hence, psychological safety is a major factor influencing
students’ capacity for reflection and, by extension, the effectiveness of learning through
debriefing (Eddy et al., 2013; Fey et al., 2014; Rudolph et al., 2014).
Noting the need to create what Rudolph et al. (2014) describe as a “safe container for
learning” (p. 339), Fey et al. (2014) conducted a phenomenological study of nursing students’
perspectives of ILD. Students who participated in the study valued (a) the importance of learning
without fear of failing, (b) receiving feedback from peers, and (d) group cohesion and support
(Fey et al., 2014). These findings echo Ganley and Linnard-Palmer’s (2012) study findings,
which indicated that students’ perceptions of academic safety was dependent on whether students
feel to free to learn and to grow in a supportive environment. Moreover, Rudolph et al.’s findings
also support conclusions from the organizational development realm, which suggest that peer
feedback obtained through nontraditional debriefing formats helps learners develop ownership
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and decreases emotions that can hinder learning (Eddy et al., 2013). This growing awareness of
the social-learning implications of SBE, such as learners’ need to protect social and professional
identity, underscores the need to comprehend the student experience of debriefing.
Peers in Debriefing
The beneficial nature of peer support has been explained by psychosocial processes that
are theoretically based (Dennis, 2003). These processes, which include emotional, informational,
and appraisal support, are revealed in the simulation debriefing literature (Boet et al., 2016; Fey
et al., 2014; Roh et al., 2016; Stone et al., 2013; Tutticci et al., 2016). Given the importance of
peer support in small group reflection (Zou et al., 2018), debriefing groups provide a dynamic
focus to stimulate emotional, informational, and appraisal support processes (Bland & Tobbell,
2016). During debriefing, learners who realize they are not alone in their feelings or reactions are
more willing to express and explore thought processes that lead to clinical decision-making (Fey
et al., 2014).
The integration of peer learning and peer facilitation into SBE fosters active engagement
of learners (Curtis et al., 2016; Kim-Godwin et al., 2013), improves critical thinking while
reducing anxiety levels (Stone et al., 2013), and boosts self-confidence (Cato, 2013). The process
of normalizing feelings through peer interactions during debriefing helps students to validate
their simulation experiences and diffuse emotions (Fey et al., 2014). Peer debriefings contribute
to team building and communication skills (Cheng et al., 2017). Additionally, peers’ critiques
have been shown to strengthen the overall experience of simulation for some nursing students
(Kim-Godwin et al., 2013).
Another benefit of peer learning during debriefing is the individual, immediate feedback
provided through formative assessment (Boet et al., 2016). Feedback from instructors is valued,
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(Fey et al., 2014; Tutticci et al., 2016); however, students want to hear about their mistakes from
peers who are “at their own level” (Fey et al., 2014, p. e253) and believe that getting everyone’s
input during debriefing leads to a richer experience. Furthermore, peer facilitators provide
informational support by encouraging others to elaborate, exchange ideas (Tutticci et al., 2016),
and pose more questions (Stone et al., 2013). In addition, information presented by a peer is
more readily accepted and used by learners (Stone et al., 2013). Conversely, some learners may
feel unprepared and uncomfortable providing feedback to peers (Duers & Brown, 2009; Roh et
al., 2016). Similarly, not all students perceive peer support in actual simulation settings to be
ideal (Ganley & Linnard-Palmer, 2012).
Learner-Centered Debriefing (LCD)
Cheng et al. (2016) stated that the idea of LCD is rooted in existing educational literature
describing a continuum of teaching styles ranging from learner-centered teaching at one end to
instructor-centered teaching at the other end (Blumberg & Everett, 2005; Dochy et al., 2003; Ten
Cate et al., 2011; Weimer, 2013). Learner-centered teaching is described as a collaborative
teaching style that embodies learning as active-meaning making with learners and instructors
cocreating knowledge, skills, and attitudes (Weimer, 2013). When learner-centered teaching
practices are integrated into debriefing, faculty create environments that increase student
engagement through content and retention of acquired knowledge (Blumberg & Everett, 2015)
along with motivate learning (Ten Cate et al., 2011), enhance skills acquisition (Dochy et al.,
2003), and shift the responsibility for learning to the students (Weimer, 2013). Instructorcentered debriefing (ICD) prevails across many disciplines (Winchester-Seeto & Rowe, 2019);
however, the implementation of more LCD practices could enhance the impact of SBE (Cheng et
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al., 2016). Cheng et al. provided a conceptual framework for LCD, identified key variables
influencing the balance between LCD and ICD, and suggested implementation strategies.
Cheng et al.’s (2016) framework for LCD integrated Weimer’s (2013) key concepts for
LCT: function of content, role of instructors, responsibility for learning, and balance of power.
Weimer’s framework describes the opposite ends of the continuum of ICD versus LCD for each
concept. During ICD, knowledge and facts are provided didactically, the instructor has unilateral
control of the discussion, and students are perceived as dependent instructor-directed learners
(Cheng et al. 2016). Hence, student engagement during ICD is limited and reflection is minimal.
Alternatively, LCD situates students as independent, self-directed learners who can self-assess
and problem-solve (Cheng et al. 2016). The instructor functions as the “guide on the side” who
adapts body language, tone of voice, and debriefing method to the processes and topics emerging
from the discussion (Cheng et al., 2016). LCD also promotes mutual power with discussion
topics and transitions from one topic to another managed collaboratively.
Key variables such as amount of debriefing time available, knowledge and experience of
learners, and national culture may influence the balance between LCD and ICD (Cheng et al.,
2016). ICD is appropriate when debriefing time is short, thus requiring that the instructor address
performance gaps directly. Conversely, given enough debriefing time, instructors should
promote learner reflection to identify issues salient to the learners’ agenda. The knowledge and
experience of learners should be considered when balancing LCD and ICD. Instructors should
focus on providing information to ensure learning occurs when working with learners who have
little background knowledge or clinical experience. Learners with a high degree of relevant
knowledge and experience are more apt engage in group discourse and to self-identify gaps in
performance. For instance, Roh et al. (2016) found that nursing students did not yet possess the
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depth of knowledge and experience to debrief themselves sans some degree of instructor
facilitation. In contrast, Boet et al., (2016) revealed that postgraduate healthcare professionals
effectively used learner-driven techniques such as self-assessment and team self-correction
during team debriefing that did not include the instructor. National cultural norms that are
characterized by a significant dependence of subordinates on superiors (i.e., students on faculty)
may call for a stronger ICD approach (Cheng et al., 2016; Eppich & Cheng, 2015). For example,
Kim and De Gagne (2018) found that Korean nursing students may not be as expressive as
Western nursing students during debriefing, potentially making interactions more difficult and
thus requiring more instructor guidance. In contrast, in cultures where there is less dependence of
subordinates on superiors, discussions are more relaxed and enable learners to feel safe
contributing to the discussion (Cheng et al., 2016).
Simulation educators must negotiate a balance of LCD and ICD given time constraints,
cultural differences, and learners’ background knowledge and experience (Cheng et al., 2016).
Pursuant to debriefing guidelines that recommend learner-centered reflective conversations
(Decker et al., 2013), more data are needed to ascertain how to optimize the balance of LCD and
ICD to promote effective learning (Cheng et al., 2016). Alternative debriefing formats (e.g. peerled) may provide facilitators with the needed mechanism to apply more learner-centered
approaches and attain this balance.
Alternative Debriefing Formats
Growing evidence suggests that instructor-centric debriefing formats such as ILD may
not be the only means of effectively debriefing health care students (Boet et al., 2011, 2013;
Dumas et al., 2015; Ha & Lim, 2018; Oikawa et al., 2016; Roh et al. 2016; Valler-Jones, 2014;
Verkuyl et al., 2019, 2018a, 2020a, 2020b). Debriefing formats that diverge from the
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conventional template (i.e., ILD) have the potential to decrease students’ psychological burden
(Ha & Lim, 2018), extend reflection and deepen clinical reasoning (Verkuyl et al., 2019, 2020a,
2020b), increase feasibility (Verkuyl et al., 2018a), and improve cost effectiveness and resource
use (Boet et al., 2016; Dufrene, 2013; Levett-Jones & Lapkin, 2014; Kang & Yu, 2018).
Regardless of format, the use of structured guidelines, checklists, and questions can be used to
support participants in the initiation, progression, and completion of debriefing (Dias Coutinho et
al., 2016; Van der Meij et al., 2013; Waznonis, 2014).
Quantitative Studies
Quantitative investigations involving medical residents and practicing nurses demonstrate
that ILD and alternative forms of debriefing are comparable in teaching nontechnical skills, such
as teamwork, decision-making, and leadership to interprofessional teams (Boet et al., 2011,
2013; Oikawa et al., 2016). Boet et al. (2011, 2013) conducted two randomized control studies
and used repeated measures to compare self-guided individual debriefing and self-guided within
team debriefing. No significant differences were found between groups in situational awareness,
teamwork, decision-making, and leadership. Reflection was not measured, nor were nursing
students included in the samples; however, the findings indicated that more clinically
experienced debriefing groups may require less instructor involvement (Cheng et al., 2016;
Sawyer et al., 2016).
Oikawa et al. (2016) compared the effects of SD coupled with participant guided group
discussion versus traditional ILD on medical interns’ (n = 57) assessments of self- and teamperformance. No significant difference was found between groups in self-performance scores;
yet, the experimental group had higher team scores. This finding suggests that SD may enhance
reflection because this format occurs in a safe learning environment (Oikawa et al., 2016).
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Various student-led debriefing formats were found comparable to ILD when assessing
clinical competence among nurses (Valler-Jones, 2014), cognitive gains (Dufrene, 2013), skill
performance (Dumas et al., 2015; Valler-Jones, 2014), debriefing effectiveness (Dumas et al.,
2015), satisfaction (Curtis et al., 2016; Dumas et al., 2015; Kang & Yu, 2018; Valler-Jones,
2014), and problem-solving (Kang & Yu, 2018). Conversely, Roh et al. (2016) reported higher
satisfaction and psychomotor skills scores for nursing students in the ILD group compared to the
peer-led group. Kim and De Gagne (2018) reported mixed results following a standardized
patient simulation that compared ILD and PLD on outcomes that included skills, knowledge,
self-confidence, and quality of debriefing. Although the ILD group had more opportunities for
reflection, the peer-led group communicated without interruption from the instructor, which led
to a positive debriefing experience (Kim & De Gagne, 2018). Kim and De Gagne’s findings give
weight to other studied that indicated that debriefing facilitators can detract from students’
nonlinear exploratory learning (Parker, 2011).
Tutticci et al. (2017a) used the RTI to examine the effects of various debriefing formats
on reflective thinking and critical reflection scores of third-year nursing students (n = 346).
Three types of debriefing facilitation were compared: ILD, student-led debrief, and instructor
and student co-led debrief. Both the ILD group and the instructor and student co-led debriefing
group had significantly higher reflection scores than the student-led debriefing group. However,
the instructor and student co-led debriefing group had higher critical reflection scores than the
control group (ILD). While modifications are needed to improve the RTI’s reliability, study
findings support the inclusion of students in debriefing facilitation (Tutticci et al., 2017a).
Ha and Lim (2018) compared the effects of checklist guided peer-led written debriefing
versus ILD on third-year nursing students’ (n = 122) level of knowledge, self-confidence, and
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satisfaction with simulation and debriefing. No significant differences were found between
groups on total knowledge or satisfaction scores; however, the PLWD group had significantly
lower Debriefing Experience Scale (Reed, 2012) subcategory scores for the expert in the content
area and constructive evaluation categories. Ha and Lim’s recommendation that peer-led debriefs
supplement ILD provides a tentative answer to Verkuyl et al.’s (2018a) question as to whether
alternative debriefing formats should augment traditional ILD.
Studies investigating combined debriefing formats have begun to surface in nursing
literature (Kang & Yu, 2018; Verkuyl et al., 2019, 2020a, 2020b). Kang and Yu (2018)
compared the effects of a hybrid format to conventional ILD on problem-solving, team
effectiveness, debriefing assessment and debriefing satisfaction. Teams of three or four senior
nursing students (n = 123) performed a questionnaire-guided and video-assisted group-level SD
followed by an ILD, whereas the control group engaged in structured ILDs only. Findings were
mixed, with the experimental group demonstrating significant improvements in problem-solving
and debriefing satisfaction but not in debriefing effectiveness or team effectiveness. Study results
provided partial support for previous research, thus reiterating that structured debriefing
questionnaires improve outcomes during peer-led formats (Boet et al., 2011). Furthermore, Kang
and Yu’s hybrid format, with its 30-minute interval between the group SD and ILD, allowed for
the short “cool down” period suggested in other debriefing studies (Najjar et al., 2015; Van Der
Meij et al., 2013). Kang and Yu’s study is important because it employed essentially the same
debriefing format that was used in the current study.
Verkuyl et al. (2019) reported results of a mixed-methods study examining the impact of
individual SD alone or in combination with a group debrief led by a trained facilitator. Following
a virtual gaming simulation (VGS), first-year BS nursing students (n = 254) were randomly
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assigned to one of three debriefing formats: individual SD (control), SD followed by small-group
debrief, or SD followed by large-group debrief. SDs were completed just after the VGS, while
the group debriefs were conducted within 2 weeks of VGS completion. Knowledge scores
significantly increased for all groups; however, the SD (control) group had significantly lower
scores on the DES. Students in the combined format groups found the SD to be helpful and
valued having time to examine their thoughts in advance of the facilitated group debrief (Verkuyl
et al., 2019). Verkuyl et al. concluded that combined debriefing formats allow students to
participate more fully in ILD. Although the paucity of research on hybrid debriefing formats
makes it difficult to make direct comparisons, Verkuyl et al.’s study results buttress earlier data
that indicated that nursing students’ willingness to speak up in groups increases when students
feel prepared (Tosterud et al., 2014). This study provided a glimpse of the potential for
synergistic learning effects when combination debriefing formats are used.
Qualitative Studies
Boet et al.’s (2016) qualitative investigation, the third in series of team debriefing studies
(Boet et al., 2011, 2013) revealed the that reflective discussions among medical residents and
practicing nurses occurred regardless of the debriefing format. Boet et al. recommended that
future health care practitioners should practice debriefing amongst themselves to prepare for
future debriefings that could occur when an instructor is not available. Boet et al.’s study was
one of only three qualitative studies located that was specifically aimed at investigating
participants’ lived experiences with an alternative debriefing format.
Qualitative data related to nursing students’ experiences with debriefing comes primarily
from studies that focused exclusively on the conventional ILD format (Cordeau, 2010; Dias
Coutinho et al., 2016; Fey et al., 2014; Najjar et al., 2015). These studies are important because
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the aggregate of the data suggest that students value structured debriefs, feedback from others at
their own level, psychological safety, and group connection that stems from peer interactions
during debriefing.
Najjar et al. (2015) developed a model to explicate the experience of various levels of
nursing students throughout the simulation experience. Although participants had undergone
conventional ILD only, the study results suggested that emotional diffusion precedes reflection,
takes hours or days to occur, and is often accomplished by students during informal debriefing
sessions (Najjar et al., 2015). This discovery supports assertions that facilitators should allow a
short cool down period between the simulated scenario and debriefing (Van Der Meij et al.,
2013). Najjar et al.’s finding that students initiate informal debriefing sessions after simulation
was echoed in subsequent debriefing research (Waznonis, 2016).
Verkuyl et al. (2020a, 2020b) conducted a thematic analysis of focus group data to
investigate nursing students’ experiences of SD alone and in combination with ILD after virtual
simulation and in-person simulation. Verkuyl’s studies supplied congruent evidence that
suggested that combined debriefing formats—conducted with and without the instructor’s
presence—are scaffolding activities that extend reflection. Both studies revealed that SD
heightens learning by allowing students time and space to gather their thoughts in preparation for
the facilitated debrief (Verkuyl et al., 2020a, 2020b). SD also solidifies prior knowledge when
students realize they knew more than they previously thought (Verkuyl et al., 2020a, 2020b). SD
prior to ILD helps students to avoid being affected by “groupthink,” to listen to others’
perspectives, and to become less anxious about sharing their ideas. As a result, students indicated
that the ILD following SD was more focused and effective (Verkuyl et al., 2020a, 2020b).
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Chapter Summary
This review of the literature provided the empirical basis from which the current study’s
aims and research questions were derived. The chapter provided an overview of debriefing
effectiveness, evaluation of reflection and learning in debriefing, factors that influence reflection
during debriefing, LCD, and contemporary evidence related to the use of alternative debriefing
formats versus traditional ILD.
INACSL guidelines stipulate that debriefing involves learner-centered reflective
discussion (Decker et al., 2013); yet, there is little clear guidance on how to apply learnercentered teaching approaches to debriefing in such a way that learners’ vulnerabilities are
considered (Janzen et al., 2016; Reed, 2016) and self-directed learning is promoted (Cheng et al.,
2016). A confluence of factors, including ILD, contribute to the pervasiveness of simulationbased anxiety across the curriculum (Yockey & Henry, 2019). This is concerning because overly
anxious students may not be able to reap the maximum learning benefits of SBE (Cato, 2013; AlGhareeb et al., 2017). The pace of investigations on alternative debriefing formats has
accelerated given the issue of debriefing anxiety and other concerns, such as feasibility and
resource allocation. A growing body of quantitative evidence supports the view that reasonable
alternatives to ILD may exist. Qualitative nursing studies that provide theoretical explication of
debriefing formats that do not follow the ILD template are absent from the literature. As a result,
a critical gap exists in our understanding of nursing students’ experiences with alternative
formats and how these formats impact reflection during debriefing. Therefore, there remains a
need to build a theoretical basis for future studies aimed at developing, implementing, and
evaluating alternative debriefing formats.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
Introduction
Chapter 3 describes the study’s research purpose and questions, design, and procedures,
setting and sample, data collection methods, and data analysis methods. Each phase of this
qualitative study is directly related to the research question, aims of the study, and theoretical
framework. The protection of human subjects was ensured during this study. This chapter also
specifies deliberate steps taken to ensure rigor and trustworthiness of findings.
Research Purpose and Questions
The purpose of this GT study was to explore how undergraduate nursing students
experience a debriefing format that consists of structured PLD followed by ILD. This
combination debriefing format has been designated as PLD+ILD. Specifically, I used the study
results to inductively generate a theory grounded in the student experience of PLD+ILD; thus
theory furthered the understanding of the associated social processes that occur when students
engage in an alternative debriefing format. Furthermore, I sought to better understand how
associated social processes contribute to reflection during debriefing. I recruited nursing students
from different educational backgrounds to increase sample diversity and to gain insights into
how educational preparation informs the debriefing experience. The present study addressed the
following gaps.
1. The lack of rigorous studies that explicate the social processes engaged in by students
when debriefings do not follow the conventional ILD template.
2. Lack of an inductively derived theoretical basis for the integration of alternative
debriefing formats in SBE.
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3. Need for increased sample diversity to allow a richer and fuller understanding of how
students’ experience alternative debriefing formats.
I sought to answer the following research questions to address the purpose and gaps:
1. What social processes occur when students experience and engage in the alternative
debriefing format, PLD+ILD?
2 How do these social processes contribute to reflection after a clinical simulation?
This study provided a theoretical framework that is grounded in nursing students’
experiences and describes the processes and actions nursing students experience and enact when
the PLD +ILD format is used.
GT as a Theoretical Framework
GT served as both the theoretical framework and research method for this study. GT was
developed in the mid 1960s by sociologists Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss. In GT research,
theories are derived inductively from the experiences and perceptions of participants (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015) with the purpose of constructing a theory that is grounded in the data.
The foundational assumptions of GT are inherent in Glaser and Strauss’ writings (Eaves,
2001). Theories about people’s actions and experiences can be discovered by observing and
interacting with the social group (Eaves, 2001). Therefore, GT research is structured towards
discovering social and psychosocial processes rather than verifying existing theories. The data
collection and analysis phases occur concurrently. The processes and products of research arise
from the empirical data, not from preconceived hypotheses (Eaves, 2001). Theoretical sampling
refines, elaborates, and exhausts conceptual categories (Eaves, 2001). Holding to these shared
assumptions, GT researchers inductively construct theory by building and revising propositional
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statements of relationships derived from questioning and observing informants in specific use
contexts (Corbin & Strauss, 2015).
Specific methodological processes are based on the philosophical underpinnings of GT.
Glaser and Strauss (as cited in Corbin & Strauss, 2015) advanced the concept of constant
comparison, a cornerstone of GT and an iterative process of coding and analyzing data to
generate a GT. Glaser and Strauss (as cited in Evans, 2013) eventually diverged on their
approach to GT over differences on data collection, coding aspects of data analysis, and whether
verification should be an outcome of GT analysis. Glaser argued for an emerging and openended design (called classic GT), whereas Strauss—joining forces with Juliet Corbin in 1990—
described a more prescriptive and structured approach to GT (called Straussian GT).
GT has since evolved and undergone substantial development resulting in three
prevailing GT traditions: classic, Straussian, and constructivist (Aldiabat & Le Navenec, 2011;
Kenny & Fourie, 2015). Charmaz (2014), a former student of Glaser and Strauss, presented an
adaptation of GT characterized by a less structured, more intuitive social constructivist
perspective (constructivist GT). Classic GT and Straussian GT coding procedures are aimed,
respectively, at discovering and creating theories that are grounded in the data; however,
constructivist GT is fashioned to construct conceptual interpretation (rather than precise
comprehension) of the phenomenon (Kenny & Fourie, 2015). Some argue that the evolution of
Straussian GT aligns GT with Charmaz’s constructivist approach (Nagel et al., 2015). Despite
these evolving distinctions, grounded theorists continue to embrace assumptions embedded in the
three GT derivatives (Kenny & Fourie, 2015).
While sharing a familial heritage, the three dominant versions of GT are not
interchangeable methodologies (Kenny & Fourie, 2015). Therefore, it is important to (a)
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understand the principles that unite and distinguish various GT configurations, (b) locate their
research within a selected methodological framework, and (c) defend their rationale for selecting
one tradition over the other (Kenny & Fourie, 2015). This study was based upon the guidelines
for Straussian GT put forth by Corbin and Strauss (2015).
Straussian GT
Simulation and debriefing are social endeavors that function as a conduit for social
discourse among learning groups within simulated environments “and therefore lead to the
creation of socially negotiated knowledge and meanings relevant to the adult learner” (Parker,
2011, p. 75). Straussian GT’s roots are founded in symbolic interactionism, which examines how
individuals act and interact with others. Accordingly, GT methodology was deemed appropriate
for analyzing nursing students’ experiences with an alternative debriefing format and how those
experiences contribute to reflection following simulation.
Philosophical Foundations. Straussian GT is supported by an interpretivist paradigm
located within the philosophy of pragmatism and symbolic interactionism. The interpretivist
worldview is aimed towards understanding human ideas, actions, and interactions in specific
contexts or in terms of the wider culture (Glesne, 2016). The interpretivist paradigm is
accompanied by a relativist ontology that supports a reality of shared symbolic meaning that is
socially constructed, complex, and ever-changing (Aldiabat & Le Navenec, 2011). Informed by a
postpositivist critical realist world view, Corbin and Strauss (2015) asserted that theory is not
formed by uncovering new aspects of preexisting reality. Instead, these theories are
representations of interpretations from given perspectives.
Pragmatism, a philosophy that prioritizes the importance of resultant action, is embedded
in the action-oriented model of Straussian GT. Hence, Straussian GT is concerned with how
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participants interpret, act, and interact with the studied phenomena (Corbin & Strauss, 2015).
Symbolic interactionism emerged out of pragmatism and recognizes the importance of social
interaction as a process of understanding others through interpretations of words, symbols, and
meanings (Jeon, 2004). Other key assumptions of Straussian GT that are rooted in pragmatist and
interactionist philosophies include (a) the dynamic quality of actions and emotions, (b) the view
that one’s own or another’s actions may feed back onto each other reflexively, (c) the idea that
development continues throughout one’s life and influences actions, and (d) the belief that
individuals’ membership in multiple worlds and subworlds may influence actions (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015).
The Straussian version of GT asserts that reality is subjective and multiple, each
participant’s experience is unique, and participants are active agents who reflectively act and
interact based on a reality of shared symbolic meaning (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). This viewpoint
presupposes that individuals are not only responding to direct actions of others during social
interactions. Instead, individuals are interpreting others’ actions and ascribing meaning to the
behaviors, which in turn shapes their own response or actions. While conducting the study, I
acknowledged that my own perceptions, assumptions, and training may influence interactions
with participants and data interpretation (Corbin & Strauss, 2015); thus, I strove for sensitivity as
opposed to objectivity during data collection and analysis.
Analytic Procedures.
Straussian GT’s prescriptive analytic procedures align with the systematic application of
analytic techniques needed to gradually lead to increasingly abstract analytical levels (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015). I used a multistep process to determine the core category, or central concern
that represented the main theme of the study while having the “greatest explanatory power to
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link other categories to it and to each other” (Corbin & Strauss, 2015, p. 189). Essential GT
strategies such as constant comparative analysis, theoretical sampling, theoretical saturation,
memo writing, and theory development were used to achieve this goal. Constant comparative
analysis—the primary analytic technique of GT—is an iterative process that compares different
pieces of data against each other for similarities and differences (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Memo
writing is an analytic tool that preserves the ideas that arise from constant comparison analysis.
Theoretical sampling is a form of data collection based on concepts that are gleaned from the
data (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Theoretical saturation is the point where major categories are
integrated, fully described, and exhibit variation (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Rather than
verification of preexisting theories, these analytic processes create theory from data.
Furthermore, the concepts and theory that are finally constructed using Straussian GT “have to
feel right to the analyst” (Corbin & Strauss, 2015, p. 58). Figure 2 presents the analytic
procedures for Straussian GT.
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Figure 2
Iterative and Cyclic Analytic Procedures of Straussian GT

Design
Corbin and Strauss’ (2015) version of GT guided all phases of this study. Straussian GT’s
use of a systematized approach and structured guidelines made Straussian GT a serviceable
methodology for a novice researcher (Hussein et al., 2014). Further, Corbin and Strauss’
approach allowed for the use of semistructured interviews and accepted the recording of
participant interviews. The selection of this version of GT for the study was influenced by the
overall practicality of Corbin and Strauss’ approach.
I aimed to use the study results to develop a substantive theory addressing nursing
students’ experiences with the PLD+ILD format. I used FGIs that were guided by a provisional
set of questions to address the aim of the study and simultaneously control potential personal
bias. Corbin and Strauss accept that some degree of bias is inevitable and differentiate between
an “empty head” and an “open mind” (as cited in Kenny & Fourie, 2015, p. 1284). Hence, in this
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study, my personal experience and an extensive analysis of debriefing literature informed all
aspects of study design. Corbin and Strauss’ method is used to seek sensitivity—as opposed to
objectivity—by acknowledging that one’s own perceptions, assumptions, and training may
influence interactions with participants and data interpretation (Corbin & Strauss, 2015).
Accordingly, I demonstrated self-mindfulness, listened carefully, showed respect to the
participants and the data provided, and considered the tentative nature of interpretations (Corbin
& Strauss, 2015).
Setting and Sample
The current study was set at a public university with urban and community campuses
located in the Pacific Northwest. The study setting provided me with accessibility to study
participants, simulation resources, and interview rooms. The study was conducted on the
university’s designated health care campus which houses the School of Nursing (SON). The
SON has a total enrollment of approximately 400 diverse undergraduate students. The
percentage of 2017–2018 graduates from the ADN and BS nursing programs who self-selected at
least one diversity category on their university application was 30.3% and 43.5%, respectively
(University of Alaska Anchorage School of Nursing, 2018).
A state-of-the art simulation center is located in the same building as the SON. The
simulation center is equipped with a variety of medium- and high-fidelity simulation manikins.
The center includes one control room with three control stations with advanced video system
technology, three video debriefing rooms, and two simulation computer labs. Three of the
center’s four full-time employees hold national certifications in health care simulation.
Initial sampling for this study was purposive and criterion-based (Creswell & Poth,
2018). Purposive sampling is based on the principle that the researcher’s knowledge about the
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characteristics of the population and study objectives can be used to select members of the
population that best contribute to the needs of the study (Polit & Beck, 2006). I used purposive
sampling to identify an initial cohort of senior-level nursing students from the ADN and BS
programs who had experienced the PLD+ILD format in their final medical-surgical clinical
course. In both programs, the last medical-surgical clinical course focuses on the care of adult
patients with acute, complex, and life-threatening disorders. At different points during the
semester, senior ADN students from the main campus are required to complete two simulations
that incorporate the PLD+ILD format: Multi-patient Sim I and Multi-patient Sim II. Community
campus ADN senior-level students who only visit the main campus for a 3-week intensive
clinical practicum are only required to complete Multi-patient Sim I. Senior BS nursing students
from the main campus are only required to complete the Multi-patient Sim I scenario. These
simulation experiences incorporate INACSL’s standards of best practice (INACSL Standards
Committee, 2016c) and provide the context for students’ debriefing discussions. Although there
may be variation among faculty, instructors provide students with basic guidance about the
PLD+ILD format along with cognitive aids to help structure students’ debriefing discussions
(see Appendix A). The progression of students’ simulation activities for Multi-patient Sim I and
Multi-patient Sim II are shown in Appendix B. Appendix C provides additional details about
students’ simulation activities.
Inclusion Criteria. Inclusion criteria were as follows:
1. Age 18 and older.
2. Enrolled in either the ADN or BS nursing program.
3. Enrolled in appropriate ADN or BS senior-level medical surgical nursing clinical
course.
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4. Experience with PLD+ILD on at least one occasion within the previous six
months.
Exclusion Criteria. Students concurrently enrolled in courses that I taught were
excluded from participation in the study. One prospective ADN participant, co-enrolled in the
registered nurse (RN) bridge course that I taught, was disqualified from inclusion in the study.
The rationale for excluding this student was to minimize the risk of coercion or undue influence
during the recruitment process (Patterson, 2017).
Sample Recruitment Procedures
I am a faculty member in the SON and I had no teaching responsibilities in the ADN or
BS nursing programs from which the study sample were recruited. I received permission to
conduct the study from the Dean and the Director of the SON (see Appendix D) following
institutional review board (IRB) approval with exempt status from the University of Nevada Las
Vegas (UNLV) and the University of Alaska Anchorage (UAA). The study aims and the
recruitment process were then reviewed with the appropriate course faculty. Letters indicating
faculty approval to introduce the study and to conduct face-to-face recruitment during classroom
sessions can be found in Appendix E.
I recruited student participants from the main urban campus during the first face-to-face
course session of the semester. I also recruited student participants from the community extended
campus during the first online course session of the semester. During each recruitment session, I
explained the study purpose and parameters, role of participants, confidentiality of data, risks and
benefits of participation, participant incentives, and proposed data collection using FGIs. At that
time, I asked interested students to sign up for one of several FGI opportunities offered for each
nursing program. Appendix F presents the recruitment script. I collected contact information to
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confirm students’ scheduled FGI via their school e-mail account or by phone. I explained that
participant contact information might also be used to follow-up with an individual after the FGI
to clarify any points of discussion. Each participant received a Google Calendar notification and
an e-mail confirming the date, time, and location of their scheduled interview at least 2 weeks
prior to their FGI. Each participant also received a text message reminder the day before the
session. Students were informed that their participation, or lack thereof, would have no bearing
on their course grade. The students recruited for this study were neither my academic advisees
nor were they concurrently enrolled in any courses that I taught .
Recruitment occurred over two semesters to ensure saturation and to show variation
(Corbin & Strauss, 2015). The same previously described recruitment procedures were used
when presenting the study to subsequent cohorts of nursing students enrolled in the designated
courses.
Data Collection Methods and Procedures
In accordance with a fundamental principle of GT research, data collection, coding, and
analysis took place concurrently (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Qualitative data were generated from
audiotaped and transcribed semistructured FGIs conducted with study participants who had
undergone the PLD+ILD format. Eight FGIs were conducted during the study. Five focus groups
were composed of ADN students, while three groups were composed of BS nursing students.
Other types of data collected included field notes, theoretical memos, and journaling.
Demographic data were collected via a paper survey administered to participants immediately
after each FGI. The demographic survey is presented in Appendix G. Data collection
commenced on September 9, 2019 and the last FGI was conducted on January 28, 2020.
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FGIs
Focus group interviews (FGIs) were used as the primary means of data collection. FGIs
are not used to gather facts; rather, FGIs are used to further understand the meaning of the
experience for participants (Streubert & Carpenter, 2011). A responsive interview style is used
during FGIs; this interview style emphasizes building a relationship of trust, using a friendly and
supportive tone, and posing flexible questions that are designed to tap into interviewees’
experiences and knowledge (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). FGIs are a form of in-depth interviewing
used to interview individuals who are representative of the population whose ideas and
experiences are of interest (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). FGIs move beyond the level of the individual
and allow participants to examine a shared experience (Soklaridis, 2009). In turn, group
interactions that occur during FGIs may promote individual self-disclosure while capitalizing on
group dynamics in a manner that emphasizes members’ similarities and differences. For this
reason, FGIs can supply rich information about the spectrum of experiences and perceptions
derived from participants’ context-dependent social interactions (Lambert & Loiselle, 2008;
Streubert & Carpenter, 2011).
In this study, FGIs were scheduled for no earlier than the day after simulation. This
scheduling decision was based on the knowledge that simulation activities can be emotionally
and intellectually draining for students (Parker, 2011). Thus, the decision to delay the FGIs by at
least 1 day following simulation was aimed at increasing participant engagement in the interview
process. Participants decided which one of the several FGI opportunities offered for each nursing
program they would attend. This scheduling arrangement was beneficial because potential
participants were scheduled for their simulations at different points during the semester.
Moreover, this scheduling arrangement allowed me to collect data in intervals with enough time
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to separate each data set for cyclical primary analysis (Bland & Tobbell, 2016). FGIs were
conducted separately by program (i.e., ADN or BS) to illuminate how educational preparation
informs the debriefing experience. Participants within each focus group were senior-level
students (status context) who had experienced the same debriefing format (associational context),
responded to the same semistructured FGI guide (conversational context), and enrolled in the
same clinical nursing course (relational context).
Semistructured Interview Format. I conducted FGIs using a semistructured interview
format. The interviews occurred as planned, prolonged conversations between me and the study
participants. I developed initial open-ended questions to collect data on the social processes that
participants engaged in during PLD+ILD. Appendix H presents the semistructured interview
guide for FGIs. Sample questions from the interview guide included “How would you describe
the process that you go through when you participate in peer-led debriefing?” and “How do your
peers contribute to your learning in PLD+ILD?” I used probing questions to encourage the
participants to elaborate on responses to open-ended questions (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). Followup questions that arose from the proceedings and remarks of the interviewees were used to
encourage the interviewees to elaborate on key concepts or ideas (Rubin & Rubin, 2012). I added
new questions to the interview guide as I employed constant comparison analysis and engaged in
theoretical sampling (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). New and revised questions, aimed at refining the
interview guide, included the following:
1. If there was any uncertainty about how to proceed, how was it resolved?
2. How does knowing the people in your debriefing group affect what goes on
during debriefing? How does that affect your work as a team?
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3. What are some of the things that happen in PLD+ILD that determine whether you
are willing to share a diverging point of view?
4. What is it like to give feedback to peers and how do you go about it?
5. What happens to the group dynamic when the debriefing ends?
Demographic Survey
The 8-item demographic questionnaire was designed to describe the study sample.
Demographic data were collected via paper-based survey at the conclusion of each FGI. This
strategy aligns with previous study findings that indicated that the collection of demographic
data at the end of studies reduces the risk of respondent bias via stereotype threat (Fernandez et
al., 2016). Stereotype threats occur when respondents run the risk of activating and conforming
to negative preconceptions about one’s social group (Fernandez et al., 2016). Items included in
the demographic survey include age, gender, racial and ethnic background, nursing program (i.e.
ADN or BS), previous experience with PLD+ILD format, and previous health care experience.
The U.S. Census Bureau (2019) questions guided the formatting of the current study’s racial and
ethnicity items. I selected these demographic variables to determine if the study participants were
comparable to each other in group characteristics as well as being representative of nursing
student groups in the northwestern region of the United States.
FGI Procedures
I conducted FGIs in a quiet conference room located in the SON away from the
simulation lab and classrooms. Each FGI lasted approximately 1 hour and consisted of 2–6
participants per group. Written informed consent procedures, including consent for audio
recording of FGIs, were completed prior to conducting the interview. I stressed to participants
that every precaution to maintain confidentiality of data would be taken; however, I also clearly
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reiterated that the very nature of FGIs prevents a guarantee of confidentiality. A nondisclosure
statement was included in the informed consent document. Furthermore, each FGI session started
with a reminder to respect the privacy of fellow participants and not to repeat what was discussed
in the focus group to others. A research assistant (RA) ensured that consent documents were
properly signed by participants. A digital copy of the signed consent document was e-mailed to
each participant after the interview. The informed consent document can be found in Appendix I.
A scripted introduction to the focus group was used and can be found in Appendix J.
Opening comments included a general welcome, introduction of the RA, restatement of
permission to audio record the interview, overview of the topic, and ground rules for the session.
Recording equipment were placed in view of participants and turned on prior to starting the
interview. The RA sat away from the group, created a seating map, and took observational notes
during the interview. These observational notes included participants’ mannerisms and
behaviors. Prior to starting the actual interview, participants answered an icebreaker question by
going around the table in order. This strategy allowed the RA to assign a unique alphanumeric
identifier (e.g. A2, B2, C2) that would later be substituted for speaker names in the audio
transcripts. The alphabet letter represented the focus group session, while the number signified a
particular speaker. Each participant’s identifying code was also affixed to their demographic
survey.
The interview process commenced with an initial grand tour question that asked, “What
was it like for you to use the PLD+ILD format?” I asked this question to establish rapport and
prompting the participants to describe their experience with the debriefing format (Rubin &
Rubin, 2012). Open-ended questions were used to elicit information pertaining to study aims;
open-ended questions were based on participants’ responses and moved from the general to the
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specific (Glesne, 2016). Although I asked questions and facilitated group members’ discussion,
participants were free to broach topics that were not covered on the interview guide (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015). Additionally, quieter individuals were encouraged to speak, and the discussion
was monitored for dominant talkers (Creswell & Poth, 2018); I verbally shifted attention to and
from participants as required (Krueger & Casey, 2015). An example of the use of this tactic was
to query, “Are there others who want to comment on that question?” At the end of each
interview, participants were given the opportunity to provide additional input that might not have
come up during the interview process (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Participants were asked to fill
out the demographic survey, affixed with their unique identifier, at the conclusion of the FGI.
Each participant was then provided with a list of local counseling and support services should a
need for supplemental emotional support arise after the FGI. The list of local support services
can be found in Appendix K. Finally, a $10 Starbucks gift card was given to each participant at
the end of the interview and a signature for receipt of the card was obtained.
After each focus group, the RA and I stayed behind to conduct a 10−15 minute debrief of
the proceedings. This strategy allowed for an immediate review of notes and a discussion about
the tone of the session, participants’ nonverbal activity, and anything needing to be changed
(e.g., seating arrangements, microphone location) prior to the next FGI (Krueger & Casey,
2015).
Data Analysis Procedures
Audio Transcripts
I digitally recorded all FGIs with participants’ permission. I uploaded the digitally
recorded interview for transcription immediately after each FGI. Audio data from FGIs were
transcribed using the web-based service, TranscribeMe® (TranscribeMe!, 2019). I matched the
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transcript to the correct audio file immediately upon receipt of each transcript and listened to the
entirety of the audio file while comparing it to the transcript. Transcript corrections were made
where appropriate and speakers were deidentified using their previously assigned alphanumeric
designator. This process of assuring transcription accuracy provided me with an additional
opportunity to be fully immersed in the original data. Prompt review of audio files also allowed
me to make additional notes about the tone of the session and participants’ vocal inflections.
Field Notes and Memos
Field notes were taken during or immediately after each FGI to document ideas, insights,
and initial thoughts (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). To enhance future data analysis, my field notes
were supplemented by the RA’s observational notes and the recording of the debriefing session
held after each FGI. There was a 1-week turnaround from the time each FGI audio file was
uploaded to the transcribing program and the receipt of the interview transcript. Hence,
reviewing the field notes just prior to reading through the transcripts helped me to become
reimmersed in the data.
Memos provided a way to comment on data and to keep track of analysis (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015). In the early stages of this study, memos were focused on initial data exploration,
identifying properties and dimensions or concepts, and making comparisons. As such, memos
provided direction for theoretical sampling. My memos were conceptual, dated, contained
headings, and included short quotes (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). For the purpose of recordkeeping, memos were filed separately from data analysis records so as not to be confused with
actual evidence.
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Preliminary Analysis
Simultaneous data collection and analysis occurred in multiple stages because cohorts’
clinical schedules varied by program and semester. Data analysis was done in Microsoft (MS)
Word; however, analysis of data was augmented by hand-drawn mapping of conceptual
relationships. Demographic data were analyzed using MS Excel.
I completed data collection and analysis—informed by Corbin and Strauss’ (2015)
methodology—as an iterative process using constant comparison. I read transcripts of each FGI
line-by-line and analyzed the transcripts using three levels of coding: open, axial, and selective.
Open coding focused on detecting initial themes, axial coding was used identify associations
among themes, and selective coding was aimed at identifying the core category (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015). Initial open coding involved a microanalysis of each line of data staying close to
participants’ language and wording. Next, I coded each incident in the data with a conceptual
label. I organized these codes into a plethora of preliminary categories denoting higher-level
concepts that showed patterns in the data (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). I scrutinized categories
features and characteristics as they developed. As a result, categories became denser and
subcategories were developed. Next, information was axially coded to establish links between a
category and its emerging subcategories. This coding process included the examination of
relationships between causal conditions, strategies, intervening conditions, and consequences
(Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Selective coding identified broader relationships between categories
and led to the selection of a core category or central concept to uncover the theory (Corbin &
Strauss, 2015).
I meticulously read and reread the transcripts line-by-line and used the comments
function in MS Word to highlight meaningful passages. I used the right margin of the transcript
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to code data and make analytic memos. Next, I created a simple 2-column table using the left
column for emerging codes and the right column for the narrative data comprising the codes. I
coded each instance of data using language as close to the participants’ as possible. I used in vivo
coding—which indicates a concept using the actual words of participants—in several instances
(Corbin & Strauss, 2015). The use of participants’ own words for initial codes allowed me to
maintain an emic perspective (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). This preliminary analytical process was
used for each FGI.
Open Coding
Open coding began with the first reading of a transcript. Basic or lower-level concepts
that are close to the raw data emerge during open coding (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). For instance,
in the first two interviews, the code “being open” emerged as an interaction and reaction
occurring among students during PLD+ILD. I used iterative analysis and constant comparison
during subsequent data-coding sessions; as a result, the tentative code became less ambiguous
and was more clearly defined as “sharing with peers,” “feeling safe,” and “letting our guard
down.” Starting with the third interview, I used a 4-column table to facilitate the comparison of
open codes between interviews and to accommodate category identification. The far-left column
contained tentative category names, followed by a column containing codes, a column for code
properties. and a column for the raw data from which each code was gleaned. I color coded raw
data by date of the FGI. I also reexamined transcripts from earlier interviews to match tentative
concepts against data in subsequent interviews (Corbin & Strauss, 2015) and to assess the
presence of new categories in earlier sessions. Corbin and Strauss (2015) contended that the
iterative process of open coding enables researchers to break through subjectivity by forcing the
examination of preconceived notions against the actual data. Hence, the current study involved
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hours of discussions between me and the dissertation advisor as codes and properties were
repeatedly questioned, analyzed, and revised after each focus group. For example, in-depth
discussions occurred regarding the differences in the tone of various focus groups and
participants and how some groups were more forthcoming than others. Likewise, similarities and
differences between the ADN and the BS nursing groups’ actions and reactions to engaging in
PLD+ILD were also identified and thoroughly discussed. This systematic comparison of data
during open coding allowed me to relocate any raw data inadvertently placed in a category where
the data did not analytically fit (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). Codes were condensed into higher
level concepts or tentative categories with each round of data collection and analysis. Ambiguous
categories were denoted with a question mark and used to inform theoretical sampling and to
refine the interview guide (Corbin & Strauss, 2015).
Theoretical sampling commenced after I analyzed the data collected from the initial
purposive sample (Streubert & Carpenter, 2011). Theoretical sampling allows for ongoing
collection of data from individuals, places, and events that will maximize opportunities for the
researcher to develop emerging concepts (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). In the current study,
theoretical sampling dictated sample size and continued until saturation. Saturation is the point at
which continued data collection is deemed unnecessary because there is no new information to
be added to existing categories and no new categories are surfacing (Corbin & Strauss, 2015).
Saturation was reached at a sample of 34 participants.
Axial Coding
I created a multipage color-coded table to facilitate the clustering of conceptually similar
categories during axial coding. For example, peach was the color assigned to the “developing
mutuality” category. During axial coding, the researcher moves away from the data in its original
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form to concentrate on relating the categories and subcategories derived from open coding
(Corbin & Strauss, 2015). In the current study, the original units of data (i.e., participants’ own
words) were also included to remind me of the data that led to the creation of the categories in
the first place. I frequently revised the table and used the table to relate emerging categories to
their subcategories in terms of conditions, strategies, and consequences (Corbin & Strauss,
2015). These relationships were explored by asking how, when, where, and why questions. At
the same time, relationships proposed during axial coding were considered provisional until
compared repeatedly to new incoming data (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Notations were made in
the right margin to denote the coded data’s category and subcategory as new transcripts were
coded. Next, the axial coding table was updated with new codes and exemplars of participants’
statements placed in the designated category. Data collection and analysis were used in tandem
to verify the categories and locate variations and contradictions (Corbin & Strauss, 2015); I used
both open and axial coding to expand codes and to rework categories.
Selective Coding
Selective coding is an interpretive process aimed at developing and contextualizing a core
category or central concept of the theory (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Fluctuating cohesion
eventually emerged as the core category. This category emerged from the dissertation advisor’s
and my combined understanding of understanding of the data; thus, the concept of fluctuating
cohesion evolved logically. The remaining categories were linked to fluctuating cohesion and to
each other without forcing a preconceived result; thus, the concept of fluctuating cohesion
represented the shared experience of the study participants (Corbin & Strauss, 2015).
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Constant Comparison and Techniques to Aid Integration
Constant comparison involves analytically comparing discrete pieces of data against
others for similarities and differences (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Three levels of coding were
employed in this study; however, constant comparison analysis was applicable to the whole
process rather than a specific level. The use of constant comparison throughout the study ensured
that coding (i.e., interpretation) was driven by the data. Furthermore, recurring codes in
subsequent data allowed for validation of emerging categories (Corbin & Strauss, 2015).
Theoretical memoing aided theory building throughout coding sessions by preserving
ideas about data and emerging relationships (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). I shared and reviewed a
summary memo narrating my synopsis of the study findings with the dissertation advisor. I
articulated the main ideas in the summary memo using the categories extracted from the
relationships between the categories and to the core category (Corbin & Strauss, 2015).
Corbin and Strauss (2015) espoused the use of integrative diagrams to review the scheme
for internal consistency and logic. An integrative color-coded diagram was developed and
iteratively refined as a graphic representation of theory and the relationships between concepts
and categories (including the core category). Several iterations of arranging and rearranging were
required until the combinations made sense and could “serve as an outline for writing the
conceptual story” (Corbin & Strauss, 2015, p. 194).
Learning the inductive approach central to GT is highly experiential (Glaser, 2014);
therefore, it was crucial that I sought expertise from an experienced GT researcher. I met with
my dissertation advisor after every one or two FGIs to review the analysis. Prior to these
meetings, the dissertation advisor reviewed transcripts and coding and offered additional codes
and memos to extend interpretation of data. These recurring discussions centered on coding,
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emerging categories, and interrelationships among categories. This ongoing tutelage process
facilitated the fine-tuning of the analyses and was integral to uncovering and refining the
emergent theory.
Procedures to Ensure Trustworthiness
I addressed rigor in each step of this study by taking measures to establish trustworthiness
of the findings. Trustworthiness is concerned with quality of the study and the criteria used to
judge how well the study was accomplished (Glesne, 2016). Trustworthiness of findings was
built into the research process through the use of constant comparison analysis and theoretical
sampling to develop an emergent fit between the emerging theory and participants’ experiences
(Elliott & Lazenbatt, 2004). I developed the questions used during the semistructured FGIs to
allow students to tell their own story in their own way (Streubert & Carpenter, 2011).
Professional transcription of audio recordings of FGIs allowed for thorough and repeated
examination of what was said during each session (Krueger & Casey, 2015). I verified the
transcription accuracy to ensure the quality of transcripts, thus establishing data accuracy and
study credibility (Rubin & Rubin, 2012).
At the time of theoretical integration, I shared categories, subcategories, and the
emerging theory with a few study participants to assess for representativeness of participants’
shared experience. This step was informed by Corbin and Strauss’ (2015) assertion that a theory
“grounded in data should be recognizable to participants” (p. 200). Three participants were asked
to review the analysis to ascertain if the findings resonated and fit with their experience (Corbin
& Strauss, 2015). Each of the three participants who reviewed e-mailed descriptions of the core
category and main categories verified via e-mail correspondence that the GT was representative
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of their experience. An additional $10 gift card was given to participants who participated in
member checking.
Other strategies, such as self-reflection, were implemented to enhance reflexivity and
confidence in findings. For example, memoing was used throughout the research process to
record what I learned from the data. Simultaneously, these reflective notes provided evidence of
how a priori assumptions may have shaped data collection and analysis (Corbin & Strauss,
2015). Field notes, the RA’s observational notes, and the recorded debriefings between me and
the RA after each FGI provided an audit trail that systematically documented the development of
the analysis (Streubert & Carpenter, 2011). I also maintained a journal. Journaling allowed for
record keeping and allowed me to recognize and address biases arising from prior personal
experiences related to debriefing (Corbin & Strauss, 2015).
I was under the tutelage of the dissertation advisor, an experienced qualitative researcher
who supplied expert guidance and support throughout the research process. As such, the
dissertation advisor contributed to the credibility of the theory by supervising all coding,
interpreting, and evaluating of categories and overall findings. Study findings were also reviewed
by additional committee members who were experienced qualitative researchers. Another
committee member’s expertise as a simulation researcher further strengthened the
trustworthiness of the study.
Protection of Human Subjects
I am a graduate nursing student enrolled at UNLV. I am also a faculty member at the
UAA, which served as the study site. Joint IRB approval was obtained using each institution’s
policy and processes. The study received exempt status by both institutions, with the UAA IRB
designated as the primary reviewing institution (see Appendices L−N).
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Nursing students have not traditionally been identified as a vulnerable population with
diminished autonomy (Patterson, 2017); however, the protection of students as study participants
was of paramount importance due to the potential for blurring the distinction between research
activities and standard teaching and learning practices. I had no teaching responsibilities in either
of the nursing programs from which participants were recruited; thus, the risk of student
perceptions of power differentials creating feelings of coercion was minimal.
Informed consent means that participants have received adequate information regarding
the study, can understand the information, and have the power to consent voluntarily or to
withhold consent (Streubert & Carpenter, 2011). In this study, written informed consent
procedures clearly stated that students’ decision to take part or not take part in the study would
not affect students’ grades, relationships with professors, or academic standing.
Students’ rights to confidentiality and privacy were maintained to minimize any risk of
harm to students who participated and those who did not (Patterson, 2017). Course faculty
stepped out of the classroom during the recruitment visit. Students interested in volunteering for
the study were informed that their names would not be shared with course faculty. Participants
were able to withdraw from the study at any time without consequence. Permission was obtained
from the participants to use direct quotes, thus providing a mechanism to guard against
disclosures that posed an unacceptable risk to confidentiality (Streubert & Carpenter, 2011).
Only the members of the dissertation committee and I had access to study data. Digital audio
recordings were professionally transcribed by a company fully compliant with Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act requirements for medical transcriptionists. Digital audio
recordings were deleted once transcribed. Participants’ names were removed from the transcripts
and replaced with their unique alphanumeric identifier. To further ensure confidentiality, all
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digital study data (including field notes) were stored on a password-protected personal drive on a
password-protected computer, which was kept locked in my personal office. Hard copy consent
forms and demographic surveys were also locked in my office. All study records will be deleted
or destroyed 3 years after completion of the study.
Chapter Summary
Little is known about the social processes engaged in by undergraduate nursing students
when debriefings do not follow the conventional ILD template. Chapter 3 introduced GT as a
methodology suited for answering the research questions. Chapter 3 also provided a detailed
explanation of how Straussian GT informed all aspects of the study’s research plan, sampling
techniques, and data collection and analysis. In addition, Chapter 3 detailed the steps taken to
protect human subjects and the criteria for judging rigor were also put forth.
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS
Introduction
Chapter 4 addresses the demographic and qualitative findings of this GT study. The
findings are presented as “Fluctuating Cohesion: Theory of Nursing Students Engaged in a
Hybrid Debriefing Format” and answer the following research questions:
1. What social processes occur when nursing students experience and engage in the
combined debriefing format, PLD+ILD?
2. How do these social processes contribute to reflection after a clinical simulation?
Demographic Findings
Thirty-four students from the ADN (n = 19, 55.9%) and the BS (n = 15, 44.1%) degree
nursing programs of a public university participated in the study. The majority of students in the
total sample self-identified as Caucasian (n = 23, 67.7%), non-Hispanic (n = 30, 88.2%), female
(n = 30, 88.2%), and 25–34 years old (n = 18, 52.9%). The sample’s ethnicity, gender, and age
were reflective of the population of students enrolled in basic RN programs in the United States
(NLN, 2019); however, the proportion of participants who self-identified as American Indian or
Alaska Native (n = 5, 14.7%), Asian (n = 4, 11.8%), and Other (n = 3, 8.8%) greatly exceeded
national data reported for these categories (.6%, 4.5%, and 2.6%, respectively; NLN, 2019).
Therefore, the study sample showed more racial diversity than the larger population of RN
students enrolled in basic RN programs in the United States (NLN, 2019). Sociodemographic
characteristics of the study sample are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1
Sociodemographic Characteristics of Study Participants
Total Sample
(N = 34)

ADN Program
(n = 19)

BS
Program
(n = 15)

Age (in years)
18–24

7 (20.6%)

3 (15.8%)

4 (26.7%)

25–34

28 (52.9%)

11 (57.9%)

7 (46.7%)

33−44

3 (8.8%)

2 (10.55%)

1 (6.7%)

45-54

6 (17.6%)

3 (15.8%)

3 (20.0%)

Male

4 (11.8%)

3 (15.8%)

1 (6.7%)

Female

30 (88.2%)

16 (84.2%)

14 (93.3%)

Hispanic or Latino

4 (11.8%)

2 (10.5%)

2 (13.3%)

Not Hispanic or Latino

30 (88.2%)

17 (89.5%)

13 (86.7%)

American Indian / Alaska Native

5 (14.7%)

5 (26.3%)

…b

Asian

4 (11.8%)

3 (15.8%)

1 (6.7%)

Black or African American

2 (5.9%)

2 (10.5%)

…b

White

23 (67.7%)

10 (52.6%)

13 (86.7%)

Other

3 (8.8%)

2 (10.5%)

1 (6.7%)

Once

22 (64.7%)

10 (52.6%)

12 (80.0%)

Twice

9 (26.5%)

7 (36.8%)

2 (13.3%)

3 (8.8%)

2 (10.5%)

1 (6.7%)

8 (23.5%)

2 (10.5%)

6 (40.0%)

<1 year

1 (2.9%)

…

1 (6.7%)

1−3 years

8 (23.5%)

4 (21.1%)

4 (26.7%)

4−6 years

9 (26.5%)

7 (36.8%)

2 (13.3%)

>6 years

8 (23.5%)

6 (31.6%)

2 (13.3%)

Gender

Ethnicity

Racea

Prior PLD + ILD Experience

Three or more
Healthcare Experience

c

None
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b

Total Sample
(N = 34)

ADN Program
(n = 19)

BS
Program
(n = 15)

Healthcare roled
CNA

15 (44.1%)

12 (63.2%)

3 (20.0%)

LPN

3 (8.8%)

3 (15.8%)

…b

EMT

1 (2.9%)

1 (5.3%)

…b

Othera

18 (15.9%)

11 (57.9%)

7 (46.7%)

Note. PLD + ILD = peer-led debriefing plus instructor-led debriefing; CNA = certified nursing assistant; LPN =
licensed professional nurse; EMT = emergency medical technician.
a
Percentages total more than 100% as some participants selected more than one category.
b
Ellipse (…) indicates the category was not selected by participants from that program.
c
Healthcare experience outside of nursing school. d Participants indicated working in various other healthcare roles
such as medical and dental assisting, clinical social work, care coordination, and nutrition.

Of the total sample, the majority of students reported having only a single experience
with the PLD+ILD format (n = 22, 64.7%). However, the proportion of ADN students (n = 9,
47.3%) who had experience with the PLD+ILD format two or more times was more than double
the proportion of BS students (n = 3, 20%) who reported more than one experience with the
combined format. The majority of ADN students (n =17, 89.5%) reported having work-related
(i.e., apart from nursing school) healthcare experience and most had worked in multiple
healthcare roles (n = 11, 57.9%). In contrast, 40% of BS students (n = 6) had no work-related
healthcare experience.
Qualitative Findings
Overview of Theory
I aimed to inductively derive a theory focused on understanding the associated social
processes enacted by nursing students who engaged in an alternative simulation debriefing
format that included PLD+ILD. The core category, emerging from the constructed theory was
fluctuating cohesion. Across all interview data, participants consistently described experiencing
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variations in their sense of cohesion or togetherness during PLD+ILD. The overarching process
of fluctuating cohesion permeated and linked each of the other categories and subcategories
describing students’ actions as they encountered the PLD+ILD format. Thus, as the core
category, fluctuating cohesion represented the main theme of the data and had a significant role
in explicating the central phenomenon.
The core category of fluctuating cohesion subsumes and integrates the five lower level
categories of GT: discovering the process, normalizing experiences, developing mutuality,
dynamic balancing, and engaging informal social connections. These categories were neither
linear nor mutually exclusive, and some categories occurred simultaneously. Figure 3 depicts the
core category of fluctuating cohesion.
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Figure 3
Fluctuating Cohesion: Theory of Nursing Students Engaged in a Hybrid Debriefing Format

Discovering
The Process

Engaging
Informal
Social
Connections

Normalizing
Experiences

Fluctuating
Cohesion

Developing
Mutuality

Dynamic
Balancing

Core Category: Fluctuating Cohesion
In this study, cohesion emerged as a concept that encompassed the strength and extent of
students’ interpersonal relationships that fostered a sense of collective unity as a group (“we-
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ness”) instead of individual separatism (“me-ness”) during PLD+ILD. Thus, cohesion represents
a shift in participants’ consciousness from an individual singular focus (me-ness) towards an
awareness of the debriefing group as a unified whole (we-ness) whose members are mutually
invested in learning from a shared simulation experience. The term fluctuating refers to the
dynamic waxing and waning nature of students’ sense of cohesion as they progressed through the
two-stage debriefing format. In other words, fluctuating cohesion describes students’ pervasive
sense of going back and forth between a sense of we-ness and me-ness during PLD+ILD.
Upon entering the debriefing room, students expressed having a sense of cohesion (weness) among debriefing group members that was born from their shared simulation experience,
or, in some cases, from earlier clinical experiences. From this point forward, fluctuations in
cohesion occurred as students progressed through PLD+ILD. These variations in cohesion were
influenced by individual and collective characteristics of group members, instructor inputs (e.g.,
debriefing style), and the very natures of two different debriefing formats. Groups whose
members were uncertain about how to proceed with PLD or groups in which no one stepped up
to take the lead tended to revert to an individual focus (me-ness), which inhibited the discovering
the process. Groups whose members joined forces and worked together to engage in self-directed
learning activities strengthened interpersonal bonds (we-ness) and experienced a sense of
empowerment. This sense of we-ness grew as students helped each other deal with strong
emotions and authentically shared their experiences through a process of normalizing
experiences. Developing mutuality, the process of expanding or sustaining a team focus or esprit
de corps, was facilitated when students valued peers, shared responsibilities for learning, and
nurtured a sense of interdependence. However, students’ sense of togetherness (we-ness)—
although strengthened by actions embedded in developing mutuality—was quite fragile and
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susceptible to fluctuations. Specifically, cohesion ebbed whenever PLD or ILD took on an
individual rather than team focus. For instance, cohesion waivered when debriefing group
members encountered the abrupt shift from a collaborative learner-centric format (PLD) to the
more instructor-directed format (ILD). This shift required students to engage in dynamic
balancing as they attempted to reconcile individual and group needs while trying to sustain
learning and a tenuous sense of affiliation. Further, after completing PLD+ILD, students
separately or collectively began engaging informal social connections to facilitate ongoing
emotional processing and to extend reflection with trusted individuals; this process created,
affirmed, and reestablished students’ a sense of cohesion (we-ness) with trusted individuals
following PLD+ILD
The following section details each category and subcategory of the core category,
fluctuating cohesion. In addition, exemplary quotes are provided to further explicate the
categories.
Descriptions of Categories
Category 1: Discovering the Process. Most participants had little or no prior experience
with the combined PLD+ILD format. Thus, discovering the process emerged as a category early
in the analytic process. Discovering the process describes the actions of nursing students upon
encountering a debriefing format that challenged the existing paradigm. Many participants
described taking the initiative and working individually and collectively to determine how to
proceed with PLD. As a result, these students expressed feeling more competent and more
prepared to articulate the drivers of their clinical actions and decisions in the subsequent ILD
session. Alternatively, when faced with the new debriefing format, other students wavered, felt
disconnected without a clear leader, and tended to wait to hear what the instructor had to say. I
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used axial coding to identify two subcategories that were integral to students’ discovering the
process and determining how to move forward in the debriefing process: (a) responding to
uncertainty and (b) finding our way (see Figure 4).

Figure 4
Discovering the Process with Subcategories and Exemplar Quotes

Subcategory 1a: Responding to Uncertainty. The perception of being “thrown into it”
was widely acknowledged by study participants who spoke of feeling underprepared to conduct
their group debriefing independent of prior guidance received from the instructor. Some students
who experienced the uncertainty of the new combined debriefing format responded by taking the
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initiative to begin debriefing themselves, whereas other students were less self-directed. For
example, one participant explained how receiving clear instructions from the instructor enabled
students to press forward with PLD: “We were told very meticulously what the time was for …
it’s helpful to say, stop and explain like ‘This isn’t just time for you to calm down. You guys
need to interact with each other’” (H4). Similarly, Participant F4 discussed being in a debriefing
group comprised of highly motivated self-starters who were able to determine an effective path
forward in the PLD absent clear guidance from the instructor: “I must have had some really typeA people in my group because we'd been given this idea that we were supposed to debrief
without them somehow because I don't remember them specifically saying that” (F4).
Conversely, participants in groups in which no individual student took the lead tended to
wait for the instructor-led component of the debriefing. An Asian American participant described
being somewhat confused by terminology and thinking that PLD meant a specific student had
been designated to lead the debriefing. In that instance, cohesion diminished when no one
stepped up to lead the discussion and students faltered in discovering the process: “It feels like in
peer group debriefing, we’re kind of disconnected without a leader talking first and asking us
questions and sharing our inputs” (H6). Other participants’ comments provided further
illustration that not all participants felt ready to assume a proactive peer position, but rather
remained in the student role waiting for the instructor: “We just pretty much were waiting for
them to come back; it'd be small talk until the instructor got there … Once the instructor comes
in, it’ll be, I guess, more professional or we'll wait for what they say” (F2). Furthermore, students
who lacked clarity about PLD expectations focused primarily on paperwork (i.e. structured
debriefing tools) and eschewed autonomously debriefing themselves: “I don’t feel like we really
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knew−we were all just kind of quietly filling out our sheet, but we weren’t really talking about
our different experiences or anything” (F3).
Lack of experience with the format may have contributed to students’ floundering during
PLD. Participant G6 opined that students debriefing one another “is not organic”, but instead is
an acquired skill requiring practice:
I think debriefing, like anything else, is a learned skill, and I don’t think that that’s
something … I think if they really want us to do debriefing then it’s something that we
should be practicing and doing in an organized setting. (G6)
That viewpoint was echoed during another interview when a participant discussed the value of
having previous experience using PLD+ILD and being in a debriefing group with a strong
leader:
I think it also makes a difference on who was—for this semester specifically, who was in
charge and who is willing to take charge and talk specifically to each person. So, my first
round of debriefing, we didn’t really discuss it in any particular format. But this time, it
was specifically each person, each room, got to talk specifically about how they felt about
it. Which is kind of the way that happen with an instructor-led debriefing, so it kind of
prepared each person, I felt like, to talk about what went wrong or what went right. (B5)
Similarly, another student with prior PLD+ILD experience acknowledged that repeated exposure
to the hybrid format facilitated discovering the process. According to Participant E3, previous
experience using the PLD+ILD format increased self-confidence, decreased worries about
performance in future simulations, and reinforced the need to pay closer attention to assigned
preparatory readings and modules: “I actually looked forward to the next sim. I was a little less
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anxious about being failed or kind of making mistakes in front of peers and more anxious about
knowing the information the next time I did sim” (E2).
Subcategory 1b: Finding Our Way. Students experienced uncertainty and had initial
responses that varied; however, many students did find their way to successfully understanding
the experience. Although a few students waited for the instructor to arrive to guide debriefing,
numerous students recognized that the PLD+ILD format required them to assume a larger share
of debriefing responsibilities. Correspondingly, these students undertook actions aimed at taking
ownership for learning. One participant eloquently described the linkage between taking
ownership for learning and foundational precepts of adult learning:
Our whole program’s focused on self-learning. It’s how do you, as an adult learner do,
be, and learn more stuff and keep more information, and so having us do it for ourselves
is aligned with that philosophy. How do you not be dependent on your instructor to tell
you what you need to do? (F4)
Students used self- and group-driven strategies such as reading the room, actively engaging and
listening, problem-solving, and assessing self-and group performance to engage with one another
during PLD. Students spoke of tuning into the emotions and energy of others in their debriefing
group to help inform their own engagement and sharing. Students also talked about paying
attention to others’ mood, body-language, and off-hand remarks to gauge the thoughts and
reactions of their peers during PLD: “Reading the room and making sure that everybody—that
you have the emotional intelligence to realize that maybe a person across from you is about to
cry and that that might not be the right tone” (G3).
Active participation was also deemed a key facilitator of students finding a way to engage
in meaningful discussions with peers. Students who were engaged, communicative, assertive,
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and who made good eye contact were credited with setting a positive tone for PLD. On the other
hand, participants felt strongly that peers’ negative energy could shut down debriefing
discussions: “If someone’s really not into it, not participating, doesn’t want to do it then that
spreads really easily because lack of engagement on one person’s part kind of just kills the
debrief process in such a small group” (D4).
Individual and group-level problem-solving, along with performance assessments (e. g,.
determining if the team met the 1-minute goal for delivering the first shock in the cardiac arrest
scenario), obliged students to use reflective skills during PLD. Instead of having to wait for the
instructor to bring up performance gaps, students valued the opportunity to proactively determine
where they stumbled in the simulation. The following exemplars illustrate a growing sense of
empowerment as well as personal accountability arising from individual students engaging in
self-reflection and independently identifying their learning needs.
I figured it out for myself, which is more empowering than having them say, “You really
sucked at this that and the other. You need to work on these things.” I’ve decided for
myself that yeah, this is something I really would like to do better. I’ve acknowledged,
here’s something I want to do more and then you’re just kind of validating that it’s really
something I should work on. (F4)
Participant B2 concurred and further discussed the sense of empowerment:
You feel prepared. You feel competent. You're like, “Yes. I realize I did this wrong, but
now, I can grow from that.” And I can express to you that I know what I did was wrong,
and I can take accountability for it. (B2)
An increased sense of empowerment was also seen at the group-level and is apparent in various
participant statements, indicating an increase in cohesion and a sense of mutual accomplishment
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following PLD: “To figure out as a team what you did wrong in a situation and what you did
well. It’s a positive and a negative thing, but ultimately, it’s correcting the issues and reinforcing
the things you did well” (E2). Participant B2 further elaborated:
Oh my gosh. It took us so long to figure out a calculation for this fluid. We had the
calculation right the whole time. It just seemed wrong, and so we recognized that.” And
then when the instructor came in, it was just building up for that. We’re like, ‘Well, this
is actually the correct amount in the situation.
PLD provided students with both time and space for organizing thoughts and processing
events in preparation for ILD. Participant D5 spoke of PLD as a safe venue to rehearse and to
prepare a provisional outline of what they wanted to talk about in the upcoming ILD:
Well, the peers are all going through very similar struggles and have a certain amount of
anxiety of what they might have done wrong, so it (PLD) kind of gives us a rough draft to
prepare for when the more professional talk occurs. (D5)
Numerous participants verbalized experiencing heightened emotions and information overload
immediately after the simulation and feeling not quite ready for instructor input. For this reason,
the extra time allocated for PLD was integral to students finding our way. Students’ desire for
more wait-time before being asked to reflect on their simulation experiences is illustrated in
several exemplars: “We haven’t got to process our own emotions, our own thoughts. And then
we’re getting more information” (A3) and “Some of us take longer to process things or some of
us need to hear each other more before we feel courageous enough to give our point of view”
(C5). Participant H5 further elaborated:
It probably helps us if we're given time to pick out the things that we think went wrong
first, having time afterwards to focus in on like, ‘These are the things that we saw…’
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because it's time to process our own mistakes, our own techniques before we actually talk
to someone about it.
The allocation of extra time for emotional and cognitive processing during PLD
facilitated one participant’s deliberate reflection on performance and receptiveness to instructor
feedback. In this example, Participant F4 elaborated on how the temporal aspect of PLD
influenced self-reflection and being open to new perspectives:
Having the peer-led time for me to talk about the things that I felt like I did well and the
things I felt like I really did horrible on and how I could choose to improve if I could to it
again makes—well when the instructor comes in and says “Well, here were the things
that you kind of struggled with.” If it’s something new, then its great information. Now I
can acknowledge. “Oh, I didn’t think about that thing.” (F4)
Similarly, another student acknowledged that PLD promoted reflection because it provide a safe
setting to recall the experience and decisions made throughout the simulation: “to be able to just
sit back and think about the whole entire scenario and what the issue was with the patient, what I
needed to do, and what I actually did.” (E3)
Importantly, discussions with peers during PLD helped students collect their thoughts.
Additionally, the very act of recollecting and reflecting on these prior discussions facilitated
learning during ILD:
The peer-led discussion kind of helps me to collect my thoughts and just talk with
everyone else about what we could have done better, so that when we are talking to the
instructor, we can think back on when we talked to our peers, and it helps us to learn.
(D7)
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The use of debriefing guides and cognitive aids to facilitate reflection among students varied
widely during PLD. Some participants felt the documents’ guiding questions—which were
aimed at identifying students’ chief concerns and interventions—jogged their memory and gave
them something useful to refer in the subsequent ILD, whereas other students found the
paperwork to be too time consuming and a distraction from reflection:
So, they gave us this paper they wanted us to fill out where we were going to … we had
to figure out how long it took us to do a certain amount of tasks or whatever. I think that
portion of this one took away from—we ended up being focused on that paperwork for a
portion of time. (A3)
Participant A3 also stated that the very process of finding their own way eventually led to
the decision to put aside the paperwork altogether and instead focus on having an unstructured
conversation with peers: “We got into it, we’re like, ‘Oh, this isn't helping,’ so we gave up on
some paperwork” (A3). Some participants concluded that watching selected video snippets of the
simulation during PLD augmented reflection. For example, Participant E3 discussed using the
videos to augment visual and cognitive processing and to stimulate reflection:
We were able to watch ourselves, we were able to see, okay, now, this is where you
messed up at and this is what you should've done in the instance, whereas if we’re not
able to watch ourselves, we can only think back and we’re just getting bits and pieces of
it. (E3)
Further, according to Participant E3, watching the video during PLD simultaneously allowed
students to individually re-live the scenario and let students step back from the situation and
assume a more team-based focus: “It kind of brought you out of yourself and go, ‘Okay, it’s not
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just you.’ You get to remove yourself a little bit from the scenario … watch everybody and see
how it was playing out as a whole” (A3).
Most participants agreed that it was nerve wracking to watch themselves on video. Yet,
Participant C3, who was denied this opportunity due to equipment difficulties or time
constraints, believed the omission hampered their ability to have a reflective discussion:
If the four of us had gotten to see each other in action as a group in the code, I think we
could’ve talked … I want to be able to reflect on it by seeing what I did, what my actions
were. I mean, how do they expect us to remember what the point of the code was if we
just got done with it? And at least for me, it was super stressful, and I was just—I want to
be able to reflect on it by seeing what I did, what my actions were. (C3)
Summary of Category 1. Discovering the process encompassed students’ actions that
were enacted once students perceived that PLD+ILD required different patterns of student
engagement than the more familiar ILD. Discovering the process incorporates two subcategories:
(a) responding to uncertainty, and (b) finding our way. The social processes embedded within
this main category enhanced student engagement and facilitated reflection as students assumed
greater responsibility for debriefing.
Category 2: Normalizing Experiences. The second category, normalizing experiences,
emerged as participants simultaneously processed emotions and sought validation and empathy
from their peers. Two subcategories of normalizing experiences emerged through axial coding of
data: (a) getting the right mindset, and (b) gaining acceptance and understanding. Diffusing
emotions was identified as the dominant approach used for getting to the right mindset. Gaining
acceptance and understanding was achieved when students discovered the commonalities in
their reactions and responses to the simulation. Feeling safe, knowing one another, and
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establishing a sense of trust enhanced cohesion and increased students’ willingness to be
vulnerable to and to disclose shortcomings. Figure 5 depicts the normalizing experiences
category and its emergent subcategories.

Figure 5
Normalizing Experiences with Subcategories and Exemplar Quotes

Subcategory 2a: Getting the Right Mindset. Getting the right mindset refers to the
students’ mental adjustments during PLD that determined how students receive, interpret, and
respond to new information and feedback. Students needed to deal with the strong emotions
engendered during simulation before turning their attention to recalling the scenarios and relating
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their experiences. Individually, students reported feeling anxious, frustrated, and having a racing
mind immediately after the simulation. Yet a sense of cohesion was nurtured as students dealt
collectively with emotions and feelings by commiserating with one another and venting to “get
things off our chest” (A3) and to rid themselves of “emotional baggage” (C3). Participants
consistently emphasized that expressing strong emotions and authentic feelings during PLD
provided a cathartic release: “I feel like during that time it’s kind of us being ourselves, talking,
and dumping our emotions that we wouldn’t say in front of the instructor” (F2). Comments made
by Participant F4 not only illustrated Participant F2’s point, but also indicated that the release of
intense emotions was a necessary antecedent to students being able to mentally move forward
towards a discussion about simulation experiences: “I think collectively our group said, ‘Oh, that
sucked,’ and then we started really talking about it” (F4).
The use of humor provided a release of tension and helped students get into the right
mindset by facilitating a more relaxed group environment conducive to discussion. For some
students, physical actions such as taking a deep breath, relaxing the shoulders, and laughing were
helpful in rebalancing emotions. For example, Participant C3 described relying on the use of
humor to cope with the emotional toll of simulation:
For me, it was a really physical process for me to be done with it and coming down from
that adrenaline rush. For me, the way that I released all that tension was through humor. I
try to make the best and find humor in the whole situation even though it was very real.
But at the same time, I needed, for my own mental health, to find humor in a situation
that was out of control. (C3)
Elaborating, Participant C3 spoke of how being able to laugh at oneself during debriefing with
peers not only relieved anxiety, but also facilitated the attainment of a reflective mindset:
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I would thrive in a humorous group. I felt like the group I was in this semester, we could
be lighthearted, and at the same time, we’re here to do a task to complete. But then I feel
like if I was in a group where that’s all we talk about is doing a checkbox, I would be
bored and I would be kind of tense, because the group is being tense about the simulation.
And I need to be able to laugh at myself with other people to be able to actually identify
what I did wrong and right. (B4)
However, the mood or tone of the debriefing group, which could be dependent on the specific
combination of student members, did not always lend itself to the injection of humor and
lightheartedness during PLD. For example, Participant B3 described being in a somber
debriefing group whose members were quiet and so focused on completing paperwork that
Participant B3 decided not to try to introduce humor into the situation:
I just feel like my group is a little more serious. They’re a little more down to business, so
I don’t get that lighthearted like, ‘Oh, look what I did.’ There’s just not a lot of banter,
lighthearted back and forth. It’s more of just quiet and filling out the paperwork. (B3)
Even so, the predominant sentiment surrounding the strategic use of humor was that laughter
simultaneously diffused intense emotions while bringing the group members together: “It’s a
relaxed environment, and we can laugh and giggle about what we did wrong and then, when the
instructor comes in we’re not as stressed” (E2).
Although participants strongly favored the open expression of feelings to one another,
they were opposed to efforts to turn PLD exclusively into a venting session. Peers who were off
topic, hogging the floor, and resistant to students’ attempts at redirection interfered with the
remaining group members’ emotional processing and reflection on the experience:
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It is important to speak about things at an appropriate place and time and then you can be
reflective on what they’re experiencing rather than like, “Okay, we’re just focusing on
you”, and really, “We should be focusing on this.” (C6)
The idea that a single individual could hijack reflection and learning during PLD
resonated with other study participants. In one interview, participants described how the need to
focus the group’s collective attention on one individual during PLD prevented other students
from getting the right mindset because it came at the expense of their own emotional and
cognitive processing. Thus, group cohesion declined. The fact that the peer’s emotional struggles
extended into ILD further inhibited the learning experience of the remaining group members:
And then the instructor comes in and this classmate is still continuing to vent to the
instructor about this, and I can tell they’re trying to kind of redirect the conversation, but
I mean, that was hard to just—at some point, I’m just sitting there just listening. Okay. I
understand their concerns and frustrations, but it’s getting repetitive and then none of us
really get a chance to—we’re processing their feelings, which there’s a time and place for
that, but then there’s three other people who—myself, I take a long time to process and I
don’t really have the space to say or share my concerns and whatnot, and so that was
hard. (C5)
On the whole, study participants found that debriefing themselves before meeting with the
instructor gave them the chance to work through intense emotions and helped facilitate reflection
on their simulation experience with less emotional burden. Thus, as illustrated by the following
exemplars, the restorative and protective aspects of PLD calmed and relaxed students ahead of
ILD and facilitated their getting the right mindset: “It’s a healing process to just reflect on what
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happened with your peers” and “it’s a therapeutic process when it’s with your peers and then it
puts you at ease for the instructor-led” (D5).
Subcategory 2b: Gaining Acceptance and Understanding. Gaining acceptance and
understanding involved students’ recognition that they had shared similar simulation
experiences. Gaining acceptance and understanding also involved students comparing and
validating their unique experiences to that of others: “With PLD you talk with the same people
who experienced it with you. Whereas, the instructor was behind the door and looking at it from
a different angle” (D3). Participants expressed a strong yearning for affiliation with their
debriefing peers; hence, exemplars of gaining acceptance and understanding exceeded that of
any other subcategory within the model.
Sharing simulation experiences with peers provided students opportunities to offer
empathy, to put themselves into others’ shoes, to build trust, and as Participant C3 described it,
to “try to understand where the other person is coming from.” Sharing experiences also fostered
acceptance and understanding by helping students to realize that they were not the only ones who
struggled in simulation:
Just hearing that you’re not alone in this, hearing other people’s experiences because
when you come out, you’re like, “Oh, my God. I can't believe I just did this,” and then
another person next to you is saying, “Oh, wait until you hear what I did.” (C4)
Comprehension of the full spectrum of peers’ simulation experiences allowed Participant C4 to
see things from a more balanced viewpoint and facilitated understanding that everyone had their
own strengths and shortcomings:
It’s just this balance of everybody saying what’s good and what’s bad. It keeps you
grounded. Like, “I can do this.” So, hearing other people's struggles, maybe not with the
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exact same thing, but just that everybody else had their strengths or them saying, “Oh,
they did this wrong” … and you think, “Well, hey, I got that part, so yeah!” (C4)
Study participants seemed to relish the opportunity to honestly express thoughts and
opinions away from the instructor’s presence. Opening up to each other was a consistent theme
and helped to facilitate acceptance and understanding and enhanced cohesion: “We’ll open up to
each other a little bit more about our experience versus how honest we are with our professors
because we don’t want to seem incompetent versus how honest we are with professors” (B2). In
one interview, Participant C2 dramatically moved their arms and hands to mimic a blooming
flower while stating “It’s better to do the peer-led first because it makes you open up.” Yet, not
everyone felt immediately comfortable discussing their simulation experience with peers. For
example, Participant H6 reported that the time allocated for PLD had almost elapsed before
group members started “getting loose” and sharing experiences. Another participant spoke of
taking a more proactive approach to facilitate gaining acceptance and understanding that
involved jump-starting PLD by “just throwing it all out there” (A2). Participant G2 also
espoused this tactic as a means to promote sharing simulation experiences: “The first person to
break the ice and say, ‘Man, I felt really stupid when I did this,’ is the helpful thing because then
we’re all not afraid to say, ‘Yeah, I really felt like that too’” (G2).
Feeling safe was a prerequisite for sharing debriefing experiences with peers. Students’
physical manifestations of feeling safe were described as “feeling like I can breathe now” (C7)
and “dropping your shoulders” (B2). A key element in feeling safe in PLD was the existence of a
tolerant, nonjudgmental, and accepting environment:
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We had just a great group dynamic, where we were all mature, we were all open-minded.
There was no judgment. It was like we already knew there was a no judgment zone. We
all had our wins and misses that day. (A3)
Knowing one another significantly determined the depth of sharing between participants
and their peers. Knowing or having a prior relationship with debriefing group members provided
students with insight into peers’ potential biases and tendencies. These insights, in turn,
influenced students’ willingness to be forthcoming. For example, some students reported being
in debriefing groups comprised of classmates with whom they had a long-standing relationship.
Knowing each other well enabled these students to open up and speak freely: “It’s more we have
a relationship−a more intimate relationship, so it’s like we're able to just say exactly how we
feel” (F2). According to one student, having an established and comfortable relationship with
peers led to increased participation and engagement during debriefing. Similarly, others spoke of
being more inclined to take their simulation questions and concerns to proven friends during
PLD:
There are going to be other people who I can be like, “I need to talk to you about this.
Can you just walk me through it? Here’s what I think is important.” There are people
who you can ask questions and kind of get feedback from about what you should do and
there are people who have done it longer than you have. (F4)
Conversely, the existence of a prior relationships with certain peers caused participant G5 to
sometimes be reluctant and less forthcoming during PLD:
But at the same time, some things that you might be less likely to share because I feel like
I already know you, I know what your strengths are, I know what I feel like your
prejudices are, and that does sometimes affect what I would share. (G5)
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As might be expected, a very small number (one) of the 34 study participants felt equally
free to discuss simulation experiences with the instructor as with peers. In this instance, the
student and the instructor had previously established a trusting relationship outside of the
simulation environment: “I personally did not feel like I could say something to my peers but not
to them. Maybe it’s because I have worked with those instructors more extensively” (C4).
Although students spoke of the link between trusting peer relationships and productive
debriefing conversations, the pace and venue for trust-building varied. For some, trust arose
simply from having experienced the simulation together: “I kind of feel like the relationship
between, in this case, three people that go into the simulation or doing debriefing together likely
plays a very big role in how productive it turns out” (H5). Participant E2, however, took longer
to feel confident that their peers possessed the requisite knowledge base that would engender
their trust:
It comes down to a basic human instinct of trusting people, and so if you don’t know
them, even at work, you get a new person, you’re like, “Hmm,” and you tend to be a little
biased. There’s a bias because they are not in the group. I don’t know what they know
and what they don’t know. (E2)
Despite participants’ consensus that PLD fostered a sense of acceptance and empathy,
students still felt exposed and vulnerable when admitting mistakes to another. In particular, peers
who were perceived as arrogant and dismissive during PLD inhibited cohesion and made it
especially difficult for other students to admit or discuss errors. For example, a student recounted
feeling reluctant to admit personal doubts and shortcomings in the face of a peers’
overconfidence:
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I guess in my debriefing, I have felt at times that someone says, “Oh, this was way easier
than I expected it to be in this particular part,” and that just kind of invalidated any
feelings I had in that area. (G5)
In contrast, Participant G7 described the importance of gathering one’s courage and voicing
mistakes to peers to prepare for the real world of healthcare:
I find that that's really helpful to be able to say out loud what I did wrong. It’s not easy to
do, but to hear other people talk about those emotions of feeling like, “Man, I could’ve
done better,” and talk through it that way because then it makes it easier in situations that
are real. (G7)
The idea of practicing error disclosure during PLD to prepare for the real world clearly
resonated with a student who stated, “It’s kind of a test place to say, ‘Hey, I did this wrong’”
(E2). This exemplar captures the essence of gaining acceptance and understanding by
demonstrating students’ emerging sense of trust that mistakes and shortcomings could be freely
discussed in the PLD environment.
Summary of Category 2. Normalizing experiences captures students’ actions that
facilitated emotional management and cognitive processing during PLD. At the same time, those
actions signaled to students within the group that the PLD environment would be one of empathy
and acceptance. Therefore, interpersonal trust and respect were critical inputs that facilitated
students sharing a part of themselves during PLD. Two subcategories were subsumed into
normalizing experiences: (a) getting into the right mindset and (b) gaining acceptance and
understanding.
Category 3: Developing Mutuality. Developing mutuality emerged as a dynamic and
interactive process that naturally progressed as students gained trust and empathy within the
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group. Facilitated by trust and empathy, developing mutuality encompasses individual and
collective actions that enlightened, empowered, and unified students engaging in PLD+ILD.
Developing mutuality integrates the synchronous, cocreated relationship among students who
shared a simulation experience and incorporates equity among group members and acceptance of
different perspectives. Hence, developing mutuality was revealed to be the process in which
group cohesion seemed most solidified. This category was particularly dense, yielding three
distinct subcategories: valuing peers, being in it together, and going from me to we. Figure 6
illustrates developing mutuality and the subcategories that emerged.

Figure 6
Developing Mutuality with Subcategories and Exemplar Quotes
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Subcategory 3a: Valuing Peers. Valuing peers offers facilitative effects on learning by
enhancing group cohesion and mutuality. Students consistently spoke of relying on the
immediacy of peers for strength, reassurance, and encouragement during PLD. Hence, peers
were valued for their ability to counteract or buffer against threats to self-esteem and were
viewed as essential components of a safe debriefing environment. This idea was echoed
throughout the interviews: “Without peers, you would just be a shell and would beat yourself up
more” (C7) and “It's important at that time to really have your peers in that moment especially if
you're just kicking yourself in the…” (B2).
The demands of simulation caused some students to be overly self-critical and consumed
with self-doubt. One participant described encouraging and cheering each other on as a tactic to
boost sagging individual and group morale: “‘Oh my gosh. You did so great at your
compressions. I was really impressed!’ That can be kind of a morale booster in a group if
everybody is not feeling well about their performance” (G4). A participant who struggled with
self-doubt expressed appreciating peers who stressed the growth in knowledge to be gained from
participating in challenging scenarios: “They just kind of let you get it out. Because if you’re
really, like she’s saying, beating yourself up about it, you need somebody to kind of reverberate
and say, ‘Hey, it’s okay. This is a learning experience’” (B4).
Conversely, valuing peers could also exert a negative effect on learning as students spent
considerable time and effort supporting their valued peers, sometimes at their own expense.
Although several participants reported feeling a strong obligation to provide encouragement to
one another, a few students reported being distracted from their own reflection and learning
goals due to a particular individual’s need for emotional support during PLD. Describing one
such instance, Participant H4 spoke of efforts to sustain a distraught peer who was having a hard
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time “pulling out of that scenario:” “We were more focused on lifting an individual up because
that individual felt really overwhelmed. So, we were focused on trying to lift that person up and
making sure that they weren’t hyper-focused on their mistakes” (H4). Participant H3, who also
took part in that same PLD session, agreed and spoke of feeling a sense of relief when the
instructor arrived. However, Participant H3 went on to describe coming away from the ensuing
ILD feeling short-changed due to the extra attention the instructor gave to a single student’s
emotional needs:
The only thing that I wish that I had more from the instructor-led portion was that I wish
that I had more time from them as a—or more one-on-one situation. I wanted them to let
me know what I had done wrong. I don’t think that I received enough feedback. (H3)
Participants also valued peers for their ability to provide feedback (i.e., tangible advice,
suggestions, and informational input) during PLD that could be used to learn from the
experience. However, not all students felt comfortable providing peer feedback during PLD. In
recognition of that issue, one student tried to make it easier for peers to offer needed feedback by
volunteering personal shortcomings and challenges beforehand: “I recognize and then vocalize
where I messed up so that my teammates can feel comfortable putting in their input” (H4). For
Participant D4, offering tangible feedback to peers during PLD necessitated switching from
“friend mode to professional mode.” Participant D4 went on to elaborate:
It’s relatively straightforward and easy to pump someone up about all the things that they
did well, but it’s a lot harder to find an approachable way to tell someone, “Hey, this is
what I feel like you could’ve improved on.” (D4)
Other students also recognized the challenges and the responsibilities of giving peer feedback
during PLD:
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It’s definitely difficult to tell someone that you would’ve done something differently,
because you don’t want them to think that you are being mean to them. But it's important
that they get that feedback so that they can improve on that. (D7)
Similarly, a sense of shared responsibility for performance improvement motivated one
participant to provide a peer with candid feedback during PLD. Participant E2’s willingness to
broach a difficult topic and to hold a peer accountable for a noticeable lack of preparation
suggests enhanced cohesiveness and mutuality among the group members:
It was a little annoying, because we were prepared, and she wasn’t. I felt like I kind of
had to tell her, “Hey, this is what the instructor’s going to say because it was in the
packet, and if you would’ve read the packet, you would've known that.” So that was a
little uncomfortable. (E2)
Participants agreed the provision of peer feedback during PLD hinged on showing respect
for one another. This tenet was highlighted in an Asian American student’s account of how
cultural background might influence how and when feedback was provided. The participant
discussed the importance of maintaining a peer’s dignity, and stated that the decision to offer
error-related feedback was predicated on whether or not the other student broached the topic
first:
Me, personally, I wait for that person to talk about their mistakes. I don’t bring their
mistakes to them and talk about it. I’ll wait for them to talk, “Oh, I feel like this is what I
did wrong.” And me, if I heard that and I will agree, and that’s when I make my
comments. For me, I don’t start telling you what’s your mistake. I think, maybe in my
culture, I wait for you to say your mistake before I correct you. We kind of respect you
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not to tell your mistake until you tell your mistake, and then we will tell what we feel
about your mistake.
I think that’s when we get loosened up. For me, when they tell their mistakes, I
kind of feel loosened up, “Okay. You know your mistakes, so we can talk about your
mistakes.” And I know my mistake. I will say my mistake so you guys can talk about
your mistake. (H6)
Receiving peer feedback, another facet of valuing peers, was viewed as a supportive PLD
mechanism that made getting instructor feedback easier to bear because it “took some of the
sting out of it” (F4). Several participants expressed wanting to hear their peers’ appraisal of the
appropriateness of their clinical reasoning and interventions. Or, as one student put it: “If I did
my job, if I didn’t do my job, if they feel like I should’ve done something else when I walked in”
(C4). The perceived benefits of receiving feedback from someone on equal footing were
illustrated in a variety of participant exemplars: “The criticism that I get from my peers; I
appreciate more. We’re in the same boat, on the same level” (F3). H3 further discussed the
experience of receiving peer feedback:
It’s really fun to hear my peers' feedback as well, simply because they are at the same
level that I am. So, what am I seeing, what are they seeing, and how is that perceived, I
think, is important as well, simply because experience is perspective a lot of the time.
Furthermore, F4 stated, “It's because we hear things more easily from people that we feel like are
in the same situation as we are than we hear from people who we don’t feel like are in the same
situation as we’re in.”
Agreeing that it was easier to accept feedback from a peer rather than from an instructor,
one student highlighted the difference between faculty and student roles and responsibilities:
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“Their job now is not to identify with us as students. Their job is to teach us, and so it makes the
way that feedback comes across harder to hear” (F4). Several students stressed that while
instructor feedback was important, they appreciated receiving feedback from peers who
possessed differing levels of healthcare experience:
Having peer feedback helps, too, because I know there’s a lot of my peers that have
experience in the field and areas I don’t have. So, while their view isn’t as large as an
instructor’s, they’re still bigger than mine. (H4)
D2 elaborated: “When you hear from your peers, because there’s more people than rather just
your professor, you get more input on what you could’ve done better, and you learn more things
from that.” Then again, not all peer feedback was valued and accepted equally. For instance, one
student spoke of questioning the commitment of a peer who frequently missed classroom
lectures: “I’m not going to take their criticism seriously if I don’t feel they have a good work
ethic” (H4).
The topic of feedback credibility was broached again in another interview. For example,
not knowing or trusting a peer’s experiential understanding of the situation had a negative
influence on Participant E3’s decision as to whether or not to accept peer feedback: “And they’re
trying to tell you about something that you’ve done wrong, it’s like, ‘Wait a minute. You don’t
even know yourself, so how are you going to tell me?’” (E3).
Regarding how valuing peers contributed to reflection, participants perceived a distinct
difference in the objective of instructor feedback versus peer feedback. Instructor feedback was
comprehended as directive and focused more on correcting errors rather than prompting
reflection. Whereas participants perceived peer feedback as being centered on uncovering
underlying thought processes.
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A lot of times when it’s coming from the instructor, it’s kind of like, “this is what you
guys were supposed to and you didn’t do it like this” … but when we are with our peers
it’s more like, “Girl, you know that you were supposed to do …What happened right
there?” (E3)
Similarly, Participant G2 stated that peer feedback was more likely to provoke discussion and
further self-reflection while instructor feedback tended to be accepted without question:
If a peer said it, it would probably facilitate more of a discussion for me, I think. “Well,
let me consider what they said and maybe they are right and maybe they can help me
walk through how they came to that conclusion” … if an instructor says it, I personally
would be more likely to go, “Well, the instructor said it, so it’s right.” I’m kind of trying
to work on that and think, “Well, maybe I should ask for an explanation and be more
challenging on those sorts of things.” (G2)
The idea that peer feedback promoted deeper reflection than instructor feedback was
endorsed in a subsequent interview. From Participant G5’s perspective, the pressure to achieve
good grades contributed to an unquestioned acceptance of instructor feedback, thereby
diminishing self-reflection:
Yeah, I agree with that because when a peer says something, I’ll think about it; when an
instructor says it, I wouldn’t go so far as to say that I think it’s right, I say I will do it
because that’s what I’m supposed to do when I’m in school, but when I go into the—
when I leave the school setting, I rethink the whole thing. I mean, it’s just in school I’m
going to do it because I know that’s what I have to do to get an A or whatever, but I’m
not really thinking about why I’m doing it if an instructor tells me, so. (G5)
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Valuing peers was imbedded in participants’ descriptions of emotional, informational,
and appraisal support extended and received during PLD. Valuing peers incorporates both the
challenges and obligations encountered when students of equal standing begin to develop
mutuality.
Subcategory 3b: Being in it Together. Being in it together contributes to developing
mutuality and captures participants’ actions that fostered the development of reciprocal learning
relationships during PLD. Various participants’ comments provided evidence of growing
cohesion via an emergent sense of camaraderie and interdependence that potentially benefitted
each student’s capacity to learn and to grow from the experience:
In the military, when you have your brigade or your people, they’re there to be your
family, be your support. And I felt like that was the same situation for the debriefing.
And I feel like our cohort is really starting to come together as we are able to step back,
reflect, and then get feedback for where our own shortcomings are, or our peers. (H3)
Furthermore, Participant A3 stated: “We are all in it and we’re all trying to get through it
together.”
The being in it together subcategory suggests that PLD provided a nonhierarchical forum
where students gathered to share diverse perspectives. Participant E3 recounted an instance
during PLD where the debriefing group members, who were “at the same level,” sought to
understand the source of a peer’s struggle in the simulation:
Hey, what was going on? What happened? This happened, and I saw that you acted like
this, so did you not know what to do or did you not understand it? What we can do to
kind of help you so that we all can be on the same team and be able to fully understand.
(E3)
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Participant G2 agreed that debriefing group members should attempt to uncover the perspectives
that drove peers’ decision-making and believed that this endeavor should be based on genuine
curiosity and active listening. Participant G2’s stance denotes that students felt a sense of
responsibility to each other, which in turn helped develop mutuality:
I think it’s equally important that they listen to what you were thinking and if they know
the right answer and can help you learn from it then they should be listening to you and
saying, “Oh, that’s a good thought process, but try thinking of it this way.” (G2)
The idea that each group member’s unique perspective adds value to the discussion was
illustrated by Participant E2, who likened PLD to preparing a communal meal with everyone’s
unique contribution (i.e., perspective) flavoring the final product:
We all come from different cultures and different experiences and different ways of
learning that we all kind of bring a little bit to the table, and so when you leave, you’re
looking at things from somebody else’s perspective and sometimes it’s like, “Wow. I am
going to put that into my practice.” All of us together have something to bring. Kind of
like stone soup. (E2)
In contrast, participants discussed how students’ inclination to authentically share divergent
perspectives during PLD may possibly deteriorate over time due to students’ reluctance to voice
a viewpoint that ran counter to the prevailing group opinion. Thus, in this instance, it was
possible for the debriefing group to settle on a common viewpoint that was uninformed by
different perspectives:
I do think though sometimes when you wait and have an opportunity to discuss it with
other people—I feel like if the debriefing happens immediately after the event, it’s more
honest because people are willing to just share exactly what they thought of it without
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having discussed it with anybody else. I feel like sometimes when you do discuss a
situation with peers before the [ILD] debrief, then everyone kind of settles on a specific
idea of how things went and people are less inclined to share diverging viewpoints about
what happened. (D4)
Another key aspect of being in it together involves students acquiring knowledge with
and from one another, both directly and indirectly. For example, students used indirect or
vicarious learning strategies during PLD to gain wisdom derived from hearing about and
reflecting on the mistakes of others:
Individually, we had our patients, but because we sort of had that team mentality, it really
kind of helped to learn the different points that people learned individually like, “Oh, I
should’ve thought of this,” and so while it was a learning point for that person that
experienced it, it was also a learning point for all of us because we didn't have that
situation but it was part of the larger situation, and so just kind of vicariously learning.
(G3)
Participant D7 pointed out that the need for students to use the lessons learned from reflecting on
peers’ simulation errors to improve their own practice was equally important: “You have to learn
from those mistakes and use each other to grow and develop your skills” (D7). Along that line,
Participant E2 eloquently described students collectively employing critical thinking skills
during PLD to relate pathophysiology to nursing interventions. Participant E2’s account provides
a clear example of students directly contributing to each other’s learning when they assumed a
stance of being in it together. Specifically, students helped one another connect theory to
practice:
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Critical thinking—when we're discussing things, we do talk about the patho and, “Oh,
remember, this happens when this issue is happening with the patient. So, how do you
respond to that pathology? You put the head of the bed up or you lay them flat.” (E2)
On the other hand, not all participants found it easy to learn with and from peers. For
example, some participants found it difficult to learn alongside peers who seemed overly
confident in their abilities. Participants shared that overly confident peers caused less confident
students to keep quiet about their own perspective; thus, the development of mutuality was
hindered. For instance, Participant G4 discussed the difficulty of initiating a learning
conversation with a smug peer:
What has happened is people say, “I reviewed all my meds, so I knew the meds very
well, so there was not any stress with that,” but even that, that just--it does shut down that
sector of the conversation sometimes…it’s just not discussed because, I mean, someone
shared a confidence that we didn’t share. (G4)
Similarly, Participant G7 described a similar inclination to refrain from discussing their own
learning challenges in the face of a peers’ overconfident demeanor:
Yeah, I think that would be difficult for me, too. If someone was like, “I’m really happy
about that.” That’s not really a common experience that I’ve had either with any of the
simulations, but I would probably feel less confident to speak about something I wanted
to talk through or go over in my experience if it was something that I needed help with.
(G7)
The perspective that overly confident debriefing peers tended to block reciprocal learning
was not unanimous. Participant G6 vividly endorsed the use of questioning as a vicarious
learning strategy in situations where a peer described all aspects of their simulation performance
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as positive. In this instance, Participant G6 encouraged less confident students to bolster their
own learning by recognizing and capitalizing on the peer’s strengths. According to Participant
G6, this strategy could be accomplished during PLD by encouraging the knowledgeable peer to
elaborate and by asking pointed questions to gain specific information:
The point of debriefing is to be able to understand the pros and the cons. If you can’t be
confident in your pros, you’re missing 50% of what that debriefing is about. It’s not just
about the negative. You should be able to hear everything positive, and if someone else
rocked it from A to Z, “Dude, tell me what'd you do? How did you rock it? What did you
get from it? What did you see?” (G6)
Subcategory 3c: Going From Me to We. This subcategory is related to but distinct from
being in it together. Being in it together involves a growing camaraderie and sense of belonging
to learning community, whereas going from me to we incorporates actions that signaled students
were developing mutuality and becoming a cohesive team with patterns of relationship,
communication, and shared understanding enacted during intentional discussions about
individual and group performance.
Across all interviews, students indicated that PLD was a valuable mechanism to build
professional competencies such teamwork, collaboration, and communication. Specifically,
students viewed PLD as a useful tool to help prepare students for the time when they would need
to rely on professional colleagues rather than an instructor. The following exemplars illustrate
participants’ reflective thinking as they moved towards the assimilation and integration of a team
focus into their own framework for nursing practice:
It helped build trust and helped me try and process something in a way that is, especially
the peer part, (was) more realistic in general practice and going forward after we're out of
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school. We’re not going to have instructors always telling us what to do or what’s right or
what’s not, so we’re going to have to rely on our peers. (G7)
Participant D3 further elaborated:
It helps you build those skills to be able to discuss those things with your peers. When
you’re in your career, you don’t always have a said leader that leads the discussion. You
can have a discussion with your fellow coworkers and peers and just debrief anytime you
feel that you need to.
Likewise, a student with previous healthcare work experience compared the interpersonal skills
practiced during PLD to those of practicing nurses who communicate and collaborate with team
members to find solutions to patient care issues:
It very much reminds me of that when other nurses [in clinical] are kind of collaborating
and trying to figure out what to do with their patients … “What do you think about this
situation with my patient?” And they kind of brainstorm … I think that’s a very natural
part of the nursing-team environment. (F3)
For one participant, the sense of solidarity engendered during PLD was helpful in overcoming
defensiveness when discussing clinical decision-making with team members:
You’re with your team, you feel like you have their support and understanding, and even
though you might have done something completely wrong, when you get that feedback,
you’re like, “Okay. I got it.” So it might make you a little more—because you have the
support of other people, it might make you a little less defensive of your individual
choice. (G4)
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Acknowledging that using open communication to support collaboration and teamwork is
an ongoing learning process, Participant E2 viewed PLD as a venue for practicing collegial
conversations that are respectful of others’ perspectives:
I think it improves communication. Yeah. I mean, if you are able to sit down and talk as a
group in an informal setting, it teaches you how to talk to each other, how to respect each
other’s opinions, and then when you’re in a critical situation—it’s kind of like a
steppingstone in communication that helps you communicate with each other.
Several other exemplars provide additional illustrations of students’ developing mutuality and
expanding cohesion as students moved towards going from me to we during PLD: “I view it as
just safety intervention because you’re having the discussion with your peers−strengths, and
weaknesses, a time of reflection, and analyzing the scenario” (D5). Participant H3 shared, “You
need to find what their strengths and weaknesses are so that you can fill in where necessary for
each other,” and Participant E2 expanded: “We want to trust that our coworkers know what
they're doing, and the same with our peers. We don't want them to cause injury to somebody and
here we knew and didn't do anything about it.”
The development of a team mentality or esprit de corps evolved more readily in some
debriefing groups than others. In some groups, team mentality emerged during the prebriefing
session as students collaborated to make balanced patient assignments:
It’s not the instructor who gave us each patient and was totally with us there, but we were
left there to try and do the CPR, talk through things, assign the patients. It helped through
the whole thing, including the debriefing. (H2)
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For some participants, composition of debriefing groups played a role how easily students shifted
from a me to we perspective. In one instance, a participant discussed how the debriefing group’s
team mentality was strengthened by the leadership of the student in the charge nurse role:
I think we collaborated really well together, and so we felt—it wasn’t really, when we got
in there, like, “Oh, how—?” Well, it may have been different because I was charge, so
that's a more team-oriented role, but when we got into the debriefing, I didn’t feel like it
was, “Oh, well, how did I do?” It was, “Well, how did we all do as a group?” That was
more of what I was concerned about. (G4)
Students in debriefing groups composed of members who had spent considerable time
with each other in previous simulations or clinical settings were more likely to describe
themselves as being close-knit and working well together. Students who had never worked with
each other acknowledged that building the relationships essential to teamwork required time,
effort, and trust: “We're all just kind of learning how to be a team and how that looks … we’re
all still getting very comfortable with each other” (H3).
Once begun, the process of becoming a team was fragile and susceptible to disruptions in
group cohesion from internal and external sources. Poor team players were described as obdurate
and closed off or, as described by Participant G3, “not really being open to other people having
different perspectives of the event.” Team dynamics were also vulnerable to carry-over effects
from past negative interactions with peers:
And then you might be in a team with students that you don’t have a good history with,
or you’ve already been in a debriefing with them and perhaps they kind of shut you down
and so that history can also negatively impact the group dynamics. (G3)
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Furthermore, the introduction of the instructor to this delicate team environment could either
stabilize or destabilize the team’s equilibrium. Instructors who focused initial questions on team
outcomes rather than individual performance facilitated the maintenance of a team mentality and
promoted team cohesion, as noted by one participant: “I really liked the teamwork of it all. I felt
like in addition to us debriefing about the situation, they were also trying to create this team
sense” (H3).
In striking contrast, data from a different FGI illustrated how the instructor’s presence
abruptly changed the atmosphere of the debriefing from one of camaraderie and teamwork to one
of isolation and judgment:
I enjoy talking to my peers. I don’t know. I felt way more comfortable saying how I was
feeling, just I approached the entire situation. I felt like, “Okay. I know I did this wrong.
This is what I didn't do.” It was like we were all kind of sharing—at least from my point
of view, we were all sharing kind of the same, “Yeah. Boy, that was tough.” And then
when the instructor came in, I don’t know, the whole tone changed, the vibe was totally
different. The tone, for me, it seemed kind of judgmental. We went one by one per the
students, at least in our group. I don’t know. I just didn’t think that was the best approach
because the whole experience was supposed to be a team effort. (C3)
Recalling a similar experience, Participant F3 detailed a similar alteration in group dynamics and
the resultant decline in group cohesion that occurred when the instructor entered the debriefing
milieu:
When the instructor comes in, we, as students, don't really interact with each other
anymore. It’s kind of like they talk to each of us separately. Whereas beforehand, there’s
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a camaraderie and we’re all a unit, and then once the instructor comes in, it’s like we’re
separate people. (F3)
Summary of Category 3. Developing mutuality, a conceptually rich main category,
involves the evolution of students’ cooperative interpersonal peer-peer relationships during
PLD+ILD. This category describes students’ actions that were aimed at providing peer support,
exchanging knowledge, and becoming a team. Internal and external factors influenced the
strength and extent of the interpersonal connection achieved and sustained throughout debriefing
that facilitated students’ becoming a cohesive team.
Category 4: Dynamic Balancing. Dynamic balancing involves the realization that a
balance between individual and group learning needs was necessitated as the result of two
seemingly conflicting debriefing formats in PLD and ILD. While the first debriefing format
(PLD) promoted group autonomy and cohesion, the subsequent format (ILD) relied on a more
instructor-directed approach. This category surfaced as participants spoke of the need to
reconcile competing priorities between the two differing formats and their need for guidance
versus judgment from their instructor. Figure 7 depicts dynamic balancing and its two
subcategories: reconciling competing priorities and looking for guidance versus judgment.
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Figure 7
Dynamic Balancing with Subcategories and Exemplar Quotes

Subcategory 4a: Reconciling Competing Priorities. The tension between students’ desire
to be viewed as a team and their parallel need for individualized guidance and instructor
feedback pervaded interview data. During PLD, students engaged, diffused emotions, interacted,
exchanged information, and provided peer support. These self-directed activities enhanced
interpersonal trust and group cohesion while giving students conversational control of PLD.
Upon joining the debriefing session, the instructor introduced their own agenda, energy,
knowledge, and perspectives into the existing group structure. Thus, the addition of the instructor
introduced a perturbation to the group dynamics and priorities that had been established during
PLD. As a result, participants spoke of experiencing difficulty shifting from a team focus to a
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more individual focus during ILD. Participants had to reconcile the shift in order to maintain
learning; hence, participants’ remarks imply a noticeable declination in group cohesion during
ILD. For example, Participant C2 maintained that using a more team-oriented approach during
ILD might facilitate reflection and encourage students to engage in a deeper examination of
group performance ahead of hearing the instructor’s opinion:
It would have been really helpful if instead of going directly to what someone specifically
did well or what they did wrong or how or cohort did as a whole, it would have been
helpful if she asked us “What do you guys think you did well as a team?” And then
branched off of that … because that way it would have let us to be more self-reflective
than reflection based on her input. (C2)
Another participant suggested that extending the team approach to ILD would promote joint
reflection on the event while preventing less confident students from feeling singled out:
We went one by one per the students. I just didn’t think that was the best approach
because the whole experience was supposed to be a team effort. Some students are
stronger than others when approaching a clinical situation, and it just puts them on the
spot. (C3)
Students clearly sought to retain the sense of autonomy and self-direction that was
derived from PLD. However, reconciling competing priorities also encompasses students’
concurrent desire to reap the benefits of the instructor’s advanced debriefing skills and clinical
expertise:
They’re going to give us some more insight into why we needed to do things we need to
do and where we can improve ourselves. Everything leads up to that instructor part, for
me, because I want to know specifically what I need to do to improve. (H4)
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Participant A2 corroborated that opinion and described relying on the instructor’s direct
observation of students throughout the simulation as the basis for specific feedback focused on
performance improvement:
At the very end when we have questions about certain performance, we can ask the
instructor. And they give us educational information on how we can improve it in a realworld scenario. I think that would be most helpful in working as a nurse on the field. I
like that part. Because she has all the knowledge. So we can debrief as much as we want
amongst ourselves, but she has that focus. She’s like, “You could really improve on this
because…” and she gives you the reasoning for it. (A2)
Students who did not receive individualized feedback during ILD spoke of feeling
unfairly deprived of the instructor’s acumen. Indeed, Participant C6 spoke at length of feeling
rebuffed and unable to reach closure about their abilities when the instructor lacked first-hand
(i.e., observational) knowledge of their performance. A resultant sense of dissonance and a
diminishment in cohesion is captured in Participant C6’s comments:
In my personal experience, the instructor was very much like, “Well, I didn’t see what
you did. I didn’t see what you did. I only saw the code. I didn’t really see what you did.
Oh, this person wrote something about this.” It was kind of like blew off the rest of us
except for the code, and it was odd because this is an instructor that is usually very
inclusive. So anyways, it was just an odd experience. (C6)
Elaborating further, Participant C6 spoke of how faculties’ need to fulfill many roles during the
simulation (e.g., the healthcare provider) may have prevented the instructor from providing more
individualized feedback to students:
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One faculty there that was to be the provider and in and out, and that faculty was not—
with my specific person, was not the person debriefing us. And like I said, me and a
couple other people in my group felt like this, that they were like, “Oh, yeah. Well, what
do you think of that? Okay. Cool.” And then completely just blew it off and didn’t give
us feedback because they didn’t see it. (C6)
Other participants spoke of relying on the instructor’s extensive clinical experience to
facilitate seeing the bigger picture. For example, Participant H4 vividly conveyed experiencing a
sense of tunnel vision, or a narrow grasp of the entire clinical situation during the simulation.
Participant H4 also spoke of feeling confident that the instructor would provide additional insight
and guidance during ILD: “I feel like a horse with blinders on, and then when an instructor
comes, then it’s like they can see the bigger picture” (H4).
Instructors were also esteemed for their ability to guide the debriefing discussion in such
a way that individual and group successes, as well as challenges, were recognized. One student
described experiencing a strong sense of relief and enhanced cohesion when the instructor joined
the debriefing and redirected the focus of the discussion:
When the instructor stepped in, I felt like it was really nice to have them steer the
conversation away from correcting or, again - for lack of better terms - lifting that
individual up. So it was nice to see that it wasn't just about our own mistakes, but about
what we were doing well, too. (H3)
Subcategory 4b: Looking for Guidance Versus Judgment. Looking for guidance versus
judgment captures study participants’ yearning for nonjudgmental learning conversations with
the instructor. During PLD, students felt comfortable using peers as sounding boards to help
make sense of their simulation decisions. According to participants, a similar collaborative
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approach during ILD might decrease students’ perceptions of being judged and simultaneously
enhance students’ capacity for self-reflection:
They had a piece of paper of what they were evaluating us, and they were using that as a
reference … so it’s not really a debriefing or trying to understand what our process was.
instead of just the instructor talking at us or to us, instead of really having us self-reflect.
(C3)
Students’ desire for formative instructor guidance (e. g., advice on prioritization and
decision-making) over summative assessment was evident throughout study data. This
dichotomy was clearly explicated by a student who struggled to reconcile the conversational tone
of PLD with the evaluative tenor of ILD:
The sim is actually the most productive piece of my entire nursing education for me, but
then after the sim, the ability to sit in here with my cohort members and talk about the
experience and talk about what we each were thinking, I find it to be really helpful. If you
could do that same kind of thing with an instructor involved in a way that didn’t feel like
you were being graded, if it wasn’t an instructor who was sitting in there watching the
event, who just sat in here with you and talked about then what your real critical thinking
process might be or what are the elements of the critical thinking process that you
skipped over and it might have impacted what your choices were, I think that would be
helpful. (F4)
Students’ overarching concerns about being judged by the instructor during ILD were further
depicted in various participant comments: “Even though they’re telling us we’re not being
graded, we’re being graded” (B4) and “Well, you still feel like you're being judged once the
instructor comes in … I don't want to point out my flaws because maybe they didn't notice” (F4).
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The inherent dilemma embedded in looking for guidance versus judgment was vividly
expressed in one interview. In this case, Participant F4 eloquently spoke of how their fear of
being found worrying about future employment prospects prevented them from openly
discussing clinical shortcomings during ILD:
I feel like I should know, right? I should know by now. Even though they tell us we’re
not being graded, we’re being graded. These are the same people we’re going to be
asking to give us references for our job. It’s really not true. Their impression of what we
know and what we don’t know matters more than what we really know or don’t know
because they’re going to give us references, and so no matter what I know, if they feel
like I'm idiot, they’re going to give me a reference that says I’m idiot. (F4)
Summary of Category 4. Students engaging in PLD+ILD dynamically balanced mutually
nonexclusive learning needs: autonomy and instructor guidance. Simply put, students’ need for
conversational control (i.e., the ability to discuss what they thought was important) was weighed
against their equally strong need for instructor direction and facilitation. Two subprocesses,
reconciling competing priorities and looking for guidance versus judgment, are subsumed within
this main category.
Category 5: Engaging Informal Social Connections. Following PLD+ILD, nearly all
participants turned to existing supportive relationships (e.g., community, friendships, and family
ties) to facilitate ongoing cognitive and emotional processing of their simulation experiences. For
example, as Participant A2 noted, “[reflection] doesn’t end in the room.” Therefore, engaging
informal social connections involves the post facto extemporaneous actions of students as they
connected or reconnected with trusted individuals after leaving the simulation setting. Although
engaging informal social connections centers on social processes that occurred after PLD+ILD,
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the early emergence and pervasiveness of this main category in study data necessitates its
inclusion in the theoretical model. Engaging informal social connections took place immediately
after PLD+ILD and even days after the simulation. Engaging informal social connections
occurred in a variety of settings and was accomplished via traditional means (e. g. phone calls
and face-to-face ) and cyber channels (e. g., text messages and video calls). Four subcategories
address factors that influenced students’ decisions to reach out to others after leaving the
simulation setting: (a) being curious, (b) continuing to diffuse, (c) offering support, and (d)
seeking closure. Engaging informal social connections and its emerging subcategories are
illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8
Engaging Informal Social Connections with Subcategories and Exemplar Quotes

Subcategory 5a: Being Curious. Students were very motivated to hear about their
friends’ simulation experiences. Several students discussed reaching out to long-term friends and
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confidants who had been assigned to different debriefing groups. The casual and relaxed nature
of these informal connections—which implied a preexisting sense of cohesion—was reflected in
the following exemplar: “And so I sent them a text message afterward … ‘What did you think
about everything that was said?’” (C7).
Similarly, Participant C4’s comments demonstrate being curious and differentiate
between feeling comfortable sharing experiences with debriefing group peers versus sharing
experiences with long-standing friends. The reciprocal nature of the established friendship, as
well as the comparative ease in initiating a frank discussion, are evident in Participant C4’s
remarks: “It’s not that I didn’t like my group, but I ended up leaving the place and texting or
calling 2-3 other friends. ‘I can actually talk to you about this. I want to hear your experience’”
(C4).
Chatting informally with close friends—whether in the same debriefing group or not—
who had undergone the same simulation allowed students to further explore the particulars of a
simulated scenario and validate experiences while reestablishing a sense of unity among peers:
“But yeah, we’ll talk about it more in detail outside of simulation as friends like ‘Hey, this is my
experience. How was yours?’ And it’s like, ‘Oh, yeah. I can relate to that.’” (F2).
In contrast, despite being deeply curious about others’ experiences and wanting to benefit
from vicarious learning, Participant A3 resisted the urge to reconnect with peers after completing
the prescribed PLD+ILD session:
Like little bits of things that happened to other people in simulation that I’d like to know
more about. But we’re not really supposed to talk about it outside of that last debriefing.
Something came up in their simulation that didn’t happen in ours that could be beneficial
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to us that we don’t know. So each group has their own little bits of knowledge but it
never comes back to the whole group for us to hit on. (A3)
Subcategory 5b: Continuing to Diffuse. Many participants reported experiencing
lingering psychological anxiety and doubt after leaving the simulation setting. Thus, as one
student noted, postsimulation peer-to-peer conversations were inevitable and going to happen,
regardless of whether they were mandated or not: “I feel like no matter what, if they don’t build
that peer-led debrief into it, we’re going to have a peer-led debrief afterwards” (F3). The
perspective of a participant who was contacted by a peer searching for additional emotional
support illustrates how students who were continuing to diffuse felt free to unburden themselves
to trusted friends:
As soon as they were done, they called me to kind of just release all of their anxieties,
and I feel like it’s more we have a relationship so it’s like we're able to just say exactly
how we feel. (F2)
The notion of students continuing to diffuse after PLD+ILD was also reinforced in a subsequent
interview. In this instance, a participant articulated feeling overwhelmed and needing to reach
out to an empathetic classmate: “I called one of my classmates. The fear and doubt in my head
was attacking me and then just talking to them, and they’re just reflective listening like actually
understanding where you’re coming from” (C2).
Subcategory 5c: Offering Support. Students who offered support and encouragement to
one another in a neutral setting after PLD+ILD promoted bonding and group cohesion. While
some participants talked about sitting in their cars in the school parking lot to continue the
debriefing discussion, others spoke of the benefits of sharing a meal immediately after
simulation:
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For me, simulation is extremely stressful. It’s more stressful than clinicals. I do not like
doing simulation. Simulation is great for learning, but I do not like doing it. And food is
comforting. Hanging out with people is comforting. And being able to go, ‘Hey, we just
got finished with this simulation. Let’s go relax. Let’s go do something that we …’
People bond over food. (H4)
The idea of coming together over a meal resonated with another participant, who described
offering support to a peer who was still struggling emotionally after PLD+ILD:
Because that person ended up having their own issues with the simulation, we definitely
wanted to steer them into the right area. I mean, obviously, our hunger definitely drove us
to the restaurant. But I think the interaction afterwards was definitely geared towards
making sure that that person walked away with a positive feeling opposed to a depressed
feeling. (H3)
Similarly, offering support via impromptu peer debriefings following PLD+ILD was likened to a
coping strategy used by practicing nurses who might get together informally, particularly after a
stressful clinical shift. Further, Participant C6’s grasp of the ongoing nature of debriefing,
including supporting peers in natural settings, suggests that engaging informal social connections
nurtured the cohesion engendered during PLD+ILD:
Once everything was over, we communicated, we were texting, or whatever. I still have
plans to have dinner tonight or tomorrow night with two other people that I didn’t have it
with, and we were going to chat about it, so I definitely think debriefing—and not just for
this. In real life, I think debriefing continues because generally, when you have a
debriefing in real life with a code or losing a patient or something like that, that’s an
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ongoing thing with you and your colleagues and you talk about it and you find ways to
cope. It continues indefinitely. (C6)
Subcategory 5d: Seeking Closure. Participants spoke of turning to informal social
connections for help putting simulation experiences into perspective or to resolve lingering
concerns. One student expressed the dissonance experienced while seeking closure yet
simultaneously trying to avoid discussing simulation experiences with peers who hadn’t
completed the scenario yet:
We’re not supposed to talk about this because other people might not have had their
simulation yet and we don’t want to ruin somebody else’s simulation. But it’s kind of
hard. I actually think that it’s weird because we’re told not to talk about it outside the
debriefing room. They tell us, “Okay, that’s it. Close the book,” but we are still thinking
about it. It’s like Fight Club. (A3)
Along that line, the perceived need to preserve the integrity of the simulation and classmates’
learning opportunities prompted Participant B4 to seek closure by turning to family members
following PLD+ILD.
I’m talking to my husband about it. If my kids are interested that day, I ask them—they're
young, but …They know that I’m in school, and they’ll just ask me, and I tell them what
happened, and they’re like, “Is this a real person?” “No, it’s not a real person.” So yeah,
I’ve been reflecting it way past time. (B4)
In another interview, a participant revealed that the decision to reach out informally to
other faculty members was based on having already established trusting relationships with these
instructors. In this instance, the student described second guessing decision-making, yet not
feeling comfortable enough to pursue specific questions during ILD: “Oh, I totally took it to my
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group … and I didn't take it to the instructor in the instructor-led debrief at all. I took it to other
instructors that I trust when I left the room” (F4). Elaborating further, Participant F4 spoke of
reaching out to experienced nursing friends to gain clarity and to deal conclusively with
remaining clinical questions:
But how do I know when to—when do I hit the button? When do I call the code? And so
I went as far enough in that now, it’s something I shouldn’t be able to handle on my own.
I need to call a code, and clearly, that level was different based on my own experience,
but it took kind of processing through that with—and I have now asked a couple of other
people, I’ve asked a couple of other instructors, I’ve asked a couple of nurses, and they
said, “Well, in reality, you probably would have—as soon as your patient started having
chest pain, call the rapid response team. (F4)
As mentioned, participant activities directed towards engaging informal social
connections after PLD+ILD pervaded study data. Strikingly, when specifically asked “Does
debriefing end at the debriefing room door?,” only two of the 34 study participants denied
reflecting on their simulation experiences with others after leaving the simulation milieu: “Do we
talk? Not really. We might still be venting while walking down the hallway, but after that we
don’t really talk about it” (A2) and “In my group, one [peer] left, alright, and then two of us just
walking down the hallway talking about it. And then when we walk out the door, that’s it. The
next class, we didn’t talk about it” (H6).
Summary of Category 5: Upon leaving the simulation environment, the majority of study
participants seemed compelled to reach out to others in their personal sphere by using informal
communication channels. Whether these social interactions occurred immediately or days after
the simulation, engaging informal social connections allowed students to continue emotional
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processing, to extend reflection in self-selected nonthreatening environments, and facilitated a
sense of togetherness within existing trusted relationships.
Chapter Summary
This chapter focused on findings from the FGIs. The categories that emerged from a GT
analysis of interview data helped to address the two research questions:
1. What social processes occur when nursing students experience and engage in the
combined debriefing format, PLD+ILD?
2. How do these social processes contribute to reflection after a clinical simulation?
The chapter began with a discussion of sample demographics and then offered an
overview of Fluctuating Cohesion: Theory of Nursing Students Engaged in a Hybrid Debriefing
Format. Fluctuating cohesion, the core category emerging from the constructed theory, involves
the ebb and flow of cohesion among nursing students as they navigated the PLD+ILD format.
Five associated theoretical categories within the model included discovering the process,
normalizing experiences, developing mutuality, dynamic balancing, and engaging informal
social connections. Detailed explanations and data exemplars of each category were submitted to
validate the constructed theory.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Introduction
The purpose of this GT study was to explore undergraduate nursing students’ perceptions
and experiences of a hybrid debriefing format that consisted of PLD followed immediately by
ILD. Specifically, I aimed to inductively develop a theory grounded in the student experience of
PLD+ILD to provide an understanding of the actions and social processes that occurred as
students engaged in a hybrid debriefing format. I also sought to gain insight into how those
processes contributed to reflection during debriefing. I used Straussian GT to address three gaps
in the current debriefing literature:
1. Lack of rigorous studies explicating the social processes engaged in by students
when debriefings do not follow the conventional ILD template.
2. Lack of a theoretical basis for the integration of alternative debriefing formats in
SBE.
3. Need for increased sample diversity, such as racial and ethnic background and
nursing educational preparation.
Analysis of participants’ semistructured FGIs revealed the core category, fluctuating
cohesion. This predominant process involves students’ mutable sense of the fluid nature of
togetherness or we-ness fluctuating with individual focus of me-ness as students engaged in
PLD+ILD. The multidimensional process of fluctuating cohesion is comprised of five main
categories: discovering the process, normalizing experiences, developing mutuality, dynamic
balancing, and engaging informal social connections.
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In this final chapter, I will address the integration of the study findings with the larger
body of debriefing literature. I will also discuss the implications of the theory, study strengths
and limitations, and my recommendations for future research.
Comparison of Findings to Current Literature
In this section, I explore the study findings in relation to the current state of the science to
provide perspective on this study’s relationship with other research. I compare and contrast the
study findings based on the core category and main categories with recent research focused on
various simulation debriefing formats applied in an academic setting.
Fluctuating Cohesion
The core category that elucidates the pervasive, fundamental patterned processes that
emerged from the data analysis was fluctuating cohesion. Fluctuating cohesion was enacted by
undergraduate nursing students as they engaged in the use of a hybrid debriefing format
following simulation. Without fail, participants described fluctuations in their sense of cohesion
or togetherness—described as we-ness—during PLD+ILD.
Other researchers have addressed aspects of group cohesion in previous debriefing
studies and provided findings that are supportive of the current study. Boet et al. (2013) found
that PLD enhanced students’ capacity for teamwork. Similarly, Boet et al. (2016) considered the
assessment of interprofessional team performance during PLD to be inextricably tied to group
cohesion and dynamics. Fey et al. (2014) reported that nursing students value the sense of
solidarity gained through the normalization of experiences during debriefing. Najjar et al. (2015)
found that peer interactions promote group cohesion and help students prepare for and progress
through simulation activities. Najjar et al.’s (2015) study findings also indicated that nursing
students worked more cohesively during the scenario and subsequent debriefing if they already
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knew each other. Although this literature aligns with the current study, certain differences must
be noted. Boet et al.’s (2013, 2016) earlier studies involved teams of medical trainees and RNs.
Additionally, Fey et al.’s (2014) and Najjar et al.’s (2015) investigations involved ILD alone. In
contrast, the current study examined the expansion and contraction of cohesion of nursing
students progressing through PLD+ILD and beyond. Significantly, the current study also
provided new insights on individual and group attributes that influence students’ sense of
togetherness.
Discovering the Process
The category discovering the process emerged organically as nursing students
encountered a debriefing format that diverged from the more familiar ILD format. The current
study, conducted in North America, revealed that a culturally and educationally diverse sample
of senior-level nursing students predominantly chose to forge ahead with PLD despite being
unaccustomed to the format. A few study participants waited for the emergence of a group leader
or the return of the instructor instead of being proactive; however, participants displayed a low
level of uncertainty avoidance overall. Uncertainty avoidance has been described as cultural
differences on the degree of tolerance individuals have towards unpredictability (Cheng et al.,
2016). Similarly, undertones of responding to uncertainty can be found in the alternative
debriefing format literature as it relates to the influence of culture (Cheng et al., 2016; Kim & De
Gagne, 2018), learners’ educational level and experience (Boet et al., 2011, 2013; Cheng et al.,
2016), and role expectations (Boet et al., 2016; Kim & De Gagne, 2018; Valler-Jones 2014). The
current study findings support Cheng et al.’s. (2016) contention that national culture may
influence students’ tolerance for and engagement in debriefing formats that diverge from ILD.
The discovery that students in the current study possessed a relatively high level of tolerance for
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PLD+ILD’s unfamiliarity aligns with the view that students who are further along in their
program are better equipped to deal with ambiguity (Najjar et al., 2015). This finding also
bolsters the notion that nontraditional debriefing formats are suitable when learners have a
moderate amount of relevant background knowledge and experience (Cheng et al, 2016, Sawyer
et al., 2016, Boet et al., 2011; Boet et al., 2013). The current study findings were also consistent
with research that indicated that repeated exposure and experience with simulation activities may
increase students’ tolerance for risk and ambiguity (Kang & Yu, 2018; Najjar et al., 2015). For
example, many participants’ initial feelings of uncertainty about PLD expectations were curbed
by repetition and familiarization with the format. This discovery validates prior
recommendations to orient students to nonstandard debriefing formats (Verkuyl et al., 2018) and
to provide students opportunities to develop the interpersonal skills needed to conduct their own
debriefing (Boet et al., 2016; Kang & Yu, 2018; Valler-Jones, 2014).
Study findings also indicated that a process of finding our way occurred as students
navigated the PLD+ILD format. Students assumed greater ownership for learning during PLD,
which fostered students’ sense of empowerment as they proactively prepared for ILD. Prior
researchers discussed similar connotations in studies that encouraged shifting more responsibility
for learning from the instructor to the student (Boet et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2016; Curtis et al.,
2016; Kang & Yu, 2018; Kim & De Gagne, 2018, Valler-Jones, 2014). This study adds to the
body of knowledge through detailing how the individual and group-level actions (i.e., finding our
way) undertaken during PLD facilitated reflection as students assumed greater responsibility for
debriefing. For example, the dichotomy in students’ decision-making as to whether or not to use
the debriefing questions to guide PLD discussions was emblematic of an emerging sense of selfdirection.
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The current study findings also corroborated literature indicating that learner-driven
debriefing formats that include PLD foster in-depth knowledge of nursing concepts, promote
personal development (Valler-Jones, 2014), increase self-confidence (Kim & De Gagne, 2018),
enhance recognition of clinical strengths and weaknesses (Boet et al., 2013; Curtis et al., 2016;
Kang & Yu, 2018; Valler-Jones, 2014), build problem-solving skills, and promote leadership and
accountability (Kang & Yu, 2018).
The debriefing literature advocates the use of structured guidelines to support the
initiation of learner-driven debriefing formats such as SD (Oikawa et al., 2016; Verkuyl et al.,
2018, 2020a, 2020b) and PLD (Kang & Yu, 2018; Kim & De Gagne, 2018; Oikawa et al. 2016;
Valler-Jones, 2014). The current study findings support the need for clear and concise guidelines
ahead of all learner-directed debriefing formats.
The allocation of more time for debriefing was integral to students navigating PLD+ILD.
Most of the previous research examining the temporal aspect of debriefing comes from studies
that focused on various combinations of SD with ILD; however, findings from those studies are
similar to those of the current study. For example, previous studies indicated that SD provides
students the time to collect their thoughts in preparation for ILD (Verkuyl et al. 2018, 2020a,
2020b) and facilitated participation during ILD (Verkuyl et al., 2019, 2020b). The current study
provided new insights on how extra time spent in PLD contributed to students’ receptiveness to
instructor feedback and student reflection.
Normalizing Experiences
The category normalizing experiences refers to students processing emotions while at the
same time seeking validation and empathy from debriefing peers. Part of the process of
normalizing experiences involved students’ ability to develop a way of thinking described in the
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study subcategory, getting the right mindset. To accomplish this, students first needed to diffuse
emotional reactions elicited during the simulation. By comparing and validating their simulation
experiences, students began to establish the sense of trust and empathy that facilitated sharing a
part of themselves during PLD.
Anxiety provoked during simulation spills over into debriefing regardless of the
debriefing format used (Al-Ghareeb et al., 2017, 2019; Ha & Lim, 2018; Najjar et al., 2015; Roh
et al., 2016; Van der Meij, 2013; Verkuyl et al., 2018, 2020b; Yockey & Henry, 2019); however,
less is known about the connection between students’ postsimulation emotions and their
associated mindset during debriefings that depart from traditional ILD. The current study offered
new insights into how specific peer interactions during PLD influenced the way that students
received, interpreted, and responded to new information during and after PLD. Decker (2007)
identified mindset as a key learning characteristic that integrates students’ (a) perception of selfconfidence, (b) capacity for handling anxiety, and (c) capability to engage in self-examination
during ILD. Baxter et al. (2009) asserted that students must be in a certain mindset to be
comfortable in simulation environments. Verkuyl et al. (2020b) reported that students who
progressed straight into ILD from an in-person simulation felt mentally and emotionally
overloaded and retained little memory of their actions. The current study substantiated the
findings from these earlier investigations.
Students primarily used the diffusing emotions approach to enter the mindset needed for
meaningful reflection to occur. This finding was congruent with Ha and Lim’s (2018) research,
which indicated that debriefing formats that exclude the instructor—such as PLD—reduced
students’ psychological burden. However, not all PLD sessions progressed smoothly, particularly
when one individual’s strong emotions became a substantive barrier to other group members’
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emotional and cognitive processing. This finding was consistent with Grant et al. (2018) and
Rudolph et al.’s (2014) assertion that difficult debriefings pose a threat to psychological safety
and may negatively impact learning outcomes. The current study expands on Grant et al. and
Rudolph et al.’s research by detailing how students reacted when faced with similar challenging
situations during PLD. Rich data also highlighted how students’ use of humor facilitated
emotional management and enhanced students’ reflective capacity. Cordeau (2010), Ganley and
Linnard-Palmer (2012), Reed (2016), and Reierson et al. (2017) reported similar findings in
relation to humor; however, these studies were in the context of ILD alone.
In the current study, a process of gaining acceptance and understanding during PLD
facilitated the establishment of a debriefing milieu where students felt safe to compare and to
validate simulation experiences. Comparatively, Oikawa et al. (2016) observed that PLD
contributes to inherently safe learning environments. Nuances of gaining acceptance and
understanding can also be gleaned from prior researchers who discussed psychological safety in
the context of combinations of SD and ILD (Verkuyl et al. 2018b, 2020a). Verkuyl et al. (2018b,
2020a) indicated that SD alone may not provide the sense of empathy and acceptance students
need to fully process complex feelings and emotions after simulation.
Knowing one another (i.e., familiarity) has been shown to contribute to the creation of a
supportive debriefing environment (Cato, 2013; Najjar et al., 2015; Parker, 2011; Verkuyl et al.,
2018b, 2020a, 2020b). Likewise, the current study revealed that knowing one another was a
potential facilitator of sharing experiences, particularly when it came to disclosing mistakes.
Conversely, the current study also revealed that the existence of a previous relationship with a
particular debriefing peer caused some students to feel reluctant when discussing mistakes during
PLD. This finding aligns with research indicating that a sense of psychological safety is a
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prerequisite for students disclosing mistakes no matter the debriefing format (Fey et al., 2014;
Ganley-Linnard & Palmer, 2012; Kolbe et al., 2019; Rudolph et al., 2014; Turner & Harder,
2018; Verkuyl 2020a). The current study highlighted the potential influence of cultural
background on when and how peers provided error-related feedback during PLD. Notably, only
Kang and Yu (2018) have previously mentioned the concept of disclosing mistakes during PLD.
The current study findings supported Kang and Yu’s conclusion that sharing thoughts and
emotions during PLD diminished feelings of shame associated with making mistakes.
Developing Mutuality
The category developing mutuality emerged as students’ interpersonal peer-to-peer
relationships—cocreated during PLD—evolved to the extent that students felt individually and
jointly empowered, enlightened, and unified as a team. The potential facilitators and barriers to
the development of mutuality were similar to the facilitators and barriers encountered when
students began normalizing experiences (e.g., being off-topic, negative, or arrogant). Although
disrespectful debriefing behaviors have been identified in the literature (Kolbe et al., 2019),
current knowledge is somewhat limited in regard to the attitudes and behaviors that undermine
psychological safety during ILD. The current study provided a more well-rounded view of
psychological safety by including the student perspective. Specifically, I identified various
internal and external factors, at both the individual and group level, that could potentially
compromise psychological safety and hinder the process of developing of mutuality during
PLD+ILD.
A sense of esprit de corps was engendered when students offered emotional,
informational, and appraisal support to one another during PLD. This finding is consistent with
Dennis’s (2003) conceptual explication of peer support in the context of professional nursing.
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Students who engaged in bidirectional formative feedback facilitated a growing sense of
interdependence and mutual accountability. The literature addressing peer feedback during PLD
revealed congruent and conflicting findings. Eddy et al. (2013) reported that peer feedback
obtained from nontraditional formats promotes ownership for learning. Dumas et al. (2015)
found that senior nursing students provided feedback to junior-level students that was equally as
effective as ILD. The current study echoed Eddy et al.’s and Dumas et al.’s findings. The current
study also provided partial support for Roh et al.’s (2016) contention that some learners may feel
unprepared to provide peer feedback. At the same time, insights from the current study aligned
with Kang and Yu’s (2018) view that combining PLD and ILD provides additional opportunities
for students to exchange feedback with one another.
Findings from the current study indicated that a process of being in it together emerged
when students comprehended the benefits derived from reciprocal learning relationships forged
during PLD. This finding is particularly relevant to Reed’s (2016) research, which indicated that
simulation educators encouraged student-led debriefing to promote reflection and learning.
Similarly, Valler-Jones (2014) found that students valued the cooperative learning opportunities
afforded during PLD. Additionally, data from the current study support the premise that
individuals come together during PLD with the ultimate goal of learning together and becoming
a team (Boet et al., 2013).
Through the process of going from me to we, students progressed from an individual
singular focus (me-ness) towards an awareness of the debriefing group as a unified whole (weness). As such, debriefing group peers were equally invested in learning from a shared
simulation experience. Current study findings indicated that the development of a team mentality
during PLD promoted self-confidence and built communication skills. In turn, students were less
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defensive and more willing to let go of assumptions throughout the debriefing process. This
discovery validates the view that healthcare educators should create more opportunities for future
practitioners to debrief amongst themselves to prepare them for the realities of future practice
(Boet et al., 2016). The few studies that specifically focused on creating and sustaining a team
mentality during PLD revealed similar and conflicting findings. For instance, Boet et al. (2013)
found that PLD strengthened students’ teamwork capacity. Conversely, Ha and Lim (2018)
found no significant difference in team effectiveness scores between the PLD and ILD groups.
This discrepancy may be related to differences in the experience level and training of study
participants. Namely, one study involved postgraduate medical trainees and RNs (Boet et al.,
2013) while the other study involved undergraduate nursing students (Ha & Lim, 2018).
Dynamic Balancing
The process of dynamic balancing explicated in the current study provides students’ emic
perspective of the demands and incongruencies experienced upon encountering the shift from a
self-directed to an instructor-directed debriefing format. A subprocess of dynamic balancing
involved students trying to simultaneously contend with competing demands between two
different debriefing formats and their need for instructor guidance versus instructor judgment as
described in the study subcategory, reconciling competing priorities. The discovery of this
process is noteworthy because it adds new complexity to Cheng et al.’s (2016) guidance on
managing the delicate balance between LCD versus ICD. The construct reconciling competing
priorities was not directly addressed in the relevant literature; however, the sense of
incongruency experienced by students during PLD+ILD is consistent with research that
encouraged (a) an alignment between the debriefing format and the intent of the debriefing
(Oikawa et al., 2016; Tannenbaum & Cerasoli, 2013) and (b) adaptive scaffolding of the
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instructor’s contribution during debriefing (Parker, 2011). For example, participants in the
current study emphasized that the use of a more team-oriented approach to ILD would give
students more conversational control, encourage joint reflection, and prevent less confident
students from feeling singled out. This finding substantiates Oikawa et al.’s (2016) assertion that
traditional ILD can be used to focus on individual learners instead of the team as an integrated
whole.
Study participants relished the sense of autonomy derived during PLD; however,
participants also relied on and esteemed the instructor’s clinical expertise during ILD. This
finding was supported by literature indicating that students value expert instructor facilitation of
debriefing (Boet et al., 2011, Fey et al., 2014; Ha & Lim, 2018; Kang & Yu, 2018; Tannenbaum
& Cerosoli, 2013; Verkuyl et al., 2018b, 2020b). The current study also provided clear support
for previous research that indicated that students look to instructors for help working through
unanswered questions (Verkuyl et al., 2018b), dialogue and clarification (Verkuyl et al., 2018b),
affirmation of learning (Verkuyl et al., 2020a), and objective feedback (Kang & Yu, 2018;
Tannenbaum & Cerosoli, 2013). The current study expands on the perceived benefits of ILD by
providing insight into the potential consequences of students’ feeling deprived of individualized,
directive feedback during ILD.
The current study data revealed that a process of looking for guidance versus judgment
occurred as students perceived a dichotomy between the supportive tone of PLD and the
evaluative atmosphere of ILD. In the current study, students overwhelmingly sought formative
guidance over summative evaluation during ILD. Further, for some students, fears of being
judged diminished perceptions of psychological safety and prevented them from openly
discussing clinical shortcomings during ILD. This finding was consistent with Kolbe et al.’s
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(2019) view that threats to psychological safety during ILD can inhibit reflection and the transfer
of learning. Similarly, Fey et al. (2014), Ganley and Linnard-Palmer (2012) and Nielsen and
Harder (2013) discussed the tension between guidance and evaluation during ILD and posited
that students seek supportive learning conversations that do not include judgment or comparisons
to classmates.
Engaging Informal Social Connections
Prior literature lacked an in-depth discussion of what happens when students leave the
debriefing area. However, findings from the present study revealed that after completing
PLD+ILD, nursing students turned to each other and to additional supportive individuals to
facilitate ongoing emotional and cognitive processing. This finding was congruent with research
demonstrating that emotions engendered during simulation can persist after formal ILD (AlGhareeb et al., 2019; Najjar et al., 2015) and reflection-on-action can extend to well after the
actual experience (Driefuerst, 2009; Horton-Deutsch & Sherwood, 2017; Najjar et al., 2015).
Najjar et al.’s (2015) findings were similar to the current study findings. Najjar et al.
reported that nursing students reflected on simulation activities in informal settings days and
even weeks following ILD. Najjar et al.’s study also revealed that students who turned to ad hoc
debriefings sought validation from peers when validation was not received during the ILD. My
deeper analysis of this post facto phenomenon yielded additional insights into students’ actions
following simulation. Specifically, this study provided a clearer understanding of who students
sought out after leaving the simulation setting. Najjar et al.’s study participants reached out
exclusively to classmates to extend reflection, whereas findings from the current study revealed
that students turned to a variety of individuals in their personal, work, and educational spheres.
In addition, my comprehensive analysis of the current study data revealed the reason behind
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these extemporaneous debriefings by identifying four social processes that influenced students’
decision to reach out to others: (a) being curious, (b) continuing to diffuse, (c) offering support,
and (d) seeking closure. For instance, in the current study, students connected with debriefing
peers in neutral settings to offer support and encouragement which, in turn, nurtured the sense of
togetherness stimulated during PLD+ILD. This new finding was consistent with earlier research
that revealed that students provide emotional and appraisal support to debriefing peers (Fey et
al., 2014; Roh et al., 2016; Stone et al., 2013; Tutticci et al., 2016). The current study also
revealed that students turned to specific informal social relationships (e.g., practicing nurses and
other instructors) to gain clarity and to resolve lingering questions and concerns about the
simulated scenario. This finding differed from previous research that indicated the underlying
purpose of students’ informal debriefings was primarily to facilitate emotional processing and
not necessarily to discuss specifics of the scenario (Najjar et al., 2015).
Strengths and Limitations of the Study
Strengths
The strengths of this study are directly connected to the identified gaps in current
debriefing literature that the study addressed and the rigorous systematic application of Corbin
and Strauss’ (2015) GT methodology. The study’s three strengths are as follows:
1. Iterative use of constant comparison analysis and theoretical sampling to refine
analysis and to provide understanding of the multifaceted process that occurred as
students engaged in an alternative debriefing format.
2. Diverse sample of nursing students with regard to race and educational
preparation.
3. Use of FGIs for data collection.
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My strict adherence to Corbin and Strauss’ GT methodology allowed me to use an
integrated approach to data collection and analysis while simultaneously building quality
checkpoints into the research process. Data analysis involved an ongoing iterative rigorous
process that included multiple reviews of the data, constant comparison, and regular consultation
with my qualitative research methodology expert to ensure theoretical soundness. My in-depth
reflective memos and field notes and systematic documentation of the analysis served as an audit
trail for other researchers. Conceptual labels, closely tied to participants’ spoken words, were
given to raw data. Thus, the theory emerged from emic perspective of the participants. I
repeatedly questioned and analyzed the interview recordings and verbatim transcripts, codes and
properties, and memos throughout the research process to ensure that categories were
conceptually clear and that the theory was dense and logical. Study findings were shared with
three participants who validated that the conceptualization of fluctuating cohesion was
representative of their experience. Even so, the explanation provided by this study’s emerging
theory “is only one of many possible interpretations from the data” (Corbin & Strauss, 2015, p.
346).
Participants came from a wide variety of racial backgrounds, which corresponded with
the population of the state where the study was conducted; therefore, the study provided an
opportunity for culturally diverse nursing students who were reflective of the population they
would serve to offer unique and varied perspectives of their experiences. Not only were
participants culturally diverse, but they also varied in their educational preparation for nursing
practice. Participants came from ADN and BS nursing programs, which allowed a breadth of
experiences to be captured in the data and validated that participants’ perspectives were not
unique to a particular program of study.
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FGIs were a powerful tool for gaining fresh insight into students’ behavior, the content of
discussions, and the social processes enacted during PLD+ILD. This data collection technique
gave participants a chance to share individual perspectives while simultaneously allowing
participants to examine the shared experience of engaging in PLD+ILD. Focus groups provided a
venue that encouraged participants to candidly describe their PLD+ILD experiences; the very
process of listening to a peer’s story often prompted others in the group to recall and to reveal
their own experiences. Therefore, the synergy derived from group interactions during FGIs
enhanced spontaneity and increased the amount and quality of data. Furthermore, conducting the
FGIs separately by program ensured the homogeneity of participants’ relative status within the
focus group. Each focus group was comprised of participants who were on equal footing with
each other which, in turn, facilitated group dynamics and promoted self-disclosure.
Limitations
I employed rigor through the research process and ensured empirical grounding of
theoretical findings. However, the study is subject to limitations that may have influenced the
interpretation of findings. The study’s two limitations are as follows:
1. Single-site study
2. Multiple nursing instructors conducted the ILDs
Study participants came from one university and represented one local regional area;
therefore, additional investigations will be needed to determine the degree of research
confirmability and transferability to larger populations of nursing students. Additionally, the lack
of standardized training for the multiple nursing instructors conducting the ILDs may have
influenced participants’ actions and interactions as they engaged in the combined debriefing
format. However, this limitation represents a realistic purview of SBE across multiple
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educational settings. Namely, not all debriefing facilitators have the same level of training and
expertise (Fey et al., 2014); thus, the circumstances leading to this limitation may be somewhat
typical in nursing education and reflective of the actual reality of most settings.
Study Implications
Implications for Practice
The complexities of modern healthcare necessitate that nurses work simultaneously in
multiple teams with ever changing team memberships (Eddy et al., 2013). Hence, it is important
to prepare nursing students for future practice by providing learning opportunities that foster the
development of the relational skills and attitudes needed for future team assignments. Working
together as a team without an instructor in the relatively safe environment of PLD prepares
students for future practice because PLD is not unlike how nurses work on clinical teams in
practice settings.
Implications for Nursing Education
GT stems from real-life experiences (Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Nursing students who
participated in this study offered contextual descriptions of their experiences of a hybrid
debriefing format and revealed how those experiences shaped reflective learning after
simulation. The GT emerging from this research is significant because it provided a theoretical
foundation for the future development of LCD formats that may maximize debriefing’s
effectiveness by leveraging the beneficial nature of peer interactions in learning.
Nurses are crucial members of healthcare teams whose effectiveness hinges on the ability
of group members to sustain levels of collaboration and unity necessary to improve health
outcomes (IOM, 2011). Nurse educators’ new understanding of the processes embedded in
fluctuating cohesion should inform discussions aimed at helping students anticipate the potential
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rewards, challenges, and barriers to the development of group cohesion during PLD+ILD. As
seen in this study, the transition from an individual to a team focus during debriefing is heavily
influenced by separate and collective characteristics of group members as well as external forces.
As explicated in the category developing mutuality, the interpersonal skills needed to promote
and to sustain teamwork are not organic but can be developed and nurtured in psychologically
safe debriefing environments. It is just as vital for instructors to help students recognize
behaviors that can block the development of team unity. By implementing debriefing formats
that include PLD, educators can foster students’ readiness for teamwork and facilitate the
development of the communication skills and collaborative mindset essential for maintaining a
cohesive team mentality.
Moving forward, faculty should also understand that inherent to students’ discovering the
process is the premise that the instructor is obliged to relinquish some degree of control in the
facilitation of learning. Securing adequate time for PLD gives students ample opportunity to
negotiate among themselves the best approach for conducting their own group debriefing.
Although natural leaders may emerge early in some debriefing groups, other groups may take
longer to jointly determine how to move forward with PLD. As study findings show, groups may
also differ on whether or not they want to use structured questions and cognitive aids to guide the
initiation of PLD. Although some groups find the paperwork helpful, others may view the
debriefing documents as too time consuming and a distraction from reflection. These findings
suggest faculty should adopt a “less is more” attitude about paperwork to guide reflection during
PLD. The 45 minutes allotted for PLD in the current study seemed adequate for these purposes.
Students want to hear the perspectives of peers who are at their own level; yet, often there
is not enough time to explore others’ viewpoints during ILD. Furthermore, disclosing oneself
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during ILD did not come easily to students (Tosterud et al., 2014). Alternatively, findings from
this study indicated that PLD provides a psychologically safe learning environment conducive to
students releasing the tension and anxiety elicited by the simulation. The study findings also
revealed that PLD allows students to express themselves in ways they would not normally do
with the instructor. Instructors who use hybrid debriefing formats such as PLD+ILD must build
additional time into the debriefing schedule; however, the advantages to hybrid debriefing
formats outweigh the disadvantages. PLD provides students with dedicated space and enough
time to establish or build peer relationships that foster trust, open communication, and
receptiveness to feedback and different perspectives. For example, the current study findings
showed that students who feel comfortable with debriefing peers are more likely to openly share
experiences during PLD. Informed by a deeper understanding of familiarity’s role in normalizing
experiences, faculty should consider keeping freshman-level clinical groups together during
simulation activities to leverage budding peer relationships and to promote a safe learning
environment. However, as students advance through their program, the focus should shift
towards the development of interpersonal team skills that foster psychological safety during
debriefing even in the absence of established peer relationships.
Thoughtful integration of PLD into the debriefing paradigm can accelerate students’
acquisition of effective teamwork behaviors (e.g., knowledge sharing with peers, reflection on
decision making, and joint problem solving) that are required for 21st century nursing practice
(IOM, 2011). However, instructors should consider the complexity of simulation content and
learning outcomes, as well as students’ cultural background, knowledge level, and relevant
experience before implementing debriefing formats that expand the student role (Cheng et al.,
2016). Instructor’s primary challenge is in determining which debriefing format best meets
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students’ learning needs (INACSL Standards Committee; 2016b; Reed, 2016; Verkuyl et al.,
2018a). To ensure a consistent learning experience, it is vital that all instructors involved in the
facilitation of PLD+ILD fully understand the intent and expectations of the hybrid format. The
study findings implied that senior-level students may already possess some degree of
foundational debriefing skills needed to assume a more active debriefing role; however, the
category dynamic balancing provided evidence that students still seek supportive, nonjudgmental
learning conversations with the instructor. This finding underscores the need for programs to
provide training to develop the communication and debriefing skills that will equip instructors to
address the task-versus-relationship dilemma (Rudolph et al., 2013) by offering clear feedback
without demoralizing the learner.
The present study findings indicate that formative peer feedback fosters deep reflection
and can be easier to receive than instructor feedback. At the same time, the findings also revealed
that students may be hesitant and unsure how to provide peer feedback, a key professional
competency (Cushing, et al., 2011). Taken together, these findings highlight the need for
teaching strategies that encourage the development of this complex skill. Instructors who
integrate the provision of peer feedback—including relevant information related to learning
styles and personality types—as a crucial nursing skill throughout the curriculum better prepare
students to assume an expanded role in debriefing. Furthermore, this strategy builds interpersonal
skills that are transferable to future practice. Most importantly, students should be provided with
early and multiple occasions throughout their program to practice giving feedback to one another
in various clinical settings such as in skills lab and post-clinical conferences.
Even the wisest and most skilled simulation educator cannot match the level of
interpersonal trust inherent in students’ longstanding supportive relationships. Informal
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supportive relationships are protective factors that enhance nursing students’ resilience (Reyes et
al., 2015). This study illuminated the important role these existing relationships play in students’
emotional processing and in students’ assimilation and integration of simulation learning into a
personal framework for nursing practice (Horton-Deutsch & Sherwood, 2017). Therefore,
keeping in mind the potential benefits to be gained by engaging informal social connections,
instructors should actively encourage students to reach out to friends and peers after completing
simulation activities to foster affective processing and to extend reflection. Furthermore, this
study’s findings are supported by national guidelines that indicate that debriefing facilitation may
need to extend beyond the initial debrief (INACSL Standards Committee, 2016b). Given this
guidance, instructors are encouraged to offer a second, more informal debrief (whether virtual or
in-person) a few days after the simulation. I recommend offering the option of a supplemental
debriefing session to encourage students to intentionally revisit their simulation experience in a
less threatening and less structured environment. The supplemental debriefing would provide an
additional opportunity for students to share their experiences with peers, ask any remaining
questions, and seek additional instructor guidance and clarification.
Lastly, study findings have the potential to inform and enlarge the national conversation
surrounding the uptake of alternative debriefing formats in nursing education. Insights from this
study suggest that hybrid formats like PLD+ILD may effectively mitigate debriefing anxiety,
encourage the development of team behaviors, and enhance reflective thinking. Therefore, the
use of PLD in conjunction with ILD offers nurse educators a value-added approach to debriefing
that remains congruent with practice guidelines that specify debriefings be facilitated by formally
trained instructors (INACSL Standards Committee, 2016b).
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Recommendations for Future Research
GTs are potent qualitative research tools that can evolve as new knowledge is acquired
(Corbin & Strauss, 2015). Thus, new knowledge gained from this study has the potential to guide
future research aimed at developing and refining theoretically grounded instruments that can be
used to quantitatively compare different debriefing formats. Particularly, the GT emerging from
this investigation can be used as a foundation on which to build new knowledge about the
debriefing formats that work best in specific contexts and for which types of learners (Sawyer et
al., 2016).
In this study, focus group participants were completing the final semester of their
program and were not necessarily from the same debriefing groups. Future investigations that
vary from these and other study design features (e.g., setting, educational level, and types of
nursing programs) may uncover new important concepts related to students’ sense of cohesion
during PLD+ILD. Therefore, more qualitative investigations are needed to refine and expand the
concepts that emerged from this study.
The study revealed that the influence of peer support on reflection during debriefings
may differ from ILD. Specifically, the study findings suggest that peer support is intimately
entwined with the social processes that affect reflection during PLD+ILD. Further research is
needed to understand and quantify students’ perceptions of peer support and the impact of peer
interactions on reflection during debriefing.
Finally, culture has been identified as key variable to consider when managing the
balance between LCD and ICD (Cheng et al., 2016). As demonstrated in this study, cultural
imprints may influence the provision of peer feedback during PLD. Further research is needed to
fully explore how cultural differences influence students’ abilities to effectively engage in
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debriefing formats that deemphasize the instructor’s role and put a greater onus for learning on
students.
Conclusion
The GT Fluctuating Cohesion: Theory of Nursing Students Engaged in a Hybrid
Debriefing Format explicates the social processes that occur when nursing students engage in
debriefings that differ from ILD. The GT that emerged from this study is the first theory to
address hybrid debriefing formats and offer insights into how social processes contribute to
reflection during debriefing. Inductively derived contextual conceptualizations of participants’
experiences revealed that a multifaceted process of fluctuating cohesion occurred as students
progressed through PLD+ILD. Fluctuating cohesion involves students’ pervasive sense of
multiple transitions between states of collective unity (we-ness) and individual separatism (meness) during PLD+ILD. A variety of influences impacted students’ fragile sense of cohesion,
including individual and joint characteristics of group members, instructor inputs, and the nature
of two different debriefing formats. The dichotomy between the collaborative, relaxed, more
user-friendly environment of PLD and the instructor-driven agenda of ILD resulted in
fluctuations in budding group cohesion. Although significant intersections with extant literature
exist, new conceptualizations emerging from the present study provided implications for nursing
education practice and future research. New categories identified were the core category,
fluctuating cohesion, the main category, dynamic balancing, as well as subprocesses such as
finding our way, getting the right mindset, going from we to me, and reconciling competing
priorities.
The study illustrated that PLD+ILD’s value-added approach to debriefing promotes
psychological safety, facilitates the development of team behaviors, and enhances reflective
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thinking after simulation. Hence, the study provides theoretically based evidence to support
recommendations to augment ILD with LCD formats (Boet et al., 2011; Ha & Lim, 2018;
Verkuyl et al., 2018a). In addition, the study findings offer a theory-based foundation for
instrument development aimed at comparing different debriefing formats. With nursing
education’s expanded uptake of alternative debriefing formats, continued research will help
guide faculty’s pedagogical choices directed towards optimizing debriefing’s effectiveness.
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APPENDIX A: PLD SELF-GUIDED REVIEW, CRITICAL THINKING WORKSHEET,
CODE TEAM PERFORMANCE, CHARGE RN ROUNDING LOG
A1. Self-Guided Review
Reflect on your and your team’s performance and complete the activities listed below.
The tools (Think like a Nurse, Charge Nurse Log, and Code Blue Observation) are NOT
collected or read by the faculty. Make pertinent notes on these tools so you are prepared to
actively participate in debriefing with your facility. Complete the self-guided review activities in
the allotted time.
Self-Guided Review
____ Mr. Harrison’s nurse completes the Think Like a Nurse tool
____ Piya Jordan’s nurse completes the Think Like a Nurse tool
____ Delores Gallegos’ nurse completes the Think Like a Nurse tool
____ Charge Nurse completes the Charge Nurse Log and collaborates with other team members
regarding the patients.
Optional (If instructed to do so by your faculty)
____ Each nurse compares his/her notes from shift report with printed report summaries.
1. Identify the significant patient information – items of concern requiring further investigation
or follow-up. 2. Which of these items did you identify from the audio report and follow-up on? 3.
Which of these items did you either not identify or not follow-up on.
____ Code Blue observation tool. Watch the video and complete the tool. Pause the video
as necessary to analyze, discuss, and form team consensus of observed behaviors. Designate at
least one person as the scribe to make notes on the tool.
Debriefing with faculty
____ Mr. Harrison’s nurse presents Think Like a Nurse
____ Piya Jordan’s nurse presents Think Like a Nurse
____ Delores Gallegos’ nurse presents Think Like a Nurse
____ Charge Nurse presents summary of Charge Nurse Log
____ Team discussed Code Blue performance
____ Complete Weekly Clinical Self Evaluation (submit to instructor)
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A2. Clinical Critical Thinking Worksheet
“Think Like a Nurse”
1. What were your priority concerns today and why?

2. What were the specific, prioritized assessments you made related to the identified priority
concern?

3. What complications were you trying to prevent? (Be specific)

4. Provide the physiologic basis behind your identified priority.

5. Identify and describe three (3) prioritized nursing interventions that addressed your concerns.

6. Evaluate your course of action. Recommend alterations to your plan of care.
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A3. Code Team Performance Checklist
Recognized arrest: note how in
comments

Comments

Confirmed patient was :
___ Responsive ___ Unresponsive
___ Breathing ___ Not Breathing
___ Pulse Present ___ Pulseless

Comments

Summoned help Circle If contacted,

Comments

HCP Rapid Response Code Blue
Other:
Infection control / PPE – universal precautions

Comments

Decontaminated hands (circle): All members Some members No
members
Donned gloves (circle): All members Some members No
members
Used AED. (Goal immediately when

Comments

available)

Time from arrest to first shock
_________sec
Performed Chest
Compressions
Goals:
• Rate 100-120
• Depth at least 50mm
• Duration 2 minutes
without interruption

Mark the scale below.
Rescuer 4
Rescuer 1
Slow Fast
Shallow ≥ 50
Duration _______ (mins)

Rescuer 2
Slow Fast
Shallow ≥ 50
Duration _______ (mins)

Rescuer 3
Slow Fast
Shallow ≥ 50
Duration _______ (mins)

Slow Fast

Shallow ≥ 5

Duration __

Used CPR board Y / N

Comments:
Managed Airway:
Head tilt chin lift Never Sometimes
Always
BVM to face seal Never Sometimes
Always
Used airway adjunct Y / N
Contacted Anesthesia for difficult
airway Y / N

Comments
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Information handed off to Code Team
leader Check if done:

Comments

Witnessed or unwitnessed

Client complaints just prior to code

Diagnosis

Treatments thus far (CPR, shocks, meds)

Medication admin Check if done:
Med 1

Comments

Med 2

Right medication

Right medication

Right dose

Right dose

Right time

Right time

Right route

Right route

Right patient

Right patient

Right reason

Right reason

Assisted Ventilation: (Goal 10 -10 breaths per minute)
Connected device(s) O2 Never Sometimes Always
Verified chest rise with ventilation Never Sometimes Always
Continued assisted ventilation for RR < 8 Never Sometimes
Always

Comments

Note flow used for any devices in comments
Evaluated (re-assessed) patient response to interventions Circle Yes or

Comments

No
Achieved ROSC
Achieved adequate
ventilation-oxygenation

Y
Y

N

Achieved adequate perfusion

Y

N

N
Achieved responsiveness

Developed plan for post resuscitation care Check if done:

Y

N

Comments

Arranged needed ancillary services (lab, radiology, etc)

Communicated event to attending MD

Arranged for transfer bed

Communicated plan to patient or family
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A4. Charge RN Rounding Log
Patient
name /
Room #

Primary
RN /
Attending
MD

Safety
Call light,
side rails
etc.

Pain level

Restrictions
Falls, NPO,
etc
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Pending
Meds, tests,
etc

Patient or
family
Concerns

Other
Notes

APPENDIX B: PROGRESSION OF STUDENTS’ SIMULATION ACTIVITIES

Preparation
Activities
1 week prior

Prebriefing
30 min

Team Planning
Period
30-45 min

Simulation
45 min

Peer-Led Debriefing
1 hr

Instructor-Led
Debriefing
45 min

Evaluation
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APPENDIX C: SIMULATION ACTIVITIES DETAILS
Student preparatory materials posted on BlackboardLearn™ (2019; 1-week prior)
• Simulation information/overview, schedule, group assignments (3-4 students /group), and
role descriptions)
•

Overview of PLD+ILD format

•

PLD Self-guided Review Checklist and Cognitive Aids (see Appendix B)

•

Pre-readings and resources for Multi-patient Sim 1 and Multi-patient Sim 2 based on
learning objectives and patient diagnoses

Prebriefing (30 minutes)
• Instructor: Reviews PLD+ILD format, schedule, learning objectives, and answers
questions
•

Students: Self-select nursing roles (i.e., charge RN, 2-3 staff RNs)

•

Simulation Center Staff: Orients students to simulation environment (room layout,
manikins, equipment, electronic health records, call system, cell phone for charge RN).

Team Planning Period (30-45 minutes)
• Listen to taped shift report
•

Make team assignments

•

Review patients’ electronic health records

Simulation (45 minutes)
• High fidelity, videotaped, multi-patient, multi-role simulation
•

Modalities: Laerdal’s (2019) 3G SimMan™ and standardized patient

Peer-led debriefing (PLD) (1 hour)
• Private, quiet room away from the simulation lab and instructor
•

Structured--using provided cognitive aids

•

Video-assisted review of scenario

Instructor-led debriefing (ILD) (45 minutes)
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•

Instructors trained in debriefing best practices (i.e., some combination of conferences, inservices, and on-site workshops by leaders in the field).

•

Theory-based debriefing model determined by instructor.

Evaluation
• Instructor: Formative assessment based on achievement of learning outcomes
•

Students: Clinical evaluation form
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APPENDIX D: PERMISSION FROM DEAN AND DIRECTOR OF SON
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APPENDIX E: PERMISSION FROM CLASSROOM FACULTY
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APPENDIX F: RECRUITMENT SCRIPT
Hello and thank you for allowing me a few minutes of your time.
My name is Lynn Senette. I am a PhD student at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
(UNLV). I’m also a member of the nursing faculty here, teaching in the RN to BS nursing
program. I am here to invite you to participate in a research study about debriefing after
simulation. You are invited to join the study because you will have first-hand experience from
your simulation activities this semester with a debriefing format that includes both peer-led
debriefing (PLD) and instructor-led debriefing (ILD). I want to capture that experience during
focus group interviews (FGIs) and hopefully use this knowledge to develop debriefing formats
that enhance student reflection after simulation.
The purpose of this study is to explore the social processes that occur when undergraduate
nursing students engage in a debriefing format that includes both peer-led and instructor-led
debriefing. In addition, this study will describe how specific social processes affect reflection
after clinical simulation.
If you take part in this study, you will be scheduled to participate in a 1-hour focus group
interview (4–6 students/group) to answer questions associated with your participation in the
PLD+ILD format. Before the FGI begins, informed written consent to participate in the study
will be obtained. I expect to hold several FGIs. However, you will only be scheduled for one FGI
and it will be scheduled for no earlier than the day after your scheduled simulation. FGIs will be
conducted separately by nursing program, and will occur in a quiet conference room located in
UAA Health Sciences Building. Snacks will be provided, and you will be compensated for your
time with a $10 Starbucks gift card. After your FGI, there will be a short demographic survey
that will take about 5 minutes to complete. Therefore, your total time involvement will be
approximately 75 minutes.
It is very important that I inform you that your participation in the study is strictly voluntary.
You may refuse to participate in this study or in any part of this study with no effect on your
grades in this course, relationships with professors, academic standing at UAA, or relations with
UNLV. You can also withdraw from participation at any time. I will not share the names of those
volunteering for the study with your instructors. While I cannot guarantee confidentiality, study
participants will be asked to agree to respect the privacy of fellow participants and not to repeat
what is said during your FGI.
I hope my research sounds interesting to you and that you will consider participating in the
study. While there are no direct benefits to you from enrolling in this study, you may derive
feelings of satisfaction from contributing to the body of nursing knowledge.
If you want to take part in the study, please provide your contact information so that I notify you
of the date/time for your FGI. I have a contact information sheet available here at the front of the
room. Please be sure to include your program, name, email, and phone number.
Thank for your time.
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APPENDIX G: DEMOGRAPHIC SURVEY
Please complete this survey by circling the most applicable option(s). This information will be
used to describe the study sample and will be kept confidential.
1. Age in years _______ (write-in response)
2. To which gender do you most identify? (circle one)
Male Female Prefer not to say
3. Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or Spanish origin (ethnicity)? (circle one)
Yes No
4. How would you describe yourself? (circle any that apply)
American Indian or Alaska, Native Asian
Black or African American, Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander
White
5. Which of these nursing courses are you enrolled in? (circle one)
NURS 225L Adult Nursing II Lab (ADN program)
NS 416L Concentration in Clinical Nursing Lab (BS program)
6. How many times have you used the combined Peer-led Debriefing (PLD) plus
Instructor-led Debriefing format (PLD+ILD)? (circle one)
Once, Twice, Three or more
7. Not counting your experience as a nursing student, how much healthcare work
experience do you have? (circle one)
None <1 year, 1-3 years, 4-6 years, >6 years
8. If you have previous healthcare work experience, in what capacity did you have
healthcare experience? (circle all that apply)
Certified Nursing Assistant (CNA)
Licensed Practical Nurse (LPN)
Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)
Paramedic
Other______________
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APPENDIX H: SEMISTRUCTURED INTERVIEW GUIDE
Note: These questions served only as an initial guide for the interviewer. Potential new
questions, added as new concepts and gaps in understanding were identified, are underlined.
1. What was it like for you to use the debriefing format, Peer-led Debrief plus Instructor-led
Debrief (PLD+ILD)?
2. What is your understanding of the purpose of PLD+ILD?
3. Would you please share some of your experiences using other debriefing formats earlier in
your nursing program?
Probes: Please tell me more about…
Think back to…
4. What occurred during your use of the combined debriefing format, PLD+ILD, that didn’t
occur in your previous experiences with instructor-led debriefing?
5. How would you describe the process that you go through when you participate in PLD?
Probes:
a.) What is the sequence of events during PLD?
b.) If there were any uncertainty about how to proceed, how was it resolved?
6. What happens to group dynamics when the instructor enters the room?
Probes:
a.) How does that feel?
b.) How does that differ from when you were in PLD?
c.) How does that effect your work as a team?
7. What is the difference between discussing the simulation with peers versus with the
instructor?
8. What is your perception of reflection in the context of debriefing after simulation?
Probes:
a.) What enables reflection during debriefing?
b.) What hinders reflection during debriefing?
9. How do your fellow students influence your ability to engage in reflection during PLD+ILD?
Probes:
a.) How does this differ from the influence of peers during instructor-led debrief?
b.) How do your peers influence your ability to focus your thoughts in debriefing?
c.) Can you provide any specific examples of how your peers helped to redirect you
towards reflection?
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10. During debriefing, what do you believe is most helpful in allowing you to engage in
reflection and to learn from the simulation experience?
11. What can be positive or negative influences on your ability to engage in reflection during
debriefing?
12. How do your peers contribute to your learning during PLD+ILD?
Probes:
a.). How does this differ from your peers’ contribution to your learning during ILD
alone?
b.) How does knowing the people in your debriefing group affect what goes on during
debriefing?
c.) How does that affect your work as a team?
13. What are some of the things that happen in PLD+ILD that determine whether you are willing
to share a diverging point of view?
14. What is it like to give feedback to peers and how do you go about it?
15. What happens to the group dynamic when the debriefing ends?
16. All things considered, how would you compare the overall experience of the alternative
format, PLD+ILD, to your previous experiences with ILD?
Final Questions:
17. Is there anything else you would like to tell me about your experiences with this debriefing
format?
18. Is there anything else you would like to tell me about reflection during debriefing?
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APPENDIX I: INFORMED CONSENT

Informed consent
School of Nursing
TITLE OF STUDY: Nursing Students’ Experiences of an Alternative Debriefing Format:
A Grounded Theory Study
INVESTIGATOR(S): Carol Lynn Senette PhD(C), MBA, MS, RN, CNE (student
investigator) Catherine Dingley, PhD, RN, FNP, FAAN (PI)
For questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Carol Lynn Senette at 907-398-7083
or senette@unlv.nevada.edu.
For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or comments regarding
the manner in which the study is being conducted, contact the UNLV Office of Research
Integrity – Human Subjects at 702-895-2794, toll free at 888-581-2794 or via email at
IRB@unlv.edu.
Purpose of the Study
You are invited to participate in a research study about nursing students’ perceptions and
experiences of using an alternative debriefing format following simulation. The purpose of this
study is to provide greater understanding of the social processes that occur then students engage
in a non-conventional debriefing format. Specifically, this study aims to inductively derive a
theory regarding the actions and processes that occur when students engage in Peer-led
Debriefing (PLD) followed by Instructor-led Debriefing (ILD). Further, the study aims to gain
insight into how those processes contribute to reflection.
Participants
You are being asked to participate in the study because you fit this criterion: a) you are over age
18, b) you are enrolled in either NURS 225L Adult Nursing II Lab or NS 416L Concentration in
Clinical Nursing Lab, and c) you have engaged in the PLD+ILD format on at least one (1)
occasion in the past six (6) months.
Procedures
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If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to do the following:
1. Participate in an interview session in a small focus group setting to discuss your perceptions
about the PLD+ILD format. The focus group interview session will be audio taped and will take
about an hour and will occur in a quiet conference room located in UAA Health Sciences
Building.
2. Fill out an 8-question demographic survey. This questionnaire is expected to take less than 5
minutes.
Benefits of Participation
There are no direct benefits to you as a participant in this study. However, we hope to learn about
the social processes nursing students engage in when participating in alternative debriefing
formats, and to eventually use this knowledge to develop debriefing formats that enhance student
reflection after simulation.
Risks of Participation
There are risks involved in all research studies. This study may include only minimal risks. The
minimal associated risks with this activity are not expected to vary from risks associated with the
daily life of a student; although answering some questions about your experiences with
debriefing may cause you to feel uncomfortable or emotional.
Cost /Compensation
There will no financial cost to you to participate in this study. The time to complete the focus
group interview and demographic survey will be approximately 70 minutes. Snacks will be
provided during the interview session and you will be compensated for your time with a $10
Starbucks gift card.
Confidentiality
All information gathered in this study will be kept as confidential as possible. Please be advised
that although the researcher will take every precaution to maintain confidentiality, the nature of
focus group interviews prevents the researcher from guaranteeing confidentiality. The researcher
would like to remind participants to respect the privacy of your fellow participants and not repeat
what is said in the focus group interview to others.
Non-disclosure Statement for Focus Group Interview (please initial):
____I agree to maintain the confidentiality of the information discussed by all participants and
the researcher during the focus-group session.
If you cannot agree to the above stipulation, please see the researcher as you may be ineligible
to participate in the study.
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Participant contact information will be used by the researcher only for scheduling purposes
and/or to follow up with you after your focus group session to clarify any points of discussion.
No reference will be made in written or oral materials that could link you to this study. Once
audio recordings are transcribed, they will be erased or deleted. All study records will be stored
in a password protected computer on a private password-protected drive that is kept directly with
the researcher or in the researcher’s locked office. All study records will be deleted/destroyed
three (3) years after completion of the study.
Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may withdraw at any time. You may refuse to
participate in this study or in any part of this study with no effect on your grades, relationships
with professors, academic standing at UAA, or relations with UNLV. You are encouraged to ask
questions about this study at the beginning or any time during the research study.
Participant Consent:
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I have been able to ask
questions about the research study. I am at least 18 years of age. A copy of this form has been
given to me.

Signature of Participant

Date

Participant Name (Please Print)
Audio Taping:
I agree to be audio taped for the purpose of this research study.

Signature of Participant

Date

Participant Name (Please Print)
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APPENDIX J: FOCUS GROUP SCRIPT
Welcome
Welcome. I would like to thank you for participating in this discussion to explore your
experiences with the debriefing format you used in during your recent simulation activities: Peerled Debrief plus Instructor-led Debrief (PLD+ILD). Please be sure to help yourselves to the
refreshments during this session.
As you may remember, my name is Lynn Senette and I am doing research towards a PhD from
the University of Nevada Las Vegas. I’d like to introduce__________, my Research Assistant.
He/she will assist with informed consent procedures, note taking, and managing the audio
recording device. Before we begin, I want to make sure of two things: we have your signed
consent and your permission to audio record the interview.
Overview of the Topic
As you know, debriefing takes place in small groups of students who experienced the same
simulation. I will be asking you to share information about the social processes you, as nursing
students, experienced using the PLD+ILD format and how those processes contributed to
reflection.
You were invited to participate because you have first-hand experience with this debriefing
format. I want to capture that experience and hopefully use this knowledge to develop debriefing
formats that enhance student reflection after simulation.
Ground Rules
There are no right or wrong answers. I expect that you will have different points of view. I
encourage you to share your perspective, even if it differs from others’ points of view. My
research assistant, __________, will be taking written notes because we want don’t want to miss
any of your comments. This discussion is considered confidential. I’d like to remind everyone to
respect the privacy of your fellow participants and not repeat what is said in the focus group to
others.
Please don’t feel that you have to respond only to me. Feel free to follow-up with someone else’s
comments, or give examples or an alternative view. The whole point of this focus group is to
generate rich discussion. I’m here to facilitate the discussion by asking questions, asking for
clarification, making sure everyone has a chance to share, and most importantly, by listening to
your comments. I am interested in hearing from everyone in the group; if you aren’t saying
much, I may call on you for your thoughts.
Ice Breaker Question
“Let’s begin. What is the first thing that comes to your mind when you hear the word
“debriefing?”
Adapted from Krueger & Casey, 2015, pp. 103-120.
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APPENDIX K: LOCAL COUNSELING AND SUPPORT SERVICES

Local Counseling and Support Services Resources
Nursing Students’ Experiences of an Alternative Debriefing Format:
A Grounded Theory Study
Student Investigator: Carol Lynn Senette, MS, MBA, RN, CNE
PhD Candidate, School of Nursing, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Telephone number: 907-398-7083 Email: senette@unlv.nevada.edu
Dissertation Advisor: Catherine Dingley, PhD, RN, FNP, FAAN
To the best of our knowledge, the minimal associated risks to you for participating in this study
are not expected to vary from risks associated with the daily life of a student. If, however, you
require supplementary emotional support after your focus group interview, there are a number
of counseling and other support services resources offered by the university and the community:
ON-CAMPUS COUNSELING AND SUPPORT
UAA Student Health and Counseling Center’s professional mental health counselors are
dedicated to helping UAA students. To schedule an appointment, call 907-786-4040.
UAA Psychological Services includes clinicians who are graduate, master, and doctoral students
supervised by licensed psychologists. For confidential counseling services call 907-786-1795.
The UAA Care Team’s purpose is to promote a safe and productive learning, living, and working
environment by addressing the needs of students through coordination and assessment of
information and developing a supportive plan. Call 907-786-6065 or email care@uaa.alaska.edu.
OFF-CAMPUS COUNSELING AND SUPPORT
Providence Alaska Psychiatric Emergency Department can be contacted at 907-212-2800. Crisis
care is available through the emergency department or through the Crisis Line at 907-563-3200.
Southcentral Foundation offers Behavioral Health Services for Alaska Native and American
Indian people ages 18 and older at the Anchorage Native Primary Care Center and for adults,
children and adolescents at the Fireweed Clinic. 907-729-2500.
Anchorage Community Mental Health 24-hour Crisis Line. Call 907-563-3200.
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APPENDIX L: EXEMPT STATUS FROM UNLV

UNLV Biomedical IRB - Exempt Review Exempt Notice
DATE:
TO: FROM:
PROTOCOL TITLE:
ACTION:
EXEMPT DATE: REVIEW CATEGORY:
August 2, 2019
Catherine Dingley, PhD
Office of Research Integrity - Human Subjects
[1441368-1] Nursing Students’ Experiences of an Alternative Debriefing Format: A Grounded Theory Study
DETERMINATION OF EXEMPT STATUS August 1, 2019
Exemption category # 2
Thank you for your submission of New Project materials for this protocol. This memorandum is notification
that the protocol referenced above has been reviewed as indicated in Federal regulatory statutes
45CFR46.101(b) and deemed exempt.
We will retain a copy of this correspondence with our records.
PLEASE NOTE:
Upon final determination of exempt status, the research team is responsible for conducting the research as
stated in the exempt application reviewed by the ORI - HS and/or the IRB which shall include using the most
recently submitted Informed Consent/Assent Forms (Information Sheet) and recruitment materials.
If your project involves paying research participants, it is recommended to contact Carisa Shaffer, ORI
Program Coordinator at (702) 895-2794 to ensure compliance with the Policy for Incentives for Human
Research Subjects.
Any changes to the application may cause this protocol to require a different level of IRB review. Should any
changes need to be made, please submit a Modification Form. When the above-referenced protocol has been
completed, please submit a Continuing Review/Progress Completion report to notify ORI - HS of its closure.
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If you have questions, please contact the Office of Research Integrity - Human Subjects at IRB@unlv.edu or
call 702-895-2794. Please include your protocol title and IRBNet ID in all correspondence.
Office of Research Integrity - Human Subjects
4505 Maryland Parkway . Box 451047 . Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-1047 (702) 895-2794 . FAX: (702) 8950805 . IRB@unlv.edu
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APPENDIX M: EXEMPT STATUS FROM UAA

Research &
Graduate Studies
UNIVERSITY of ALASKA ANCHORAGE
3211 Providence Drive Anchorage, Alaska 99508-4614 T 907.786.1099, F 907.786.1791 www.uaa.alaska.edu/research/ric

DATE:
TO: FROM:
PROJECT TITLE: SUBMISSION TYPE:
ACTION: DECISION DATE: EXPIRATION DATE:
July 29, 2019
Carol Senette, MS, MBA, PhD (c) University of Alaska Anchorage IRB
[1469467-1] Nursing Students’ Experiences of an Alternative Debriefing Format: A Grounded Theory Study
New Project
DETERMINATION OF EXEMPT STATUSWITH UNLV AS PRIMARY July 26, 2019
Your research proposal meets the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services requirements for the
protection of human research subjects (45 CFR 46 as amended/revised) as being exempt from Institutional
Review Board (IRB) review.
Therefore, you have permission to begin data collection for your study. You are responsible for presenting the
UAA IRB Authorization Agreement (IAA) to UNLV (attached to this project), for their signature and agreement
to be designated as the primary reviewing institution. Please submit a completely signed copy of the IAA to
the UAA IRBNet system for record keeping.
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If UNLV authorizes any changes to this protocol, please submit a copy of their action to this IRBNet record.
You should promptly report any proposed changes in the research protocol for UNLV IRB review and
approval.
Please submit a Final Report to this UAA IRBNet record, at the end of your project.
On behalf of the Board, I wish to extend my best wishes for success in accomplishing the objectives of your
study.

Sharilyn Mumaw, M.P.A. Research Compliance Officer
- 1 - Generated on IRBNet
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APPENDIX N: STUDY MODIFICATIONS

Research &
Graduate Studies
UNIVERSITY of ALASKA ANCHORAGE
3211 Providence Drive Anchorage, Alaska 99508-4614 T 907.786.1099, F 907.786.1791 www.uaa.alaska.edu/research/ric

DATE:
TO: FROM:
PROJECT TITLE: SUBMISSION TYPE:
REVIEW TYPE: ACTION: DECISION DATE: EXPIRATION DATE:
NEXT REPORT DUE DATE:
September 13, 2019
Carol Senette, MS, MBA, PhD (c) University of Alaska Anchorage IRB
[1469467-2] Nursing Students’ Experiences of an Alternative Debriefing Format: A Grounded Theory Study
Amendment/Modification
Exempt Review APPROVED September 13, 2019
This letter is in response to your request for review and approval of modifications to your currently approved
proposal. The addition of two research assistants was accepted, but the Institutional Authorization
Agreement (IAA) that you requested from UAA to UNLV (see Package #1) was declined by UNLV.
UNLV had previously determined (see correspondence attached to this package) that the project was exempt
from IRB review, and the UNLV internal processes limit IAAs only to non-exempt reviews, and stated that,
"there is no need for the Authorization" at UNLV.
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However, UAA policies do require review of projects deemed as exempt from IRB review, and those reviews
are conducted by the IRB Administrator, Office of Research Integrity and Compliance.
The PI is a faculty member at UAA, and all human subject research conducted by personnel affiliated with
UAA requires review, and ORIC staff review all projects that are exempt from IRB review, and this study
qualifies for ORIC review under 45 CFR 46.104(d)(1), and UNLV has declined to sign an IAA with UAA,
therefore, UAA ORIC is responsible for reviewing this study.
For this project, the student designation will be changed to faculty, since the PI is a member of the School oo
Nursing faculty (see correspondence from PI), and UAA will remain as the primary reviewing authority for
this UAA faculty project.
Please promptly report any proposed changes in the research protocol for review and approval, and submit a
Final Report at the end of your project.
On behalf of the entire Board, I wish you continued success with your study. Sharilyn Mumaw, MPA
IRB Research Compliance Administrator
Office of Research Integrity & Compliance (ORIC) University of Alaska Anchorage
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